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1 Working together for a safer Scotland

It gives us great pleasure to introduce our annual report 
for 2014-15. Within this document, you will find details 
of the progress made by the Scottish Fire and Rescue 
Service (SFRS) in its second year operating as a national 
organisation. 

Specifically, you will be able to see how our strategies and 
plans contribute to the Scottish Government’s National 
Framework, which is designed to improve outcomes 
for communities across Scotland through the effective 
performance of public services and enhanced partnership 
working between a wide range of key stakeholders and 
agencies. 

Staff continue to work extremely hard to ensure we 
meet our targets as defined within the Fire and Rescue 
Framework. To reduce fire fatalities and casualties, reduce 
special service casualties, reduce accidental dwelling fires, 
reduce firefighter injuries and critically, to improve our own 
staff attendance rates.

You will see examples of how we have tackled all of 
these issues throughout this report and where we have 
exceeded or achieved our targets or where we need to 
add further focus.

Legislation also requires us to produce a new strategic plan 
every three years and work is well underway to ensure that 
this will be produced during 2016. This allows us to review 
the work we have done since our inception as a national 
service.

Collaboration with the Scottish Government and 
engagement with a range of internal and external 
stakeholders will ensure that as we move forward our 
strategic direction and priorities continue to deliver 
on the expectations for SFRS as set out within the Fire 
Framework. 

Details of our financial performance are also contained 
within the annual report and accounts and show that we 
continue to make the savings asked of us by the reform 
agenda. Accounts for the financial year 2014/15 include 
details of SFRS income, expenditure, assets and liabilities. 

It is critical that we can demonstrate that we are able to 
operate within the reduced financial budget available 
to us whilst continuing to deliver the excellent and wide 
range of services the public has come to rely on.

One of the things we are most pleased about is our 
community safety work, very o�en undertaken with 
partners, which demonstrates the true value of our public 
service to individuals and agencies. These life-saving 
services and initiatives are o�en targeted at helping some 
of the most vulnerable people in our communities. 

It is through these efforts that we will be able to deliver 
safer communities, ensure less people die or are injured 
in house fires and prevent people from needing our 
emergency interventions in the first place. 

PAT WATTERS
Chair
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Board

Welcome and Introduction

One of the things we are most 
pleased about is our community 
safety work which demonstrates 
the true value of our public 
service.
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That should allow us to create safer operating 
environments for our firefighters, which should in turn 
have a positive impact on firefighter injuries. 

SFRS continues to be at the heart of ensuring that major 
events can be delivered safely and our personnel have 
contributed to the extensive planning and preparation 
required alongside partners to deliver public spectacles 
including the Glasgow Commonwealth Games, the 
Scottish Open Golf in Aberdeen, the Ryder Cup at 
Gleneagles, T in the Park at Balado and the world famous 
Edinburgh Fringe and Festival to name but a few. 

Whether it is ensuring that specialist resources are made 
available whenever and wherever they are needed, 
delivering home fire safety visits to make people safer in 
their homes from fire or responding to emergencies such 
as the George Square bin lorry crash or the Glasgow 
School of Art fire our focus remains the same.

We must ensure we continue to improve the level of 
service we deliver, against a backdrop of continuing 
funding pressures. We know one of the best ways we can 
do this is through our positive approach to working in 
partnership with others to ensure that we are delivering 
effective, best value services. This will ensure we deliver 
safer communities for the people of Scotland, an aim that 
is shared by all of our key partners.

As we continue to find new and innovative ways to 
improve our performance and deliver an excellent fire and 
rescue service this report demonstrates the progress we 
have made to date on that journey. 

We hope you enjoy the report and reading about our 
achievements and once again we would like to thank our 
staff for all their efforts to deliver the improvements and 
successes we have documented here.

ALASDAIR HAY
Chief Officer
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
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The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) is 
committed to contributing meaningfully to Scottish 
Government’s aims for our communities. 

We formulate our strategies, plans and policies so that we 
play our part in creating a safer, stronger country where 
high quality, efficient public services support people, 
particularly the vulnerable and disadvantaged in our 
society, to access services that meet their needs. 

Scottish Government’s National Framework specifies the 
outcomes which describe what it wants to achieve for 
Scotland. We can contribute directly or indirectly to each 
of the 16 outcomes they have chosen, but we make a 
significant contribution to these four: 

•	We live longer and healthier lives (Outcome 6)
•	We live our lives free from crime, disorder and 

danger (Outcome 9)
•	We have strong, resilient and supportive 

communities where people take responsibility for 
their own actions and the ways in which they affect 
others (Outcome 11)

•	Our public services are high quality, continually 
improving, efficient and responsive to local needs 
(Outcome 16)

Our Service is part of the ‘Justice’ family of services, so 
the more detailed direction we are given by Scottish 
Government is cascaded through the Strategy for Justice 
in Scotland 2012 which requires us to contribute to the 
following: 

•	Priority 6 ‘reducing the harm from fires and other 
emergencies’

•	Priority 8 ‘strengthening community engagement 
and resilience’

The Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 is a key 
element of the Scottish Government’s public service 
reform agenda and provides the statutory basis for reform 
of Scotland’s eight former fire and rescue services into a 
single Service for Scotland. 

The aims of reform, as articulated in the act, are to: 

•	Protect and improve local services, despite  
financial cuts, by stopping duplication of support 
services eight times over and not cutting front line 
services 

•	Create more equal access to specialist resources  
and national capacity – like murder investigation 
teams, firearms teams or flood rescue – where and 
when they are needed; and

•	Strengthen the connection between fire services 
and communities by creating a new formal 
relationship with all 32 local authorities, involving 
many more local councillors and better integrating 
with community planning partnerships 

Management Commentary:
Strategic Report

The Scottish Fire and Rescue 
Service: Contributing to 
Scotland’s future 
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This report marks the end of our second year as a national 
organisation. Our focus has been on consolidating the 
strong foundations we laid in our inaugural year whilst 
continuing on our transformation journey. We continue 
to work closely with Government to ensure we meet 
Ministers’ expectations. 

In order to set a clear course, we consulted on and 
published a Strategic Plan 2013-16. This is supported by 
consecutive Annual Operating Plans which clearly show 
how the aims of the Strategic Plan are met. 

The achievements delivered through the Annual 
Operating Plan 2014/15 are recorded within this 
document, and a new Operating Plan for 2015/16 has 
been approved by the Board. Within the Strategic Plan we 
set out how we will achieve our vision through our aims, 
values and targets.  

The Minister for Community Safety and Legal Affairs held 
the public annual review of SFRS for 2013/14 in Glasgow 
on 16 July 2015. The review document can be viewed 
on our website, www.firescotland.gov.uk,  through the 
‘About Us’ menu on the ‘Planning and Performance’ page. 

The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
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Working together for a Safer Scotland

AIM 1 AIM 2 AIM 3 AIM 4
IMPROVED 

SAFETY

Improved safety of our 
communities and staff

Work with our local communities 
to reduce risk from fire and other 

emergencies and ensure the 
safety of our staff at all times.

ACCESS TO OUR 
SERVICES

More equitable access to our 
services

Ensure all our communities 
have access to the full range of 
services and skills we provide 

wherever and whenever they are 
needed.

our aims

SAFETY

We value the 
safety of our 
staff and the 
communities 
we serve and 

will do our 
utmost to 

enhance and 
preserve it.

DIGNITY

We value and 
will respect the 

dignity and worth 
of every individual 

both within our 
workplaces 

and across the 
communities we 

serve.

EXCELLENCE

We will strive 
for quality in all 

our activities 
and will act 

professionally, 
reliably and 
responsibly 

at all times in 
everything we 

say and do.

DIVERSITY

We value and 
recognise the 

diversity of our 
workforce and 

the communities 
we serve and will 

implement working 
practices that 

meets the needs of 
diverse groups.

FAIRNESS

We will treat 
people in a fair, 
consistent and 

considerate 
manner and will 

not prejudge 
any individual 

or situation.

INTEGRITY

We will act 
professionally 

at all times 
and will be 
open and 

honest in our 
dealings with 

our colleagues 
and with the 

public.

EQUALITY

We will promote 
equality of 

opportunity 
and will remove 

unlawful 
discrimination, 

harassment, 
victimisation and 

other conduct 
prohibited in the 

Equality Act 2010.

RESPECT

We will listen to 
and value our 
staff and the 
communities 

we serve, 
respecting the 

views of our 
partners and 

the public.

our values

our targets

Reduce
 fire casualties

Reduce 
special services 

casualties

Reduce 
accidental dwelling 

fires

Reduce 
non-domestic 

fires

Reduce 
firefighter 

injuries

PARTNERSHIP 
WORKING

Improved outcomes through 
partnership

Engage with partners to 
ensure our national priorities 

are tailored locally to 
improve outcomes within the 

communities we serve.

CONTINUOUS
 IMPROVEMENT

Develop a culture of 
continuous improvement

Ensure continuous improvement 
is at the heart of all our activities 

and we adopt best practice to 
deliver effective and efficient 

services to the public.

We will be a world leading Fire Service that others look to because of our 
approach of working in partnership to improve the safety and wellbeing 

of people throughout Scotland.

Improve
attendance
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Strategic Plan 2016-19

The Strategic Plan sets our direction over a three year 
period.  It outlines our vision, values, priorities and the 
measures we will use to check our progress.  It forms 
the structural basis for all our other plans and for our 
performance reporting.  

Our strategic direction over our early years has largely 
been set by the reform agenda outlined in the Police and 
Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012.  We designed our first 
Strategic Plan 2013-16 to ensure we met the priorities 
of the Fire and Rescue Framework for Scotland, which 
contained 58 specific priorities and 6 outcome targets 
centred largely around meeting the aims of reform.  Our 
planning and reporting so far have focussed on evidencing 
our compliance with this.  Audit Scotland has found that 
we achieved the move to one service without detriment 
for communities and suggested that the reform process 
has been well managed.  

Legislation requires that we produce a new Strategic Plan 
every three years.  This means a new plan will be due 
for publication during 2016.  We are now revisiting our 
priorities to reflect the new phase we find ourselves in 
following our transformative years. We are doing this in 
close collaboration with Scottish Government so that the 
shape of the new plan will meet the needs of the next Fire 
and Rescue Framework, which is planned for 2016.

Since May we have engaged extensively with our staff, 
partners, stakeholders and the general public to gather 
their views on what our organisation needs to do.  We 
aim to be a Scottish Fire and Rescue Service for the 21st 
century, with innovation central to our approach and as 
one of our key values.  It is important that we capitalise 
on as wide a range of views as possible as we design that 
service for the future.  Our Strategic Plan will be dra�ed in 
early 2016 and published for a three month consultation 
period during late summer.  We expect to publish our 
Strategic Plan 2016-19 in October 2016. 

Financial Review

The key measure of financial performance for the SFRS 
is the comparison of expenditure against Departmental 
Expenditure Limit (DEL) funding provided by the Scottish 
Government.  The Net Resource Expenditure variance 
for financial year 2014/15 was an underspend of £6.796 
million, primarily due to loan repayments that were 
budgeted against DEL but were correctly charged directly 
to the Statement of Financial Position (SoFP). Taking into 
account the budget of £5.449 million for this item results 
in an underspend for the year of £1.347 million.

This was due to a number of factors with the most 
significant being: an underspend of £1.0 million in relation 
to service transformation; an underspend of £1.429 
million in employee costs, predominantly within Retained 
and Support Staff, including a technical accounting 
adjustment of £0.3 million in respect of holiday pay, and; 
an overspend in other operating costs of £1.082 million 
due to accelerated expenditure on items such as personal 
protective equipment, uniforms and clothing, and 
equipment maintenance.  

The Annual Report contains the Accounts for financial year 
2014/15, which includes the income and expenditure, 
and assets and liabilities of the Scottish Fire and Rescue 
Service (SFRS).  The Statement of Financial Position as at 
31 March 2015 shows a significant negative balance of 
£3.332 billion (£2.753 billion as at 31 March 2014), due 
to the inclusion of liabilities related to defined benefit 
pension schemes as required by International Accounting 
Standard (IAS) 19 Employee Benefits.  

These liabilities will, however, fall due in future years 
and will be financed by grant funding from Scottish 
Government in the year they are paid.  Funding has been 
approved for financial year 2015/16 and there is no reason 
to believe that approvals will not be granted in the future.

As noted above, funding for financial year 2015/16 has 
been agreed.  As the Comprehensive Spending Review is 
currently ongoing, funding for 2016/17 and beyond has 
still to be approved.  The SFRS is therefore developing a 
long term financial strategy to deal with potential changes 
to budgets in the years to come.  It is anticipated that this 
will be presented to the Board in 2016.

Further information on financial performance can be found 
in Section 4 of the Directors Report.
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Performance Scorecard

There are six targets we must meet 
to comply with the Fire and Rescue 
Framework.  We assess each of the targets 
below using a simple Red, Amber or Green 
indication of our performance. 

Green means we have achieved or exceeded the target; Amber means we did not 
achieve the target but we are within 10% of what was set; and Red means we have 
not achieved the target and are more than 10% above or below what was set. 
A wider range of PIs are illustrated in Appendix 1 of the Annual Performance Review.  

Examples of the work which contributes to each indicator can be found throughout 
this report.  These are the six indicators tracked for the Fire and Rescue Framework.  
Targets are set by Scottish Government.  This year, three of the six returned a Green 
result, one returned an Amber and two were defined as Red as shown below: 

Target 1: Reducing fire fatalities and casualties by 5% a year
Target 2: Reducing special services casualties
Target 3: Reducing accidental dwelling fires by 10% each year
Target 4: Reducing the number of non-domestic fires
Target 5: Reducing firefighter injuries
Target 6: Improving attendance

Annual Report and Accounts 2014-2015 8

Please note that the data for 2014/15 supplied in this document is provisional. Verified data will be published in due course. We record data using 
the National Incident Recording System (IRS), developed on behalf of the UK Government’s Department for Communities and Local Government 
(DCLG). Since 2009, all incidents attended by Fire and Rescue Services throughout Great Britain have been logged and recorded on this system.

Target

1. Reducing fire fatalities and casualties by 5% a year

2. Reducing special services casualties

3. Reducing accidental dwelling fires by 10% each year

4. Reducing the number of non-domestic fires

5. Reducing firefighter injuries

6. Improving attendance Firefighters – shi£s lost

  Other staff – days lost

 RAG Target 2014/15 2013/14

  1,054 867 1,105

  2,133 2,168 2,215

  4,441 4,960 4,683

  2,426 2,325 2,350

  48 41 41

  8.6 9.6 9.1

  3.4 6.7 6.0
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Target 1: Reducing fire fatalities 
and casualties by 5% a year*

Fire casualty rates provide an indication of the number of 
serious, life-threatening fires. This can indicate not only our 
success in reducing the number of life risk fires through 
community fire safety (CFS) and similar activities, but also 
success in response activity in saving lives. Activity to 
influence this indicator is cascaded to local level through 
Prevention and Protection Seasonal Thematic Action Plans 
(see Section 3: Improved Outcomes through Partnership) 
so that local activity can impact on national results. Last 
year, we submitted an amber result for this indicator.

Although the number of fatalities in primary fires increased 
from 31 last year to 41 in 2014-15, the number of non-fatal 
casualties fell substantially from 1,074 to 826, the lowest 
total in the past six years. 

The combined total of fatal and non-fatal casualties, 867, 
is just under 22% lower than the three-year average, 
exceeding the 5% reduction target of 197.8 casualties 
per million population (1,054 casualties). Accordingly, 
we classify this target as green. Accidental dwelling fire 
(ADF) casualties are a major component of the all-fire total 
above. When we look at monthly accidental dwelling fire 
casualties over time we see a complex pattern which has 
considerable seasonal variability overlaid on slower trend 
changes and random components. 

Casualties peak in the winter months around December 
and are at their lowest in the summer months around June. 
We have used this knowledge to inform our seasonal 
community safety campaigns. 

RESULT

867

TARGET

1,054

against the previous three year average*

Fire Casualty Rate

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2014/15

2500

220.0

197.2

207.4

162.8

 Target 2014/15 Result 2013/14 Result RAG

 1,054 867 1,105

1. Reducing fire fatalities and 
casualties by 5% a year*
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The chart above shows monthly ADF casualty totals for Scotland since IRS records began in April 2009. From the trend lines 
on the chart it is clear that casualties in ADFs peaked around the close of 2010 and have generally been on a declining trend 
since. This helps us understand why there was such a large reduction in the all-fire casualties total this year.

Improved outcomes are linked to a number of combining contributory factors including:

•	 Internal	and	external	information	sharing,	data	analysis	and	performance	management,	focused	on	improved		 	
 outcomes 
•	 Consistent	and	effective	national	policies	for	community	safety	engagement	across	SFRS
•	 Introduction	of	new	community	safety	engagement	structures	with	dedicated	resources	deployed		locally		
•	 Partner	organisations	recognising	and	referring	at	risk	households	into	SFRS	for	Home	Fire	Safety	Visit	(HFSV)		 	
 services
•	 Investment	in	increased	smoke	alarm	coverage	linked	to	SFRS	HFSV	activity
•	 SFRS	Media	strategy	and	targeting	of	activities	via	Thematic	Action	Planning
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Some examples of our preventative work: 

A database of over 15,000 lone occupants has been created in partnership with East Lothian Council to identify, as set 
out in the Local Fire and Rescue Plan, the most vulnerable members of our communities. This significant piece of work 
has	helped	operational	crews	to	identify	and	target	Home	Fire	Safety	Visits	(HFSVs)	to	suit	the	needs	of	individuals	in	
communities within East Lothian. A similar project has been undertaken in Midlothian. 

Working with many partners across the city of Glasgow, we have been able to use an intelligence led structure to 
identify the most vulnerable residents in the city and focus our engagement and interactive activity where it is most 
beneficial. Referral pathways from Registered Social Landlords, Social Services, Alcohol and Drug Partnerships and 
the third sector allow households to be prioritised with the most vulnerable households to the fore.  This enables us to 
engage	with	partners	and	deliver	high	value	HFSVs	in	partnership	where	it	is	most	needed.	One	of	the	most	successful	
partnerships	is	through	the	Community	Improvement	Partnership	(CIP)	which	includes	Glasgow	Housing	Association	
(GHA)	and	Police	Scotland.		These	partners	collectively	engage	with	vulnerable	households	within	the	scope	of	
Glasgow’s biggest landlord. This has seen a recorded continuous reduction in fire casualties over the past three years.

In	Highland	we	have	engaged	with	NHS	Highland	colleagues	to	provide	training	to	the	staff	who	deliver	home	care	
services. The training is tailored to deliver risk identification skills, risk reduction skills and to confirm the referral pathway 
to	the	Scottish	Fire	and	Rescue	Service.		This	means	that	Home	Fire	Safety	Visits	can	be	offered	and	delivered	to	these	
vulnerable people within our communities and thereby make them safer. 

Clydebank	personnel	took	part	in	the	pilot	programme	against	domestic	abuse,	“Medics	Against	Violence”.	This	
initiative aims to encourage those living with domestic abuse to report the abuse and seek help. It has been established 
that there is a clear link between domestic abuse and fire-raising. As part of their role to make victims safe in their 
homes,	the	SFRS	carry	out	numerous	HFSV	to	those	most	at	risk.	

During the winter period, Falkirk and West Lothian staff attended a number of Flu Clinics in order to provide fire safety 
advice and generate referrals. We also distributed information on behalf of Trading Standards in relation to financial 
harm	and	bogus	callers.	This	initiative	generated	in	excess	of	180	HFSVs,	predominately	from	elderly	and	vulnerable	
individuals. This initiative has been acknowledged by the local Adult Support and Protection Committee as an area of 
best practice and all members are exploring ways of enhancing this approach. This will include looking at other areas of 
unintentional harm reduction. 
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2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2014/15

4000  

398.1

399.4

415.4

406.9

RESULTTarget 2: Reducing 
special services casualties* 2,1682,133

TARGET

This measure covers a range of special services: 

•	Road	traffic	collisions	(RTC)	
•	Flooding	
•	Rescue	from	water	
•	Other	rescues	

While much of this risk is out with our control, how 
we respond is a key part of our activity, representing a 
significant proportion of incidents where life is at risk and 
we are called to attend and provide vital services. The 
SFRS is committed to working with partners and other 
stakeholders to drive continuous improvement in this area. 

against the previous three year average*

Last year, we submitted a red result for this indicator. 

The total number of special service casualties recorded 
against IRS incidents classed as RTCs, other transport 
incidents, flooding, rescue or evacuation from water, and 
other rescue/release of persons was 2,168 this year, 0.6% 
above the three- year average. 

As we did not meet the target of reducing special service 
casualties but were within 10% of the target we classify this 
indicator as amber.

 Target 2014/15 Result 2013/14 Result RAG

 2,133 2,168 2,215

2. Reducing special services 
casualties*

Special Service Casualty Rate
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Some examples of our preventative work: 

Our LSO for Aberdeenshire and Moray led a review of  the existing road safety strategy for Grampian. Officers from 
Aberdeenshire	Council,	Aberdeen	City	Council,	Moray	Council,	Police	Scotland,	Nestrans	and	NHS	Grampian	have	
joined us to form a North East of Scotland Road Casualty Reduction Lead Officers Group.  Colleagues from Transport 
Scotland and Road Safety Scotland are also part of this group and will focus on how our work will contribute to 
achieving the national targets for road casualty reduction in line with the National Framework.

The Safe Drive Stay Alive Initiative has been delivered in a number of areas including Falkirk and West Lothian, Fife, 
Perth and Kinross and Stirling and Clackmannanshire. This event, delivered in partnership with colleagues from Police 
Scotland	and	the	NHS,		targets	5th	&	6th	year	pupils	on	the	dangers	they	may	face	on	the	road.	

Dumfries and Galloway Mature Drivers Scheme is looking at identifying those drivers who, through age or age related 
conditions,	are	more	susceptible	to	accidents	whilst	driving.	The	scheme,	in	partnership	with	Police	Scotland,	NHS	
and Age Scotland invites older mature drivers to engage with a driving instructor who can assess their driving standard. 
They are invited to  undergo a voluntary medical assessment. It also provides support and signposting for those no 
longer able or safe to drive and helps by providing information on public transport and alternative provision to aide with 
their independence. 

The	Perth	Water	Safety	Partnership	has	brought	us	together	with	Police	Scotland,	Perth	&	Kinross	Council	Safer	
Communities,	Perth	&	Kinross	Council	Environment	Services,	Samaritans	and	other	local	charities	to	develop	and	
deliver	an	action	plan	to	both	raise	awareness	into	the	risks	faced	in	and	around	the	many	water	courses	in	Perth	&	
Kinross as well as strategically placing life-saving throw lines at locations along the banks of the Tay. 
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RESULTTarget 3: Reducing accidental 
dwelling fires by 10% a year*

4,441 4,960
TARGET

against the previous three year average*

Accidental fire rates provide an indication of the success of 
community fire safety activity and risk reduction activities. 
If a dwelling fire develops into a serious incident the 
consequences for those affected can be catastrophic. 

In setting relatively challenging targets for the reduction 
of accidental dwelling fires the Scottish Government tasks 
the Service to take appropriate actions to address risk 
behaviour which can be inherently difficult to influence in 
the short term. 

This indicator is cascaded to local level through Prevention 
and Protection Seasonal Thematic Action Plans (see 
Section 3: Improved Outcomes through Partnership) so 
that local activity can impact on national results. 

Last year, we submitted an amber result for this indicator. 

The number of accidental dwelling fires (ADFs) this year, 
4,960, was higher than the exceptionally low total for last 
year of 4,683. The rate of accidental dwelling fires per 
1,000 households this year (2.00) is some 10.5% higher 
than the target of 1.79 ADFs (or 4,441 in absolute terms). 

Accordingly, we classify this indicator as red. Dwelling 
fires continue to decline overall, though at a slower 
rate than we would like to achieve. We can show this in 
its long- term context by charting the total number of 
accidental dwelling fires each year since 1999.

 Target 2014/15 Result 2013/14 Result RAG

 4,441 4,960 4,683

3. Reducing accidental dwelling 
fires by 10% each year*

Accidental Dwelling Fires Rate

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2014/15

2.50

2.04

1.99

1.95

2.00
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This chart shows that the totals for the year before last, 2013-14, were indeed exceptional. For reasons that are not clear, in 
early 2014 there were a substantially reduced number of accidental dwelling fires across Scotland, as there were in London 
and other English regions that year. The 2014-15 total is more in line with the longer-term trend line on the chart. 

Each	LSO	area	has	an	agreed	target	for	Home	Fire	Safety	Visits	(HFSVs).	The	HFSV	Policy	is	supported	by	an	effective	
prioritising mechanism which directs SFRS personnel to households most at risk. This is in addition to locally implemented 
partnership referral arrangements, post domestic incident responses (PDIR) conducted by operational crews and 
further procedure/guidance to identify vulnerable individuals for onward referral to partner organisations and  bespoke 
intervention such as dementia support.
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Some examples of our preventative work: 

We have recently been awarded funding of £90,000 from the Scottish Government as part of their drive towards 
enhancing Technology Enabled Care (TEC) provision throughout Scotland. This will ensure greater choice and control 
in health, care and wellbeing services for an additional 300,000 people by March 2016, enabling more of our citizens 
to remain at home and in their communities. The funds will be used to help develop a number of technology based 
projects, including the development of a TEC training facility at the Scottish Fire and Rescue College in Cambuslang. 
This new facility will be in the form of a Safety Centre that can be used to provide practical, interactive and experiential 
safety education for our staff and those from partner agencies. The facility will incorporate assistive technology features 
and consider inequality issues.  For example, dementia friendly spaces ensure users are fully aware of the issues and 
solutions available. This supports Scotland’s ageing population and can support people facing other health and equality 
issues such as sensory impairment or mobility. 

To tie in with the winter seasonal calendar themes of ‘electrical safety’ and ‘older persons’, our staff in Dundee 
carried	out	electric	blanket	testing	across	four	sites	in	Dundee	City,	working	with	Dundee	City	Council	Home	Safety	
Department, Trading Standards, and CSP Partnership. The electric blanket testing and exchange initiative used the skills 
of Trading Standards, who assisted in performing the test, and with the community safety partnership, who helped to 
fund the hire of the offsite locations.  They also provided stalls with information about bogus callers , trusted traders and 
personal safety. 

South Ayrshire Council Telecare applied to the Scottish Government Joint Improvement Team Action Group for funding 
through the Technology Enabled Care (TEC) Programme 2014/16. Scottish Government granted South Ayrshire 
approximately £200,000 from the £10 million available.  This funding allowed the development of a pilot to explore 
a Telecare dementia pathway, purchase computer programmes, implement self-referrals and provide linked smoke 
detectors as part of a community alarm package.  The use of ipads/tablets rather than paper referrals will remove 
duplication giving swi�er service, and the project provides remote access and bespoke reporting with the hope of 
linking	into	housing,	Health,	Ambulance	and	Fire	Services.	As	part	of	the	funding	a	member	of	our	staff	will	support	the	
SAC Telecare installation programme with the view that their clients (around 2000) will be assessed using the new forms 
that	are	being	developed.	Linked	smoke	alarms	will	be	purchased	and	fitted	if	not	already	in	place	and	HFSVs	will	be	
offered. Fire safety advice will be given, with adults in need or at risk evaluated for additional support. 

Targeting the most vulnerable people in our communities is one of the many interventions carried out throughout North 
Lanarkshire. Older people are at higher risk of being a fire casualty in Scotland according to recent fire fatality data. 
Positive	engagement	with	key	partners	including	Sanctuary	Housing,	NHS,	NL	Housing	and	Social	Work	Services	were	
pivotal	in	the	successful	delivery	of	our	Sheltered	Housing	Initiative	there.	Cooking	was	identified	as	a	main	contributory	
factor and an engagement and education initiative involving partners was undertaken. The main focus was on safe 
cooking, hazard identification and referral pathways. We commissioned  the charity Sparcs to deliver a total of eight 
‘Cook Safe’ sessions within targeted sheltered housing complexes, which have a high number of both fire and alarm 
actuations. We also delivered a total of 25 Fire Safety Experiential Training (FSET) courses which highlighted fire hazards 
and discussed referral pathways with a total of 230 staff members from a wide range of agencies, including Bellshill 
Carers,	The	Richmond	Fellowship,	Sheltered	Housing	staff,	NHS	Occupational	Therapists	and	Mental	Health	Teams,	
Addiction	Services	and	Home	Support	Workers.		We	are	currently	working	through	an	8	month	programme	of	FSET	
delivery	to	1,400	local	Home	Support	Workers.	We	also	delivered	a	series	of	fire	safety	talks	to	a	range	of	groups	and	
seminars.	An	example	of	this	work	has	been	representation	by	SFRS	officers	at	all	six	Voluntary	Sector	Locality	Network	
Events. A further initiative relevant to the most vulnerable is partnership with the Salvation Army targeting vulnerable 
adults	and	providing	HFSV	and	other	support	as	appropriate.	This	was	piloted	in	the	Cumbernauld	area	and	is	now	
being rolled out across North Lanarkshire.
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Target 4: Reducing the 
number of non-domestic fires*

RESULT

2,3252,426
TARGET

against the previous three year average*

The rate of fires per building, coupled with the average 
fire size, give an indication of the success of protection 
(fire safety) activity in reducing the number of fires and in 
restricting fire growth. Last year, we submitted a green 
result for this indicator. 

The total number of fires in non-domestic buildings in 
2014-15 was 2,325, a small reduction on the total for 2013-
14 of 2,350. The approximate rate per 1,000 buildings 
was 16.55, which is lower than the estimated target rate of 
17.27 (or 2,426 in absolute terms). Accordingly, we classify 
this indicator as green. 

We have a Fire Safety Enforcement Framework in place, 
supported by strong internal procedures and guidance, 
focused on higher risk premises. All 17 Local Senior 
Officers have been allocated a blend of Fire Safety 
Enforcement Resources based on a mix of the number 
of high risk premises and other non-domestic premises 
within their areas. 

This approach to resource allocation ensures that 
Scotland is equally and adequately protected by specialist 
enforcement teams.

 Target 2014/15 Result 2013/14 Result RAG

 2,426 2,325 2,350

4. Reducing the number of non-
domestic fires*

Non-Domestic Fire Rate

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2014/15

20.00  

18.89

16.86

16.57

16.55
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Some examples of our preventative work: 

In January the Mid and East Lothian and Scottish Borders LSO area issued a farm fire safety message to the local 
community using the online Scottish Borders Alert system. This was followed up by a joint initiative with Police Scotland 
to inform farmers about all aspects of safety for both farm property and land. Farm fire safety and security literature 
was posted out to farm addresses.  We are currently planning to work together with  Police Scotland and the National 
Farmers Union to visit farms and provide further advice on fire prevention, including hay/straw bale fires, crop fires and 
machinery fires as well as preventing accidents  involving mechanical processes. 

Within the East, North and South Ayrshire LSO area a derelict risk register has been compiled to analyse recent fires 
within unoccupied/derelict buildings. This has allowed proactive profiling to identify premises that may be vulnerable 
or at risk from fire related anti-social behaviour.  This information will be shared with operational crews, local authorities 
and	partner	agencies.	Historically,	unoccupied	buildings	that	are	not	secure	(in	other	words,	open	to	unauthorized	
entry) have had a very high probability of experiencing intentionally set fires. When fires occur in these buildings, they 
present a host of unusual problems for firefighters. Since the buildings are uninhabited, fires may develop for significant 
periods of time before they are detected and reported.  

Within the Perth, Kinross and Dundee LSO areas, our staff supported an engagement event organised in conjunction 
with Scottish Care, an umbrella organisation representing care homes throughout Scotland. The event brought 
together local care home managers and owners and allowed our personnel to offer advice on regulatory compliance, 
Unwanted Fire Alarm Signals (UFAS) reduction and risk reduction measures. We will follow this up with a fire safety 
article in the Scottish Care publication and on the Scottish Care web site offering fire safety advice and contacts.  The 
event built closer relationships with the care sector, provided clarification on aspects of the fire risk assessment process 
and reinforced the role of the SFRS to provide advice and work with dutyholders to reduce fire/UFAS incidents within 
the care sector.

North Lanarkshire ran weekly Firereach Youth diversionary courses, with 12 cadets each week, from two schools. The 
course delivery is designed to tackle anti-social behaviour, secondary fires, sectarianism, first aid and teamwork. It is 
funded	through	the	North	Lanarkshire	Partnership	and	has	a	dedicated	instructor	team.	Partners	including	Housing	ASB	
Team, Community Learning and Development and Police Scotland contribute to aspects of this course. Recently the 
Dynamic Youth Award has been introduced into the courses which provides young people with a further opportunity to 
gain a nationally recognised award through their participation in Firereach.
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Target 5: Reducing firefighter 
injuries*

48

RESULT

41
TARGET

against the previous three year average*

We monitor those firefighter injuries which are reportable 
as	defined	by	the	Health	and	Safety	Executive	(HSE).	As	
with other data, an existing definition has been used. 
In this case this is injuries recorded under Reporting of 
Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations 
1995(RIDDOR). Last year, we submitted a green result for 
this indicator. 

The number of RIDDOR-reportable injuries to firefighters 
recorded in 2014-15, 41, was the same as in 2013-14. As 
the injury rate per 1,000 staff, 5.72, is lower than the target 
of 6.72 we classify this indicator as green. The Firefighter 
Safety Project (a full description is given under Strategic 
Aim 1) attempts to directly influence this result. 

Over the past year we have developed Corporate 
Standards	and	a	Health,	Safety	and	Wellbeing	(HSW)	
Policy. These emphasise our commitment to firefighter 
safety and recognise that operational incidents present the 
highest risk to our staff. 

Supporting arrangements have been developed and 
implemented for the policy and a prioritised forward plan 
to harmonise the remaining legacy arrangements put in 
place. We develop risk assessments and associated safe 
systems of work for operational, non-operational and 
training activities aimed at ensuring Firefighter safety. 

We introduced harmonised arrangements for assessing 
Firefighter fitness, ensuring firefighters are assessed 
against a common standard using consistent assessment 
protocols. A functional fitness pilot has been undertaken 
to review our approach to physical training to ensure 
operational personnel maintain appropriate levels of 
fitness for their role. 

An	HSW	audit	process	has	now	been	implemented	to	
measure the current health, safety and wellbeing culture 
and compliance within the organisation in order that we 
can identify areas of improvement and best practice.

 Target 2014/15 Result 2013/14 Result RAG

 48 41 41

5. Reducing firefighter injuries*

RIDDOR Rate

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2014/15

9.00  

6.26

8.50

5.61

5.72
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RESULTTarget 6a: Improving 
attendance (firefighter shi£s 
lost)*

9.68.6

Target 6b: Improving 
attendance (other staff days 
lost)*

RESULT

6.73.4

TARGET

TARGET

against previous year’s average of the four best 
performing antecedent service results*

Attendance rate is an important indicator for any employer. 
It can give an early warning of safety concerns or welfare 
problems. Careful management of attendance also gives 
us the tools to step in and bring staff back to work in a 
reduced capacity if we can. 

The public sector as a whole sees good attendance ratings 
as important indicators that absence is being effectively 
managed. Last year, we submitted an amber result for this 
indicator. 

We classify this performance indicator as red as the 
average days lost per rider shi� for firefighters is greater 
than 10% above the target. This target assumes that the 
Service should have an overall rate of absence no greater 
than that of the average of the best four of the antecedent 
services. The target was computed from the end-year 
figures for 2013-14. 

Whilst we acknowledge that the number of days lost per 
rider shi� this year is higher this year than the best four 
former service areas achieved last year, we should be clear 
that the former Audit Scotland Statutory Performance 
Indicator applies only to wholetime staff which in our case 
excludes around 2,850 RDS and 350 volunteer staff from 
consideration. 

The level of absence across the SFRS is above the target 
set by the Scottish Government as set out within the Fire 
and Rescue Framework. The SFRS has in place a new 
managing attendance policy that replaced the previous 
eight policies as of August 2015 and provides a consistent 
approach to managing attendance and promoting a return 
to work.
 

There has been an unprecedented level of change across 
the fire and rescue service in Scotland since April 2013 
with many changes to long standing ways of working 
which in turn has been unsettling to many employees.
 
Moving forward with the newly implemented managing 
attendance policy will enable a consistent approach to 
supporting people back into the workplace and reducing 
absence. This coupled with the introduction of a new, 
single	HR	Payroll	system	will,	for	the	first	time	in	the	SFRS	
enable access to employee data, available in a single 
system and facilitate more easy access to data and timely 
reporting. Coupled with a sharp focus by managers on 
supporting employees back to work, the SFRS expects a 
reduction in employee absence and will use both lead and 
lag measure to monitor this closely and take action where 
necessary to reduce unplanned absence.

In	the	financial	year	(2015-16)	the	iTrent	HR	system	will	
be	implemented	to	replace	the	legacy	HR	systems	still	in	
operation across the SFRS. This provides an opportunity 
to determine how we can measure and report upon staff 
absences for all staff (not just wholetime firefighters) in 
a more meaningful way than this performance indicator 
allows us to do at present. 
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To deliver our vision,realise the 
benefits of reform and meet the 
expectations set out within the 
Fire and Rescue Framework, we 
have developed the following four 
strategic aims:

1.  Improved safety of our
      communities and staff

2.  More equitable access to fire
      and rescue services

3.  Improved outcomes through
      partnership

4.  Develop a culture of
      continuous improvement

More details of each of these aims 
are shown in the following pages.

Working together for a safer Scotland

Our key focus is to deal with fires and other emergencies 
and to rescue people when these emergencies arise. This 
report describes how we use risk information to guide us 
in providing our service and to build a picture of the best 
locations for our assets, equipment and staff (Section 2). It 
will tell you about the training and partnership exercises we 
use to support our staff so that they are ready to safely tackle 
incidents (Section 4). We take every opportunity to spread 
our prevention message to those who need it most, and 
partners have a key role to play in achieving this (Section 1). 

One key challenge for the Service has been to deliver an 
improved service within a reduced cost envelope. Funding 
available to SFRS has reduced by £31.5m in cash terms 
since 2012/13, while the cost base has risen by £16.7m, 
primarily	due	to	VAT	and	pay	inflation,	resulting	in	a	funding	
gap of £48.2m. We have followed best practice advice 
from Audit Scotland for merging public bodies to identify 
and implement efficiency savings to close this funding 
gap and deliver a service where performance is currently 
exceeding targets. 

In setting the Service’s resource budget for 2014/15, it was 
necessary to reduce expenditure by £13.8m in comparison 
to the previous year, to take account of budget reductions 
and unavoidable cost increases such as pay awards. 

The capital budget of £21.8m has been fully utilised to 
invest in our physical and ICT assets; commencing work 
on our Strategic Intent programme, continuing to upgrade 
and replace ageing buildings and vehicles, progressing the 
development of a single ICT infrastructure and commencing 
the roll out of modern, standardised breathing apparatus kit 
across Scotland to improve firefighter safety. 

We have had access to £7m of transitional funding which 
has been used to facilitate the on-going integration of the 
Service. £3.5m has been spent completing our voluntary 
severance/early retirement. Greater detail on these costs 
are provided in the Remuneration Report. 

Our Strategic Aims
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>Strategic Aim 1
Improved safety of our communities and staff

>
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The safety of our communities and staff is paramount.  
We focus on understanding the diverse needs of our 
communities through aligning our national and local plans 
with those of key partners.  By sharing information and 
establishing agreements for joint working with partners 
we tailor our approaches to preventing, protecting and 
responding to incidents and emergencies.  This helps us 
to reduce risk across the country, nationally and locally, 
and deliver improved services.  

We also know how important it is to help communities 
help themselves.  We work with communities to help them 
become more resilient through education and giving 
them access to the resources they need. In our Strategic 
Plan 2013-16, we said we would:

•	Ensure a safe and effective response to incidents

•	Develop a highly motivated workforce

•	Work with our partners in developing safer 
communities and improved outcomes

•	Educate and empower our diverse communities

•	Enforce fire safety legislation and investigation

>Strategic Aim 1: Improved safety of our communities and staff

Ensure a safe and effective response to incidents

Service Delivery is the core of what we do. Our Local 
Senior Officers and their teams work closely with our 
community planning partners to build relationships 
that are vital to the effective delivery of services locally.  
Through a joint resourcing approach we target resources 
at vulnerable members of communities most in need, 
reducing duplication of effort and increasing partnership 
capacity as a result.  

Our participation in local scrutiny and engagement 
is also proving effective.  Robust scrutiny of our Local 
Fire and Rescue Plans has helped focus our activities 
towards positive outcomes for our communities through 
constructive challenge.  

In a fiscally challenging environment it is encouraging to 
note that the majority of community planning partners, and 
communities themselves, have not seen any dilution in the 
delivery of services at local level. 

The recent reorganisation of Service Delivery has seen a 
change in governance arrangements to a structure with 
a	single	Director	supported	by	three	uniformed	Heads	
of Service.  This new operating model is supporting the 
alignment and harmonisation of policies and procedures 
with the new team ensuring that there is a consistent 
approach across Scotland.  

The operating model has built in more support for Local 
Senior Officers and provided a conduit for improved 
alignment and joint working between Service Delivery 
and functional directorates.  Service Delivery has worked 
extremely closely with our functional directorates to ensure 
that policy development is linked to local and national 
need and implemented in the most effective manner.

To improve the safety of our crews we endeavour to 
find out all we can about the risks firefighters may face in 
properties before we are called upon to tackle incidents 
within them.  This information is stored as Operational 
Intelligence, so that firefighters can access everything they 
need to know from one system whilst preparing for or 
responding to an incident.  This year, we developed a new 
national recording system for Operational Intelligence.  

We also take a proactive approach to new risks and new 
ways of working.  An example of this would be our work to 
ensure the Edinburgh Trams were safely introduced at the 
end of May 2014.  We made sure crews understood the 
new risks posed by the system and were well equipped to 
help deliver a safe tram system for the capital.  

New skills include earthing sections of track (in case power 
is accidently turned on while tracks are being accessed for 
a rescue), jacking up tram sections to rescue casualties and 
working safely at height near the overhead power lines 
and supports.
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There have been a number of high profile incidents across 
Scotland over the preceding year, including the Glasgow 
School of Art fire (featured opposite) and the George 
Square bin lorry incident.  

These incidents are indicative of the challenges 
operational firefighters face on a regular basis and reflect  
the courage and commitment of those who work for the 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service.  

One of the benefits of reform is a more equitable access to 
resources across Scotland.  We have seen this displayed 
increasingly this year.  

There are no longer service boundaries, and resources are 
increasingly used over larger geographical areas to meet 
local needs.  Our Local Senior Officers have ensured that 
our resources are ready to be deployed effectively as and 
when required.

> The serious fire at the Glasgow School of Art 
in May brought our extensive preparatory 
work into focus.  

Our Cowcaddens crews were at the scene 
only a few short minutes a£er the alarm was 
raised and immediately began to evacuate 
the considerable number of people who were 
inside the building.  The dramatic fire appeared 
on course to destroy the entire building, but the 
dedicated efforts of our fire crews ensured that 
everyone was evacuated safely and 90 per cent 
of the structure and 70 per cent of the contents 
were saved.  

This achievement demonstrated how years 
of information gathering can pay off in an 
emergency situation.  The listed building 
containing wooden panels and countless 
hidden spaces, when combined with the nature 
of the materials in the building, presented 
significant risk and professional challenge for 
firefighters to tackle.  Local crews knew the 
building well through their pride in it as part of 
the local community.  They had built up a strong 
understanding of the structure and contents 
of the school through extensive and regular 
familiarisation visits over the years.  The Incident 
Commander was able to access detailed 
Operational Intelligence and the Salvage Plans 
produced by the Art School to help him deal 
with the fire appropriately.  

Tributes poured in on social media for our 
firefighters, who were determind to save an 
iconic Scottish landmark for future generations 
in the face of daunting odds.  Glasgow 
School of Art took the unprecedented step of 
awarding SFRS an honorary Newbury Medal 
– its highest accolade – engraved with the 
words ‘Guardians of The Mackintosh’, and BBC 
presenter Hardeep Singh Kohli dropped in on 
Cowcaddens and Maryhill Watches to prepare a 
curry for the firefighters as a gesture of thanks. 
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Develop a highly motivated workforce 

Our Corporate Communications function has continued 
to develop the suite of internal communication channels 
to target information and improve the two way flow of 
information for our staff.  One of the objectives was to 
encourage staff to get more involved in the performance 
and decision making process of the Service.  A Staff 
Briefing system was introduced to promote employees’ 
understanding of key issues and business being discussed 
at SLT and SFRS Board level.  This briefing process 
provides staff with a summary and access to key reports 
and issues discussed at both SLT and Board meetings and 
encourages staff involvement in the decision making and 
performance process by providing a feedback loop to 
ask questions, provide comment or suggestions to the 
Strategic Leadership Team.

Improvements to the SFRS intranet have continued 
throughout the year to provide staff with key information 
on national initiatives and information which directly 
affects them.  The home page has been re-designed to 
ensure key information is appropriately highlighted and 
easily accessed.  New sections have been created for all 
strategic projects to provide staff with updates and key 
information	including	Q&A	sections,	and	the	document	
library has been re-designed to allow quicker access to 
documents and information.

To ensure staff are systematically provided with information 
on matters which directly affect them our regular internal 
publication suite has been expanded.  In addition to the 
fortnightly SFRS News and the quarterly staff magazine, 
regular subject specific newsletters have been developed 
to target information which is of concern to them.   These 
include regular newsletters for the Pay and Reward project, 
the	HR	and	Payroll	project	and	the	Station	Issues	Focus	
Group.

Following a comprehensive review, SFRS had its new 
Health,	Safety	and	Wellbeing	Corporate	Standards	
and Policy approved by the Board in July.  These 
Corporate Standards are aligned to the internationally 
recognised	standards	for	Occupational	Health	and	Safety	
Management	(OHSAS	18001).	Audits	were	conducted	
regularly to make sure these standards were met and an 
annual performance report will be produced. This will 
help us to promote a positive health, safety and wellbeing 
culture.	An	SFRS	National	Health	and	Safety	Committee	–	
with representatives from management and trades unions 
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A knowledge of our heritage is important 
so that our staff appreciate their place in a 
proud firefighting history, and so that we 
stimulate interest about our Service within 
our communities as a platform for building 
stronger engagement. 

We now have an SFRS Heritage Committee in 
place to progress an ‘Our Heritage’ Framework.  
We are working with postgraduate students 
at the University of Strathclyde to digitise our 
heritage archives and make them accessible 
to our communities through a user-friendly 
website.  Staff at the Greenock Museum and 
Heritage Centre are helping students with 
the project. This will help our staff and our 
communities to understand the rich history of 
the fire and rescue service in Scotland and build 
a better understanding of how we came to work 
in the way that we do.

>
on	board	–	meets	every	six	weeks,	and	Local	Health	and	
Safety Committees have been introduced in each Service 
Delivery Area.

The move to a single fire and rescue service gave us the 
opportunity to review and standardise firefighter fitness 
and occupational health standards.  An interim Firefighter 
Fitness Procedure was approved by the Board in May, and 
an implementation plan put in place.  A Firefighter Fitness 
Working Group has been formed which has produced an 
action plan and report for SLT.  Research recently published 
by Bath University and the University of Edinburgh was 
examined by the SFRS Firefighter Fitness Working Group 
to make sure we remain aware of key developments in this 
field. Future approaches are being developed based on a 
literature review, and cardio vascular risk assessments will 
be incorporated into health and wellbeing assessments 
during 2015-16. 

Our Firefighter Safety Project aims to reduce injuries 
and avoid fatalities.  The project team analyse current 
practice, compare it with practice used elsewhere and 
recommend improvements to our procedures so that our 
people are safer.  Initial tasks included reviewing relevant 
research published over the last 20 years and examining 
the recommendations from official reports into firefighter 
fatalities. This year they undertook work packages around 
Operational Assurance and Breathing Apparatus wearing 
and training.

One example of how we work with staff to manage 
change is to be found in the East Service Delivery Area 
(SDA), where work has begun to develop the Newbridge 
Operational Support Centre into a headquarters for the 
area.		A	staff	group	has	been	created	–	the	East	SDA	HQ	
Liaison	Group	–	made	up	of	managers	from	each	function,	
members of staff from each of the former service buildings 
at Lauriston, Maddiston and Thornton, and members of 
staff working in Newbridge.  This group will design the 
brief setting out requirements for the new facilities and 
arrange the movement of staff into the new headquarters 
once it has been completed.
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Work with our partners in developing safer 
communities and improved outcomes 

One of the benefits of being a new organisation is that we 
have the chance to build on long term partnerships and 
form new ones across the public, private and voluntary 
sectors.  By finding common ground and avoiding 
duplication we can offer the people of Scotland a network 
of easy access, joined up services to make them safer and 
improve their quality of life cost-effectively.  The service has 
developed an Engagement Framework which will enable 
the use of various toolkits and indicators to evaluate our 
engagement and consultation practices, and demonstrate 
the improvements that are made as a result.

Working internationally 
The Unwanted Fire Alarm Signal (UFAS) project is covered 
in detail later in this document (Strategic Aim 3).  This is a 
piece of work which could have positive impacts across 
Europe due to its nature.  It aims to reduce UFAS incidents, 
highlight the benefits of automatic fire alarm systems and 
influence future standards and codes of practice.  

We are also involved in the ‘Fire Safe Europe’ initiative.  
Fire safety specialists, manufacturers, insurers and fire 
authorities collaborate on this project with the aim of 
influencing the European Parliament on fire safety matters.  
It is hoped that this joint approach can improve fire safety 
standards across the European community to reduce the 
deaths that result from fire and the damage it causes to the 
built environment.  
  
Working nationally
Our Partnership Unit is currently engaging with a broad 
spectrum of national organisations including health, social 
care and third sector partners at national and local levels.  
Outcomes include co-production of policy and guidance, 
information and data sharing, media and communications 
and reciprocal arrangements to generate referrals and 
information exchange for those most at risk from fire and 
other emergencies.  

Our staff are actively involved in providing national 
leadership on partnership working.  The SFRS Chair, 
Pat Watters, leads the National Group on Community 
Planning which formally directs the work of Community 
Planning Partnerships, while our Chief Officer is a member 
of the Scottish Government’s Justice Board. 

This Justice Board brings together key agencies to make 
sure the justice system as a whole operates as effectively 
as possible.  The attendance of our Senior Officers at UK 
Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA) meetings ensures 
that we are developing capability in parallel with national 
planning and risk assessments. 

This will enable closer links and better sharing of good 
practice with our colleagues south of the border and 
internationally, which currently includes the development 
of a new Incident Reporting System (IRS) and work through 
the National Joint Council (NJC) with the Fire Brigade’s 
Union to further define the role of firefighter. 

We regularly contribute to calls for evidence or comment 
from the Scottish Government. This year we have 
contributed to the consultations for the Community 
Empowerment (Scotland) Bill, the Scottish Safety Camera 
Programme Review, the Scottish Regulators’ Strategic 
Code of Practice (which falls under the Regulatory Reform 
(Scotland) Act) and the Public Bodies (Joint Working) 
(Scotland)	Act	2014	regarding	Health	and	Social	Care	
integration.  

The Chair and Chief have also provided evidence to 
the Justice Committee on our progress in service reform 
including the rationale behind the reduction in the number 
of Control Rooms.
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Working regionally
Regional Resilience Partnerships (RRPs) are in place to 
make sure services work together to anticipate major 
incidents and minimise their effects through joint working, 
underpinned by Local Resilience Partnerships (LRPs).  
Through close working relationships with these RRPs and 
LRPs, the Service is able to influence, and be influenced 
by, civil contingencies risk information and is involved 
in special event and operational planning with partners. 
Representatives of our Strategic Leadership Team are 
members of the RRP Strategic Management Group, 
and our personnel have key positions on RRP Tactical 
Groups. Dedicated civil contingencies officers are now in 
place across Scotland.  The Service provided input and 
guidance on new Community Risk Registers this year, with 
personnel chairing sub-groups of the RRP. 

Working locally
Local Senior Officers (LSOs) have had Local Fire and 
Rescue Plans in place for each of the 32 local authority 
areas across Scotland since April 2014, designed to 
address their own unique local risk profiles. Local priorities 
form the backbone of these plans, which are designed to 
make sure local activity contributes to meeting national 
performance targets. 

With Local Plans in place, the next step is to report on 
progress towards the priorities we set through these 
plans to local scrutiny committees, and to incorporate 
information in our national performance reports which 
drills down to a local level. Good practice will be recorded 
in	a	way	that	makes	comparison	easy	across	LSO	areas	–	in	
other words, we can share approaches that have worked 
well so they can be replicated. The system will help us to 
record and demonstrate the benefits of reform at a local 
level. Board members have a role to play in supporting 
LSOs in their engagement with local authorities. 

Gathering and sharing information
We have frameworks, policies and guidance so that our 
staff have the information they need to meet our aims. We 
use tailored information systems to capture our activities 
so we analyse and learn from what we have done. These 
systems allow us, for example, to set targets for the 
number	of	HFSVs	for	each	local	area	for	the	coming	year,	
carefully targeted at households most at risk from fire. The 
parameters for sharing information securely and legally 
have been set through an Information Sharing Policy. 

The system of Case Conferences is now well established 
as a way of sharing the right information to make a real 
difference to our approach and that of our partners. These 
conferences bring together all key agencies when a fatality 
occurs to learn lessons and plan ways of avoiding the risks 
in future. A recent Strategic Case Conference looked into 
the trend in fire fatalities involving older people. The report 
arising from it set out a series of key recommendations that 
should make older people safer from fire in their homes.
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One good example of our approach comes 
from Perth, where a local Watch turned 
around a difficult situation involving local 
young people. 

A school for children outside mainstream 
education needed our help when a number 
of pupils climbed on the roof of the building 
and refused to come down.  A£er sensitive 
negotiations firefighters managed to rescue all 
the young people, several of whom had ended 
up in dangerous positions and were unable to 
get down themselves. 

A partnership improvement plan was put in 
place to help the school a£er this incident.  
Along with regular visits to build rapport from 
a Watch Manager, local White Watch provided 
a modified Young Firefighter programme to 
meet the varied needs of the young people 
which ran for six weeks, with the group visiting 
the station for exercises on road traffic collision 
work, breathing apparatus training and basic 
firefighting skills. While this was a challenging 
experience, the Watch saw positive changes in 
the young people’s behaviour. 

The school was impressed by the progress 
pupils made during the programme.  Pupils 
thanked the Watch with an interactive video 
and song about their experience, and made 
speeches at a formal demonstration of the 
skills they developed.  At this event they were 
presented with certificates for playing their part 
in the programme.

>
Educate and empower our diverse communities

SFRS employs people who live and work at the heart of our 
local	communities	through	Retained	and	Volunteer	Duty	
Systems.		Retained	and	Volunteer	firefighters	are	normally	
already in employment, giving up their free time to train 
and serve as firefighters. Their dedication means we can 
spread our fire safety message from within the community 
itself and build trust.  

We are currently producing frameworks to formalise 
how we approach water safety and road safety, sensory 
impairment and youth engagement, and have already 
produced a dra� framework with guidance on older 
people. Research and consultation with our partners has 
helped to shape these frameworks. For example, we have 
joined the new Scottish Government Sensory Impairment 
Network	and	work	closely	with	Voluntary	Action	Scotland	
so that we are confident in working with and supporting 
people with sensory impairment.  We are exploring wider 
joint working opportunities with the third sector.

We currently lead the phase of the national Building Safer 
Communities Programme which looks at preventing injury 
from unintentional harm.  This project has made significant 
progress this year, starting with a workshop involving 
key partners from across the public sector and voluntary 
organisations from across Scotland.  

From this a common definition of unintentional harm was 
developed and a clear vision of what the second phase of 
the project will achieve, supported by sharing approaches 
that have worked well in the past.  This initial workshop 
will form the foundation for developing a cross-cutting 
Community Safety Framework for Scotland.

We have projects in play across Scotland which arise out 
of specific local issues and aim to provide each of our 
communities with the tailored support they need to stay 
safe. 
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Enforce fire safety legislation and investigation 

Enforcement
It is our job to make sure everyone complies with fire safety 
law.  Our Fire Safety Enforcement Framework - supported 
by strong procedures and guidance - gives us a clear 
direction on how to do this, including deciding which 
premises to inspect based on the risks each faces.  It was 
included in the dra� Scottish Regulators’ Strategic Code 
of Practice as an example of an enforcement strategy that 
supports transparency, accountability, proportionality 
and consistency.  We worked closely with COSLA and the 
Scottish	Housing	Best	Value	Network	to	achieve	this.		

All 17 Local Senior Officers have been allocated a blend 
of Fire Safety Enforcement Resources based on a mix of 
the number of high risk premises and other non-domestic 
premises within their areas.  This approach to resource 
allocation ensures that all of Scotland is equally and 
adequately protected by specialist enforcement teams.  

As the data we hold matures we will deploy resources 
to meet the needs of the emerging risk profile. We are 
currently in the process of preparing a memorandum of 
understanding with Local Authorities Building Standards 
Scotland (LABSS) to bring consistency to outcomes of 
consultations and facilitate a constructive and effective 
engagement with the business community.  

Fire Engineering
We are working closely with Edinburgh University and 
Glasgow Caledonian University to share practice and 
maintain awareness of technological advances in building 
design, and extending the relationship. This is linked to 
Training and Employee Development so that we maintain 
our fire engineering skill base.  This means we have 
assured succession planning and can secure future service 
delivery capability.  

> Methil Fire Station in Fife made their 
community safer from fire and contributed to a 
major national initiative when it supported the 
Clean Up Scotland campaign.  

Rubbish on our streets is a major contributor to fire.  
One national recording programme found litter in 
72% of the streets it visited, and cigarette butts on 
49%.  Just one of these could cause disaster if it falls 
amongst dry litter.  

The local station decided to support Clean Up 
Scotland’s campaign to involve one million people in 
cleaning up their areas.  A wide range of volunteers 
including people from youth groups, local 
community groups, local councillors and colleagues 
from other agencies joined us to collect 200 refuse 
sacks full of rubbish.
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Enforce fire safety legislation and investigation 

Investigation
We have made good progress in reviewing our Fire 
Investigation arrangements.  A new protocol for working 
within the SFRS’s three Fire Investigation Units has been 
agreed in consultation with Trades Unions, and the 
three resultant units are now fully operational.  These 
new arrangements will be reviewed at least once a year.  
Reviews of the Fire Investigation framework, policy and 
procedures have been completed. Fact finding teams 
make sure we have a consistent approach to investigations 
and prosecutions, and our fire engineering teams advise 
us when we work with unusual or complex building 
designs.

A strong relationship between SFRS and Procurator Fiscal is 
an essential element of an effective fire investigation system.  
We supply them with Fatal Fire Briefing Reports within 24 
hours of a fire fatality, provide any supporting reports they 
require as part of the Criminal Justice System and release 
officers to attend court when their testimony is needed.  

An	SFRS–led	Scottish	Fire	Investigation	Liaison	Group	
is in place. Partners on this group include SFRS, Police 
Scotland,	Scottish	Police	Authority	–	Forensic	Service	
and the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service.  The 
group’s purpose is to work together on multi-agency 
fire investigations.  They make sure there is a consistent 
approach to investigations, roles and responsibilities and 
joint training. 

Landlord Accreditation Scotland (LAS) is a voluntary 
scheme by which landlords and letting agents can assure 
tenants that the tenancy arrangements they have adhere 
to the high standards outlined in the Scottish Core 
Standards for Accredited Landlords. LAS feel that the 
message in relation to fire detection within private rented 
accommodation can be better delivered by SFRS and form 
part of the accreditation for newly registered and existing 
landlords (through existing databases and affiliated local 
authorities) ensuring that this subject is given greater 
emphasis and seen as a priority for new and existing 
landlords. 

This has provided us with a good opportunity to engage 
with private landlords who until now have been receiving 
their fire safety information second hand.

We looked this year at standardising how 
we deal with Fire Safety Audits of Houses of 
Multiple Occupancy (HMOs), which involves 
a close interplay between Enforcement and 
Investigation. 

Initial research was done and meetings held 
so that the scope of the core policy could be 
determined, supported by a risk matrix. We 
worked closely with our partners in COSLA 
and the Scottish Housing Best Value Network 
on this policy, and extended our original 
consultation time frame to ensure that local 
authorities could fully contribute.  

Fire Investigation staff gathered information on 
a range of issues and, as a result, briefings were 
issued to all our operational staff on such issues 
as e-cigarettes and electrical charging devices. 

A Fatal Fire Analysis report was developed 
which gave an overview of the fire deaths and 
other fatalities which occurred at incidents we 
attended in the previous year. Targets for the 
number of fire audits to be carried out in each 
LSO area have been set with LSO agreement.  
These are targeted at premises with the highest 
risk.  

>

We have agreed a timetable to pilot the delivery of fire 
safety information on the level 1 landlord accreditation 
course, Property Condition Property management. 

Following the initial delivery of  4 courses the intention will 
be to hand over the delivery to LSO areas to develop the 
accreditation content specifically to their landscape. 

Once embedded within the level 1 course we intend to 
create a resource for delivery to letting agents who have 
larger portfolios and client bases for us to engage with, 
allowing us further access into the privately rented sector.
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>Strategic Aim 2
More equitable access to fire and rescue services

>
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One of the aims of reform is to provide a more equitable 
level of service to people right across Scotland.  In our 
Strategic Plan 2013-16 we said we would: 
  
	 •	 Enable	access	to	the	right	resources	based	on		 	
  community risk profile
	 •	 Ensure	safe	and	effective	responses	to	incidents
	 •	 Work	with	our	partners	for	safer	communities	
  and  improved outcomes
	 •	 Work	to	drive	down	risk	nationally	

Scotland’s challenging geography means we need 
innovative ideas to make sure everyone in our community 
experiences the same high standard of service no matter 
where they are. The service must be tailored to meet 
local	risk	–	one	size	does	not	fit	all.		These	principles	are	
embedded in our three year Response and Resilience 
Strategy, which in turn meets the aspirations of our 
Strategic Plan 2013-16. 

Enable access to the right resources based on 
community risk profile

One of our key commitments this year was to implement 
the findings of the review of all specialist resources held 
across Scotland, so that we can make sure we provide the 
right service to meet local risk and the equitable access we 
aim for.  We have already begun to implement Resource 
Based Crewing, which is a flexible crewing model that will 
allow us to respond more efficiently to incidents which 
need a specialist response.  This will involve widespread 
engagement with Scotland’s communities to make sure 
we locate equipment and personnel where they are 
needed most.  The Specialist Review document was 
considered by the Board in early 2015.

>Strategic Aim 2: More equitable access to fire and rescue 
 services

Working together for a safer Scotland

We are looking at the issue of resources on 
a number of fronts.  An example of this is 
our investment of £300,000 in the Asset 
Resource Centre in Inverness.  

This is where we service and maintain our 
vehicles, hold our stores and house some 
local property and ICT staff.  The first phase of 
development is now complete.  The upgrade 
includes new vehicle ramps, energy efficient 
lighting, rewiring and garage equipment.  

Some of the most important improvements 
are the three new oil tanks and 40,000 litre 
capacity bulk fuel station which mean we 
are less vulnerable to future fuel strikes and 
shortages.

>
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As a single service, we can be innovative in finding, 
devising and implementing new ways to tailor services to 
local needs. Our workforce forms a key element of that.  
Staff	working	on	the	Retained	and	Volunteer		Duty	systems	
(RDS/VDS)	form	almost	half	of	the	Scottish	Fire	and	Rescue	
Service’s operational workforce.  

We have made significant progress with our review of 
Retained	and	Volunteer	Duty	Systems	this	year.		The	
project	has	two	main	workstreams	–	‘Consolidation	
and Standardisation’ and ‘Futures’, the latter attracting 
interest from across the UK.  On-going engagement with 
employees supports the review through a ‘Sounding 
Board’ made up of representatives across a diverse range 
of employee roles.  

Early successes for the project include the introduction 
of a new RDS recruitment process, a consolidated 
annual leave policy and the introduction of several pilot 
programmes designed to evaluate newly introduced 
procedures to maximise resource availability.  

In the coming year, we will investigate options to provide 
sustainable crewing arrangements and continue to 
study best practice models of service delivery.  This 
includes looking at international alternative approaches 
and firefighting techniques so that we achieve uniquely 
developed methods to tailor our service delivery to the 
risks our communities face. The Capital Budget for 2015-
16 includes budget allocation for significant investment in 
training facilities in remote areas of Scotland. 

Ensure safe and effective responses to incidents

The way we work 
A National Forum is now in place to embed Operational 
Assurance across Scotland.  This forum will make sure 
we continue to be in a state of readiness to act when 
our communities need us.  There are now three Service 
Delivery Area Forums to strengthen our management 
of these systems even further, and an electronic system 
is being designed to include ‘Pre-Incident’ and ‘During 
Incident’ details.

The Flexi Duty Managers Response Policy, which makes 
sure that managers can work from various locations, 
has been introduced.  Where managers are based is a 
key issue.  Most of these managers can work effectively 
from their home locations, but when we examined our 

national risk patterns it became clear that we needed 
accommodation in three key locations with relatively 
high incident activity that would be hard to cover in other 
ways.  We now have this accommodation in place at 
Lochgilphead, Fort William and Crewe Toll. Our national 
risk profiles will continue to be monitored so that we 
secure accommodation in other high risk areas if the need 
arises.

As a single service, we inherited eight control rooms from 
legacy services which gave us a limited ability to identify 
and mobilise the most appropriate resources to incidents.  
This combined with  the  challenges of ageing operating 
systems, an on-going reduction in activity levels and a tight 
financial climate led us to take action to achieve a service 
that would suit Scotland’s needs for years to come.
 
The Command and Control Futures (CCF) programme 
was designed to deliver a modern, resilient and scalable 
command and control communications system.  As part 
of this programme control rooms will reduce from eight 
to three. These control rooms will ultimately operate one 
standardised system across Scotland.

To make sure we provide robust and resilient Command 
and Control, we created a project team and plan.  The 
team is leading on procuring a single Command and 
Control system in association with Northern Ireland Fire 
and Rescue and completing the first phase of the Control 
Room rationalisation programme. 

With the initial phase drawing to a close, an interim 
‘lessons learned’ review was carried out to inform and 
support the future phases of work being developed for the 
East and North Control rooms. The output has provided 
many improvements to be applied to forthcoming phases. 
A final review will be held at the close of this phase. 

For the move to the Johnstone Control Room, the project 
team	was	supported	by	HR	and	Communications	team	
members to ensure all people, process and information 
aspects were managed to the best level from both an 
internal and external perspective. These approaches will 
be maintained and developed for future phases.
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Our assets
Another benefit of the move to a single service is our 
ability to standardise equipment, in other words to make 
sure all our people are using the very best that is available 
to keep them and our communities safe whilst making 
procurement efficiencies. This year we have awarded a 
contract for providing standardised breathing apparatus 
(BA) sets.  This will see 2,280 self-contained BA sets and 
5,000 new BA cylinders arrive in SFRS, supported by a 
nine-year care package.  The kit will be rolled out to crews 
over the next two years.

Major Events
One of our key duties is to make sure the public enjoy safe 
events, which this year  included Rockness (Inverness), T 
in the Park (Balado), Scottish Open Golf (Aberdeen), the 
Ryder Cup (Gleneagles), the Edinburgh Festival and Fringe 
and the Wickerman Festival (East Kirkcarswell, Dumfries 
and Galloway).

We also supported a safe and highly successful 
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games.  Training and 
exercise programmes were completed and a ‘State of 
Preparedness’ declared well in advance of the Games, 
with all ‘Standard Operating Procedures’ needed to 
support our work at the event firmly in place. One example 
would be the realistic Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) 
exercise at the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service College 
at	Clydesmill	in	which	Police	Scotland,	the	Disaster	Victim	
Identification Branch, Personal Protection Officers and 
the Scottish Ambulance Service all played their part. A 
dedicated USAR team was established to provide support 
to operational crews during the Games. 

Our involvement earned a letter of appreciation from 
Scottish Government.  This identified our ‘exemplar 
(partnership) working in a true multi-agency sense’ and 
praised our innovative use of social media to reach just 
under 18,500 people with our fire safety message.  It 
acknowledged that our prevention and protection work 
had resulted in only a limited number of minor incidents 
being reported at or around venues, all of which were 
dealt with swi�ly so that the Games were not disrupted. 

Another example of our investment to ensure 
a safe response is in the North Service Delivery 
Area, with our plans for a new training facility 
for the Western Isles. 

This includes renovation of Stornoway fire station, 
improved facilities for crews and enhanced 
teaching facilities for trainees.  We are also in 
discussion with Highlands and Islands Airports 
Limited (HIAL) about housing a new, state-of-the-
art carbonaceous fire behaviour training unit at 
Stornoway airport to benefit crews across Western 
Isles and HIAL fire crews. 

The upgrade to the Stornoway station is also set to 
provide community facilities that can be used by 
the public.

>
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Work with our partners for safer communities 
and improved outcomes

It is important that we harness and exploit the wide range 
of emergency rescue provision in place across Scotland 
in our ambition to become Champions of Specialist 
Rescue for Scotland.  This year we have begun to develop 
a multi-agency asset register involving a wide range of 
partners, so that we can understand each other’s skills and 
capabilities fully.  This valuable resource will be used to 
manage and coordinate rescues, making our staff, the staff 
of our partner agencies and our communities as a whole 
safer. 

A good example of our work with partners is the Scottish 
Wildfire	Project,	a	multi-agency	forum	begun	in	Highland	
last year led by the SFRS.  This has already reduced 
the number of wildfires in the region.  But the benefits 
have	reached	well	beyond	Highland,	as	over	100	SFRS	
managers from areas which experience regular wildfires 
have now had specialist wildfire training as a result of the 
project.  

The scheme has allowed us to predict dangerous 
conditions and issue high-profile media messages to  
warn and inform the public and land managers.

A recent partnership exercise on Raasay 
in the Inner Hebrides is another excellent 
example of our work locally with partners to 
make our communities safer.  

Firefighters from Portree and Broadford were 
joined by NHS Highland, Scottish Ambulance 
Service and Royal National Lifeboat Institution 
(RNLI) colleagues in a fire training exercise at a 
local youth hostel.  This helped us understand 
how the services would work together in a real 
emergency, particularly in remote locations.  

Members of the Community Council came 
along to observe and were invited to the 
debrief meeting, where ‘lessons learned’ are 
discussed. 

These close links with the RNLI are crucial in 
getting our firefighters to an incident, as shown 
in July when a wildfire on the island of Scalpay, 
Isle of Skye, was tackled by crews who were 
rushed to the island by RNLI colleagues. 

>



Work to drive down risk nationally 

There are many projects and activities underway to 
drive down national risk.  Several projects of particular 
significance fall under the National Risk Reduction Project 
(NRRP).

National Risk Reduction Project (NRRP)
This project aims to reduce the risk to our communities 
from fire and other emergencies by identifying the risks 
they face, and then providing options for the most effective 
deployment of resources to control and mitigate that risk.  
In delivering a comprehensive NRRP, the project team 
first produced a Strategic Assessment of risk in Scotland, 
outlining the risk profile of the country, identifying trends in 
incident types and taking note of demographics, climate 
change and other relevant factors.

The team will now develop a process by which the existing 
arrangements for prevention, protection and response 
can be assessed to make sure they continue to be suitable 
in the light of the changing face of risk in Scotland. This 
will result in the production of options, which the Board 
and Strategic Leadership Team of the SFRS will consider, 
for the development of a co-ordinated approach to risk 
reduction. This will support the introduction of appropriate 
preventative and protective measures backed by an 
effective response when emergencies do occur. 

Our	RDS	and	Volunteer	project,	Station	location,	
Firefighter Safety and Fire Cover Review projects contribute 
to this overarching theme.  These projects combined 
form a comprehensive review of our core business and 
sweep across all aspects of how we currently undertake 
our activities, from recruitment through training, availability 
and crewing to response models, duty systems, pay and 
reward.  They will shape the way forward for our Service. 
Our future work in this area includes finding ways to 
harness the skills and knowledge within our communities.  
This might include encouraging young people to apply for 
Retained	and	Volunteer	posts	and	designing	programmes	
to prepare them for these roles. 

37 Working together for a safer Scotland
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>Strategic Aim 3
Improved outcomes through partnership

>
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>Strategic Aim 3: Improved outcomes through partnership

Partnerships with public, private and voluntary sector 
organisations are crucial to SFRS, as outlined under 
Strategic Aim 1.  The causes of fire and other emergencies 
are o�en complex and difficult to influence.  

For example, alcohol abuse o�en plays a part in domestic 
house fires.  To tackle these root causes and bring these 
figures down, we must learn from a wide range of partners.  
They, in return, benefit from the information and expertise 
we provide.  

Partnership working extends to cover our staff too.  
Working closely with trades unions is essential when 
pay, contracts and structures are being revised, and 
communication with our staff needs to provide them with 
reassurance during times of change.  We said we would: 

	 •	 Develop	approaches	and	ability	to	consult,	listen			
  to and respond to the public and communicate 
  with stakeholders
	 •	 Make	partnership	working	an	integral	part	of	 
  our business
	 •	 Work	in	partnership	with	communities

 

Develop approaches and ability to consult, 
listen to and respond to the public and 
communicate with stakeholders

Our Engagement Committee has developed an 
overarching Engagement Framework, supported by 
contributory strategies and policies, that defines how 
we engage with our partners and communities.  Several 
of these strategies and policies are already in place and 
we plan to populate the remainder of the framework in 
the coming year.   The Framework contains a definition of 
Good Scrutiny and Engagement which aims to provide 
practical, non-statutory guidance for those developing 
strategies and plans.

We have also developed and implemented an interim 
Media Liaison Protocol and supporting guidance toolkit 
to increase local and national awareness of who we are 
and what we do. These have been produced to set out 
a consistent approach to media liaison across SFRS and 
make sure a professional corporate approach is taken to 
providing the right information and advice.  Then we can 
make the most of this essential channel to connect with 
members of our communities and key stakeholders.  

These should help us to demonstrate the success of our 
work and make people aware of the range of services we 
provide.
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One way in which we engage is through 
volunteering, fundraising and charitable 
activities.  

SFRS supports a range of initiatives and 
activities that, while not part of its core 
business, are an important part of our wider 
involvement with communities.  

Firefighters and support staff are regularly 
involved in fundraising for a range of causes 
through open days and sponsored events.  In 
May, the SFRS was presented with the Fire 
Service of the Year award at the Spirit of Fire 
Awards 2014 by the Firefighters Charity.  

Thanks to sustained fundraising and 
volunteering efforts, the SFRS raised the 
highest income per head of population for 
the UK in a year when £753,727 was raised 
– £50,000 over the anticipated figure.  This 
included initiatives like fundraising dinners and 
recycling projects.

>
Social Media is a crucial tool for a modern service, but it 
presents challenges too.  Our new Social Media Policy 
and associated guidance will make sure that we get the 
best out of our communications.  Social media allows the 
service to communicate directly with the public.

We are able to deliver our prevention and protection 
messages to an audience of thousands while also being 
able to alert the public to incidents as they happen. We 
have successfully delivered campaigns by including our 
messages on social media and encouraging our followers 
to share our message to reach as large an audience as 
possible. 

We have 14,955 Facebook likes and 18,862 followers 
on Twitter, and the First Minister complimented our 
successful use of social media in the run up to the Glasgow 
Commonwealth Games. Our use of digital media 
continues to evolve.  We will continue to build on our 
experience to capitalise on the benefits of social media in 
coming years. 
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Make partnership working an integral part of 
our business

Under Strategic Aim 1, Work with partners in developing 
safer communities and improved outcomes, we discussed 
our national, regional and local partnership working and 
gave an outline of how we gather and share information 
with our wide range of partners. This section looks at a 
range of examples to demonstrate how this partnership 
approach has been embedded into our day to day 
business.

Service Delivery
We carry out joint training exercises with our key 
partner emergency response agencies to ensure that 
interoperability arrangements are robust, for example the 
Emergency and Resilience Planning Group (ERP) which 
consists of blue light partners and the MOD, or the wider 
partnership work of SMARTEU, the Scottish Multi Agency 
Resilience Training and Exercising Unit.  

Scottish blue light services formed the Scottish 
Emergency Services Interoperability Board (SESIB), which 
will work in conjunction with JESIP to implement multi-
agency training across Scotland in 2015/16.  

Supporting LSOs in targeting prevention activity
We provide LSOs with guidance on how to build 
relationships with local authorities and Community Planning 
Partnerships, giving them the skills and knowledge they 
need to connect with their local communities and directly 
benefit from reform.  Specific skills provided are determind 
by local needs - the priorities of each Local Fire Plan, socio-
demographics, statistical information and predictive trends. 
Training of some staff has already taken place in partnership 
with Police Scotland.

SFRS has achieved better outcomes for communities 
this year through a Seasonal Thematic Action Plan (STAP) 
system.  This structured system provides guidance and 
a planning calendar for use by local teams, supported 
by generic materials such as safety leaflets and national 
advertising campaigns.  It provides a framework 
of possible activity and requires each local area to 
construct their own local multi-agency action plan for the 
season, and suggests which partner agencies could be 
approached to greatest effect. 

OP

ERATIONAL 

DEM AND

31st Dec - 1st Jan   Hogmanay and New Years Day

23rd  Feb - 1st Mar  Student Volunteering Week

1st Mar - 31st May Keep Scotland Beautiful’s
Spring Clean Up

16th - 22nd Mar  Fire Sprinkler Week

25th - 31st May  Boat Fire Safety Week
National Family Week

11th - 17th May  UK Mental Health Awareness Week

1st - 7th June  Child Safety Week

8th - 14th June  Carers Week / CFOA Road Safety Week

25th Dec  Christmas Day

5th Nov  Bon�re Night

23rd - 29th Nov  Candle Safety Week

1st Oct  International Day of Older Persons

10th Oct  World Mental Health Day

28th Sept - 4th Oct  CFOA Home Fire Safety Week

1st Oct  Muirburn period commences

13th  - 19th Apr  CFOA Water Safety Week

4th Oct  Grandparents’ Day

12th Aug International Youth Day

1st -8th June  Dementia Awareness Week (Alzheimer Scotland)

 TBA Carbon Monoxide Awareness Week

7th - 13th Sept  Chimney Fire Safety Week

7th Apr  World Health Day
2015 Theme : Food Safety

  TBA Ready for Winter (Scot. Govt.)

3rd Dec  International Day of Persons with Disability

 Road Safety Week (Brake)

9th - 15th Nov  Electrical Fire Safety Week

1st - 30th June  Gypsy Roma Traveller History Month

21st June  The Longest Day - Alzheimers Association

29th June - 5th July UK Landlords Week

14th - 20th Sept  Fire Door Safety Week
Gas Safety Week

5th - 11th Oct  Scottish Mental Health Week

16th - 22nd Feb   National Chip Week

11th Mar  No Smoking Day

3rd - 9th May  Arson Awareness Week (Fire Kills)
Red Cross Week

4th - 10th May  UN Global Road Safety Week

7th June  The Big Lunch / 10th June  Brake’s Giant Walk

TBA Sainsbury’s Fire Safety Week

15th Apr  Muirburn period ends

8th - 10th May  Clean Europe Day
with Keep Scotland Beautiful

1st - 31st August 
Motorway Safety Month (Fire Kills)

TBA CFOA Business Safety Support Week

6th - 12th July 
Child Obesity Week

18th - 24th May  Deaf Awareness Week

20th - 28th June  Drowning Prevention Week
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Seasonal Community Safety Calendar 2015

Safety at Home
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        Fire
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          Behaviour
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The STAP takes account of the risks associated with the 
time	of	year	–	for	example,	increased	anti-social		behaviour	
during school holidays, bonfire night or the higher 
incidence of dwelling fires we experience in winter - and 
so helps LSOs to tailor their prevention activity to fit their 
own community and partners.  At the end of each season, 
performance indicators from national down to local level 
are used to check on the effectiveness of initiatives, local 
evaluation reports are collated and good practice or 
lessons learned are shared. 

This approach has demonstrated encouraging results 
across the majority of indicators.  It has also highlighted 
areas which, while small in number, need further action 
or new approaches.  This year’s guidance included 
preventing fires in derelict or unoccupied buildings, 
reducing deliberate fire setting and fire-related anti-social 
behaviour, safeguarding children, alcohol and drug 
partnerships, working with the third sector and local 
partnership working. 

Working together for our staff
The trades unions representing our staff are important 
partners.  At a time of change, effective working 
relationships between employers and representative 
bodies are crucial.  SFRS made a clear commitment 
to work in the interests of our people by developing a 
‘Working Together Framework’ with trades unions, which 
sets out the arrangements we must have in place to reach 
mutual agreement on the key issues for our staff.  

A vital element of this framework is the Employee 
Partnership Forum, which includes Board members, the 
Strategic Leadership Team and representatives of seven 
key Trade Unions. The group was created to form a 
new partnership model of employee relations based on 
mutual trust and respect.    Another group formed under 
the framework which is already proving effective is the 
Resource Working Group, a partnership with the Fire 
Brigades Union to standardise crewing arrangements, 
duty systems and terms and conditions of employment. 

Aside from the formal groups, local engagement is also a 
key part of all our change management arrangements so 
that our staff can have their say individually too. 

Other examples of embedded partnership working 
include:

	 •	 Establishing	a	procurement	service	with	Scottish	 
  Government

	 •	 Sharing	premises	with	other	emergency	services

	 •	 Moving	pensions	administration	for	operational		 	
  staff to the Scottish Public Pensions Agency, the   
  same agency used by Police Scotland
 

	 •	 The	discretionary	powers	we	have	around	fire 
  safety in common stairways (Section 93 of the  
  Civil Government (Scotland) Act 1982).  A report  
  with recommendations will be developed this  
  year

	 •	 Developing	a	fire	investigation	partnership,	which	 
  was achieved through the creation of a Scottish  
  Fire Investigation Liaison Group

	 •	 Establishing	a	multi-agency	Technical	Advisory	 
  Group to create national guidance on complex  
  legal fire safety issues. The group agreed in June to  
  produce a report on all water supplies rather  
  than the initially planned report on alternative  
  water supplies

	 •	 Contributing	to	the	Business	Engagement	 
  Forum’s dra£ Strategic Business Plan, Action Plan  
  and Framework which are now ready for scrutiny

	 •	 Developing	a	way	of	engaging	with	our	partners	 
  to get best value through shared services for Asset  
  Management. For example a working group  
  consisting of SFRS, Police Scotland and the  
  Scottish Ambulance Service has been set up, and  
  a collaborative contract with Police Scotland with  
  a potential value of around £70m is being  
  prepared for the coming financial year
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Work in partnership with communities

Community Planning Partnerships form the backbone 
of	our	contact	with	our	local	communities.		However,	
we need to be in touch with people from within our 
communities too.  We will continue to develop our 
engagement strategies to ensure our safety messages 
are delivered in an appropriate manner and are received 
and understood by those most at risk.  Our external 
communications team deals with day to day media 
liaison, public relations and events as well as responding 
to the public and our key stakeholders across a range of 
platforms.  

We evaluated last year’s national ‘Join Scotland’s Fight 
Against Fire’ campaign so that we could refresh its 
message and repeat its success.    Whilst a range of factors 
combine to influence operational and other demand, 
there has been a clear reduction in fire deaths, injuries and 
house	fires	and	an	increase	in	HFSVs	over	the	time	period	
covered by the campaign, supported by good qualitative 
results. In terms of lessons learned, evidence from 
incidents revealed a reduction in working smoke alarm 
ownership within homes that experienced a fire, so the 
benefits of smoke detectors must continue to be widely 
communicated.

One example of our work with communities 
is the way we tackle false fire alarm calls.  

These calls account for nearly half of the 
incidents we attend.  Bringing their numbers 
down requires close partnership working 
with organisations and individuals who are 
experiencing problems with their alarm 
systems.  An approved national Unwanted Fire 
Alarm Signal (UFAS) Policy and procedure has 
been produced to standardise our approach to 
this issue.  

Local teams have been tasked with making sure 
the policy and procedure are implemented and 
a gap analysis of the training needs required 
to roll this out to all parts of Scotland has been 
held. 

An experimental approach is being tried 
in Glasgow to complement these plans.  A 
UFAS officer will work directly with a fire 
alarm industry expert to support people and 
organisations that experience repeated false 
alarms.  They will look at better ways to manage 
or avoid difficulties and share their findings 
country-wide to develop our prevention work 
even further.

>
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>Strategic Aim 4
Develop a culture of continuous improvement

>
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The SFRS has inherited a track record of strong 
performance.  The challenge we face is to continue to 
perform whilst bedding in the significant changes that 
come with the birth of a new organisation.  We began to 
establish the way we govern our business and manage our 
resources, staff and community relations in our first year.  
This second year has been about consolidating these 
changes.  We said we would: 

	 •	 Develop	an	innovative	structure	that	enables	us	 
  to deliver highly valued and effective services
	 •	 Deliver	a	high	performing	workforce
	 •	 Ensure	equal	opportunities	for	our	staff	and	 
  communities
	 •	 Improve	the	quality	of	our	services	for	successful	 
  outcomes
	 •	 Minimise	the	impact	of	our	activities	on	the	 
  environment

Develop an innovative structure that enables us 
to deliver highly valued and effective services

Our staffing structure
The SFRS continues to keep its structure under review.  
The Board has specific responsibilities in relation to 
succession planning.  A model was needed to ensure 
necessary levels of knowledge, skills and experience are 
maintained across SFRS. A gap analysis to inform this 
model was completed and a Board development day 
held to review its findings and decide on next steps, and 
a training prospectus was produced. This has resulted in 
the Board and Chief Officer agreeing a number of planned 
changes to the Strategic Leadership Team which will 
support longer term succession planning requirements.  

The transfer and matching of staff to new working 
structures is nearing completion.  An interim Workforce 
Plan 2014-16 is in place which prioritises posts and 
vacancies to match service needs.  A Workforce Planning 
Forum has been established to corporately consider 
vacancies and to respond to changing organisational 
staffing priorities.  This involves financial controls at every 
stage of the process.  Developments include revised 
structures for several key function areas. 

A Support Staff job family framework has been designed to 
support organisational hierarchy, streamline job evaluation 
and underpin the pay and grading model.

The SFRS held its first national, Wholetime firefighter 
recruitment campaign in June 2014 with the appointment 
of 18 new trainee firefighters across the service.  Five of 
the successful applicants were existing SFRS employees 
who had been working in support functions and Control 
rooms. We also conducted another round of voluntary 
severance/early retirement which released 69 support 
staff posts from the working structure.  Transitional funding 
has been used to set up a change management team to 
support managers and staff through periods of change.  

A change management booklet has been published 
and the team have developed change management 
policies and procedures for the Service. They have 
developed plans in a wide range of areas including control 
restructure,	strategic	intent,	Voluntary	Severance/Early	
Retirement and transfer and matching of staff.  They work 
closely with the Corporate Communications team to make 
sure staff know about the changes taking place and how 
they will be affected.

Our assets
A Board Strategy Day has been held to examine our 
Asset Management Strategy and supporting suite of 
policies and procedures, which should be approved 
in 2015/16.  These will allow us to understand the 
condition and suitability of our physical assets, make sure 
we are compliant with legislation and target investment 
effectively.

>Strategic Aim 4: Develop a culture of continuous improvement
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Our systems 
There has been considerable work done this year 
to establish the ICT systems our organisation needs 
to operate effectively and take advantage of the 
opportunities technology can bring.  The SFRS Board 
recently agreed a Digital Strategy and supporting 
programme of work to harness and exploit the potential 
of information and communication technologies for the 
Service.  An ICT Technical Security Strategy and an ICT 
So�ware Licence Management policy are being prepared 
along with a programme of ICT projects, including capital 
and transformation projects. An ICT project portfolio and 
high level resources planning have been developed. 

Over the last year we developed our performance 
management systems, a process that will continue in 
2015/16.  This will allow us to consider the measures 
we can take which will have the strongest impact on 
community outcomes such as reducing dwelling fires, 
fire fatalities and casualties.  Standardised quarterly 
performance reports for SLT and the Board are now 
in place.  Standardised local reports will soon be 
established, available to LSOs on the intranet or by e-mail. 
Reports will continue to develop as our performance 
management systems mature. A catalogue of indictors has 
been created to form a backdrop for this.

Deliver a high performing workforce

Our People and Organisational Development (POD) 
Strategy 2014-2016 is in place, underpinned by a  three-
year action plan and a suite of performance indicators and 
measures, which, once embedded, will be benchmarked 
against those of appropriate partner agencies.  We 
prioritised POD policies, developing a consultation 
framework and forward planning arrangements to 
harmonise them this year, with some more complex 
policies, particularly those aligned to the Pay and Reward 
Project, to be considered in 2015-16.

Examples include the development of operational skills 
programmes for the use of breathing apparatus, driving, 
fire behaviour, water rescue and the introduction of 
firefighter fitness standards. 

A ‘person centric’ health and wellbeing assessment will 
be introduced in the forthcoming months to make sure 
we look at health holistically for all our personnel. This 
assessment will include fitness and medical elements as 
well as identifying any on-going individual health and 
wellbeing support needs. We are also working to develop 
a standard policy on managing absence to support 
employees and help reduce the rate of sickness absence 
which forms one of the Fire Framework performance 
measures (Performance Indicator 5, included in the 
Performance Scorecard earlier in this document).

One essential element of our management of staff is the 
development and implementation of a Pay and Reward 
Framework for support staff.  This will harmonise employee 
terms and conditions of employment and establish a 
pay model for work of equal value.  A communications 
plan  provided regular updates to staff and their line 
managers through the intranet and a series of road 
shows. Arrangements are in place to administer support 
staff pensions which will be communicated in 2015-16. 
Discussions have begun with the FBU on arrangements 
to harmonise terms and conditions for uniformed staff.  
Performance appraisal and workplace assessment 
processes will be developed to support it.  

Following the creation of the single service, a major piece 
of work was undertaken that set out to establish what staff 
felt was working well, what was not, and what forms our 
core values as a major Scottish public service. This took 
the form of our first ever SFRS Cultural Audit in 2014.  Staff 
across the service were invited to take part in a survey and 
focus groups, and have their say on what makes SFRS the 
way it is. A Cultural Audit action plan has been developed 
to address the results. 

Staff feedback has also been instrumental in the ongoing 
development	of	a	new	SFRS	Values	Framework,	which	
recognises what is most important to staff and illustrates 
the behaviours that we should expect from each other. 
Values	will	be	integrated	into	the	new	SFRS	Strategic	Plan	
2016-19.
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We have developed a revised Training and Employee 
Development (TED) policy, aligned to our POD Strategy.  
These two documents together replace the existing SFRS 
Learning and Development Strategy.  The TED Policy has 
been dra�ed and initial consultation has been carried out, 
with final consultation expected to complete early in the 
2015-16 financial year. 

The policy will be implemented through a series 
of procedures and guidance documents, some of 
which are in place and some under development.  For 
example, we are in the process of producing them for the 
standardisation of our national development programmes, 
quality assurance arrangements and performance 
reporting. Our learning and development work joins with 
that of partners across the public sector in Scotland, for 
whom a review was carried out this year by Skills for Justice 
which will be considered by the Justice Leadership and 
Professional Development group.

The SFRS College in Cambuslang is now well established. 
The TED management team will ensure that a consistent 
high standard of training through programmes and 
courses is maintained.  This will include a matrix of 
supporting systems to ensure quality is embedded across 
the board.   

We are developing and implementing delivery plans for 
Training and Employee Development (TED) Programmes 
for both operational and support staff. To pave the way 
for this, the TED working structure has been reviewed and 
changes approved.  Plans are in place within each Service 
Delivery Area to address any local training requirements 
needed to make this structure work. TED aims to develop a 
Continuous Learning Framework and a revised Leadership 
and Management Development Framework in the coming 
year.

We introduced a new Maintenance Phase Development 
Planner (MPDP) tool for operational staff this year to make 
sure that every full time firefighter or supervisor has been 
trained in the full range of skills they need to do their job.  
Work has begun to ‘train the trainers’ so that local training 
officers are ready to apply the new policy and can offer 
staff guidance on how to go about using MPDP. 
 

Ensure equal opportunities for our staff and 
communities

We tailor our service so that our communities and staff feel 
valued, and their diverse needs are met.  Our progress 
can be examined in our Mainstreaming and Equality 
Outcomes Report 2015, which is available on our website.  
This report demonstrates how we embed equality 
considerations into all that we do.  

Mainstreaming	–	making	sure	that	equality	is	progressed	
across	all	our	activities	–	is	achieved	in	three	key	ways.		

Board and SLT leadership has been established through 
the appointment of a Board Equality Champion and 
through communications to staff on equalities issues.  This 
will be progressed in the coming year through tighter 
scrutiny and accountability, and through the introduction 
of an Equality and Diversity Strategy and Strategic 
Framework. 

A ‘business partner’ approach by the Equality and 
Diversity Team has allowed us to apply expertise across 
a wide range of activities.  In the coming year this team 
will continue to progress equality procedures across the 
service while cascading impact assessment skills through 
training and the provision of an evidence resource to 
support colleagues in producing their own impact 
assessments with confidence.  

Equality and Human Rights Impact Assessments check 
on the direct and indirect effects of the decisions we make 
as a service.  Each plan or policy we produce and every 
decision made by our Board and Strategic Leadership 
Team is subject to these assessments, which are quality 
controlled by the Equality and Diversity business partners.  
Over 90 of these assessments have been completed 
so far, relating to around 150 policies and plans, and 
cascading the skills to complete these will help to establish 
assessments as a critical tool when we review the way we 
operate and create new plans.    
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Equality Outcomes keep our focus on making things 
better for people across the protected characteristics.  
We set 7 Equality Outcomes in 2012, five related mainly 
to Service Delivery and 2 addressing our workforce 
issues.  Our Strategic Assessment of risk across Scotland, 
the establishment of our Older People’s Framework 
and Seasonal Thematic Action Plans for Prevention and 
Protection teams, our cultural audit and our positive action 
project have demonstrated progress towards these goals.  
The positive action project has particular significance for 
our workforce.

In terms of human rights, we respect the rights of 
individuals to express their personal identities without 
conflicting with the rights of others and we seek to 
promote this through our employment practices and 
workplace culture.  Our impact assessment process 
includes the consideration of human rights issues.  This 
ensures that our policies, and their practical applications, 
do not infringe upon the personal rights of individuals. 

We are committed to the principles of fair and open 
competition and equality of opportunity, and work with 
the Department of Work and Pensions to provide the 
‘Two	Ticks	–	Positive	about	Disability’	range	of	options	to	
both candidates and existing staff. This means that each 
recruitment and selection process will run in accordance 
with this commitment: no one should be appointed to a 
job unless they meet the essential criteria for the role and 
the job must be offered to the person whose skills and 
experience demonstrate the ‘best fit’. 

We use positive action measures to encourage 
applications from groups with different needs, with a 
past track record of disadvantage or low participation, 
to apply for a career in the fire and rescue service.  We 
make sure that our job adverts, information packs and job 
descriptions do not discriminate against applicants on the 
basis of the protected characteristics within the Equality 
Act 2010. 

Selection processes must be fair. We commit to there 
being no bias in the assessment of candidates and, where 
necessary, reasonable adjustments will be made to the 
process to ensure that individuals with disabilities can 
compete fairly with other candidates. Job opportunities 
are advertised to attract appropriate potential candidates, 
and candidates are then provided with reasonable access 
to information about the job, its requirements and the 
selection process, so that they can make an informed 
decision as to whether they meet the criteria for the role. 

Our existing Career Management policies ensure that 
disabled employees are afforded the same opportunities 
as other staff and are given the chance to discuss any 
difficulties they might be facing. A redeployment policy 
register is in place for both operational and support 
staff. All come under the same principles for reasonable 
adjustments. The organisation has an understanding of 
what help and support is available from Access To Work if 
required.

The organisation has introduced policies to assist 
managers and employees regarding disability. We review 
policies on an on going basis. 
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Workforce Profile 
SFRS has recognised from its inception that for a true 
understanding of our community, our workforce should 
reflect the profile of that community.  This means, for 
example, that we need to attract more women into our 
organisation, particularly in operational roles.  

Substantial review work was initiated last year in the form 
of the Positive Action project to begin to tackle this.  In 
the past year we have built on initial research findings with 
the review and analysis of two surveys - one internal to our 
female firefighters, the other external to community groups 
across Scotland.  

We also held four focus groups to dig deeper into the 
initial findings of these surveys, and gathered additional 
information through carefully placed questions within our 
Cultural Audit survey.  From these final recommendations 
an action plan has been developed to quantify how we will 
address our workforce diversity profile.

12.74% of our staff overall and 5.47% of our staff in 
operational	(Wholetime,	Retained	and	Volunteer)	roles	
are women.  2 of our Board of 12 and 2 of our Strategic 
Leadership Team of 9 are women. We have 72 employees 
paid at Senior Manger rate, 4 of whom are women. 

                              Number                                                 Percentage
 
All   Male  Female  Male  Female
 
Control  229 38 191  16.59%  83.41%
 
Support  864 391 473  45.25%  54.75%
 
Retained 2952 2780 172  94.17%  5.83%
 
Volunteer	 395	 338	 57	 	85.57%	 	14.43%
 
Wholetime  3875 3709 166  95.72%  4.28%
 
Total  8315 7256 1059  87.26%  12.74%
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Improve the quality of our services for successful 
outcomes

Our Improvement Strategy 
Our Corporate Improvement Strategy is currently in 
development.  This will lead the SFRS into building a 
robust, comprehensive and integrated improvement 
framework that drives improved performance and its 
measurement in a holistic and cohesive way across the 
service.  

The Strategy will provide assurance that the SFRS is 
committed to continuous improvement and will look 
at how we learn as an organisation.  It will ensure that 
our improvement activities are planned, managed and 
scrutinised to achieve real and measurable outcomes. 
Following a successful Public Sector Improvement 
Framework (PSIF) pilot, roll out of a PSIF based self-
assessment system has been agreed.  A Performance 
Improvement Forum has been formed to embed 
improvement across the organisation.

Alasdair Hay
Chief Officer and Accountable Officer

29 October 2015
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This report details the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service 
(SFRS) sustainability performance for 2014/15.

It is presented in line with the Scottish Government’s 
Guidance on the preparation of Annual Sustainability 
Reports 2012/13 and focusses on a number of key 
areas: greenhouse gas emissions, energy use, waste 
management, water consumption, adaptation, 
biodiversity and sustainable procurement.

SFRS is committed to being an environmentally conscious 
and responsible organisation, in support of the Scottish 
Government’s commitment to increase sustainable 
economic growth and become a low carbon economy. 
This is made clear in the SFRS Environmental Policy 
Statement and Environmental Strategy 2014/17 which 
were launched in December 2014. 

The Policy Statement contains a list of objectives. SFRS 
will:

•	Ensure legislative compliance in all statutory duties 
and compliance with all other legal requirements; 

•	Promote the benefits of community safety in 
preventing incidents occurring and the associated 
environmental impacts of doing so; 

•	 Increase awareness of environmental 
responsibilities amongst Service staff, contractors 
and key partners; 

•	Prevent where possible the pollution of, air, land 
and water from our activities; 

•	Mitigate the Service’s impact on climate change 
and take steps to adapt to the impacts of a changing 
climate; 

•	Minimise wherever possible the impact on 
Scotland’s natural habitat from its activities; 

•	 Improve its resource efficiency by reducing energy, 
fuel and water consumption and the subsequent 
CO2 emissions; 

Sustainability Report

Introduction
•	 Through its corporate procurement strategy, 

minimise the environmental impact and carbon 
footprint of the goods, works and services it buys 
and uses; 

•	Reduce to minimum practical levels its use of 
environmentally damaging substances, materials 
and processes; and 

•	Minimise unnecessary waste in its operations and 
utilise all reasonable recycling options.

To support the objectives, SFRS have developed a Carbon 
Management Plan (CMP). The CMP details the Service’s 
strategy, aims and objectives for reducing its greenhouse 
gas emissions. It includes a register of projects and 
details of how these projects will reduce the Service’s 
environmental impact, and greenhouse gas emissions.

SFRS is also committed to developing an Environmental 
Management System (EMS) to assist with its commitments. 
The EMS will design, implement and maintain appropriate 
performance measures that are relevant, understandable, 
reliable and comparable to monitor the SFRS’s legal 
compliance and performance in meeting its objectives 
and targets. 
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Performance Overview 2014 / 2015

Financial year

Total Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions 
(from buildings and fleet)

Energy consumption of buildings 
(gas, electricity, Fuel Oil and LPG)

Energy consumption of buildings 
(gas, electricity, Fuel Oil and LPG)

Total energy expenditure 
(gas, electricity, Fuel Oil and LPG)

CRC related expenditure

Total waste arisings

Recycle / reuse rate 
(excluding special waste)

Landfill avoidance rate

Total waste arisings expenditure

Total water GHG emissions

Total water consumption

Total water expenditure

Total fleet travel GHG emissions

Total fleet expenditure

Total business travel GHG emissions

Total business travel expenditure

Performance 
2013-14

24,759 tCO2e

61,367,331 kWh

17,739 tCO2e

£5,527,978

Not applicable 
until Phase 3

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

£263,336

160 tCO2e

157,085m3

£781,496.11

6,861 tCO2e

£2,935,951

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Performance 
2014-15

24,836 tCO2e

56,610,559 kWh

17,894 tCO2e

£5,159,307

Not applicable 
until Phase 3

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

£297,262

178 tCO2e

162,263m3

£841,158.02

6,764 tCO2e

£3,009,422

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Percentage + / -

+0.3%

-8.1%

+0.9%

-6.9%

Not applicable 
until Phase 3

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

+12.1%

+10.7%

+3.2%

+7.4%

-1.4%

+2.5%

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time
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Consolidation has been the primary aim of SFRS in 
2014/15: consolidation of data, site information, accounts 
and reporting. This year SFRS have been able to rationalise 
the various data streams and suppliers across the country 
and increase the visibility of sites consumption centrally in 
order to effectively manage the portfolio impacts.

SFRS has steadily increased the number of sites/
buildings which have been brought within the scope of 
measurement however it is recognised that not all sites 
are as yet in a position to report and further efforts will be 
diverted to obtain the necessary data from these sites as 
well.

Boundary
SFRS has increased its reporting boundary from 2013/14 
with the help of a contracted Bureau Service providing a 
Measuring	and	Targeting	(M&T)	system:

•	 Electricity	supply	points	-	375
•	 Gas	supply	points	-	163
•	 Water	supply	points	-	340
•	 LPG	supply	points	-	1
•	 Gas	Oil	/	Kerosene	supply	points	-	12	

 The new reporting boundary for 2014/15 is as follows:

•	 Electricity	supply	points	-	421
•	 Gas	supply	points	-	151
•	 Water	supply	points	-	658
•	 LPG	supply	points	-	1
•	 Gas	Oil	/	Kerosene	supply	points	-	8

Summary of Performance
The following environmental impacts have been excluded 
due to data unavailability but it is the Service’s intention 
that measures will be in place over the coming year in 
order to capture and report on these:

•	 Selected	lease	sites	utilities	information	(electricity,	gas,		
 water and waste)
•	 Total	waste	arisings
•	 Recycle	/	reuse	rate	(excluding	special	waste)
•	 Construction	waste
•	 Landfill	avoidance	rate
•	 Business	Travel
•	 Private	borehole	water	consumption
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Financial year Performance 
2013-14

24,600

7,179

304

6,861

10,256

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Performance 
2014-15

24,658

6,429

275

6,764

11,190

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Percentage + / -

+0.2%

-11.0%

-10.0%

-1.4%

+8.7%

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Figures unavailable 
at this time

Gross emissions 
(tCO2e)

Scope 1 
emissions

Scope 2 
emissions

Scope 3 
emissions

Total under scopes 
1	–	3	(excluding	water)

Gas

Other fuels for buildings

Road fleet

Electricity 

Business Travel

Waste arisings and 
landfill

Water supplied and 
disposed

Performance
SFRS has set its carbon baseline based on the 2013/14 
data as a national organisation and as such the footprint is 
24,759 tCO2e emissions.

Commentary
Previously the 8 Fire and Rescue Services across Scotland 
signed up to the Carbon Trust’s Carbon Management 
Programme in 2011. The Programme helped the Services 
develop five-year plans to deliver carbon reduction 
through the understanding of their carbon emissions and 
the development of a strategy to reduce them.

Each Service had a separate plan and individual targets, 
and as such a single national Carbon Management Plan 
has now been prepared. SFRS are now capturing the data 
from the relevant projects which will have an impact on the 
carbon emissions of the estate.
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Energy Use

Financial year Performance 
2013-14

17,739

10,256

7,179

304

61,367,331

21,208,250

39,008,184

1,150,897

£4,746,482

£3,180,993

£1,477,506

£87,983

Performance 
2014-15

17,894

11,190

6,429

275

56,610,559

20,819,431

34,757,701

1,033,427

£4,318,149

£2,902,956

£1,370,531

£44,662

Percentage + / -

+0.9%

+8.7%

-11.0%

-10.0%

-8.1%

-1.9%

-11.5%

-10.8%

-9.0%

-9.1%

-7.5%

-65.3%

Gross emissions 
(tCO2e)

Gross emission 
by source 
(tCO2e)

Energy 
consumption 
(kWh)

Energy 
consumption by 
type (kWh)

Expenditure (£)

Expediture by 
type (£)

Total under scopes 
1 and 2

Electricity 
(non-renewable)

Gas

Other fuels for 
buildings

Total

Electricity 

Gas

Other fuels for 
buildings

Total

Electricity 

Gas

Other fuels for 
buildings

Performance
In 2014/2015 SFRS total greenhouse gas emissions 
increased by 77tCO2e overall, with greenhouse gases 
emissions from Scope 1 and 2 sources, increasing by 
155tCO2e. 

This is primarily due to the carbon emission factor for 
electricity generation and distribution increasing by 
11% from 2013/14 to 2014/15 and as such despite the 
electricity consumption reducing, the tCO2e related to 
electricity consumption increased.
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Waste Management
Performance
This year SFRS have been working to ensure that its sites 
are compliant with the Waste (Scotland) Regulations by 
rolling out internal and external recycling bins to comply 
with the various council collection requirements. Food 
waste collections are also in the process of being rolled 
out to all whole-time sites. 

Commentary
SFRS are currently unable to provide a quantification of 
the volumes of waste and recycling across the estate due 
to a lack of data being made available from current waste 
contracts with the local authorities and private sector 
companies.

It is the intention of SFRS to run a procurement exercise, 
subject to resource availability, in order to obtain a national 
contract which would allow the Service to not only 
improve recycling and collections but also ensure robust 
data on performance is available in order to adequately 
report and set targets for improvement.

Business Travel
Performance
Currently the Service is unable to record its business travel 
but the new SFRS Car Leasing Policy and Expense system 
will enable the recording of business travel and vehicle 
types.

Commentary
SFRS will develop a Sustainable Travel Plan which will 
promote a travel hierarchy on preferred methods of 
business travel. The hierarchy will state that travel should 
be avoided if possible, and the Service will encourage this 
by providing and actively encouraging alternative means 
of participating at meetings by using technology such as 
audio and video conferencing.

To encourage the use of energy efficient vehicles, SFRS are 
planning to install vehicle charging points at the following 
sites:

•	 West	Service	Delivery	HQ,	Hamilton
•	 Newbridge	Vehicle	Workshops,	Edinburgh
•	 Cambuslang	Training	Centre,	Cambuslang
•	 North	Service	Delivery	Area	HQ,	Dyce

These will be in addition to the existing charging points at:

•	 Clydesmill	Fire	Station,	Cambuslang
•	 Thornton	Control,	Thornton
•	 Invergordon	Fire	Station	and	District	Office,		 	
 Invergordon
•	 Inverness	Vehicle	Workshops,	Inverness

The Service currently has 2 electric vehicles which are 
available for use by staff and going forward through the 
new expense system next year, the Service will be able to 
record which staff are using the car lease scheme and have 
opted for electric or hybrid vehicles.

Commentary
This year SFRS have employed the services of a Bureau 
Service in order to measure, manage and reduce utility 
costs across the Service.  

The Bureau Service will also assist with improving the 
quality of utilities data in order to establish an accurate 
cost and carbon baseline from which to target suitable 
reduction initiatives.

In	combination	with	WWF’s	Earth	Hour	in	March	SFRS	
rolled	out	an	online	metering	system	called	Energy	Viewer	
to all sites which will assist to minimize the number of 
estimated bills received from utility suppliers and provide 
greater visibility of consumption and costs to each site. 

A project is also underway to ensure that SFRS are 
capturing the annual generation capabilities from existing 
renewable generation equipment such as Photovoltaics 
and	Ground	Source	Heat	Pumps	and	claiming	all	
appropriate feed in tariffs and renewable heat incentives.
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Water Use

Financial year Performance 
2013-14

160

57

103

157085

149231

£781,496

Performance 
2014-15

178

62

116

162263

154150

£841,158

Percentage + / -

+10.7%

+8.4%

+11.9%

+3.2%

+3.2%

+7.4%

Gross emissions 
(tCO2e)

Water volume 
(tCO2e)

Water volume 
(m3)

Expenditure (£)

Total under scope 3

Supply

Disposal

Supply

Disposal

Total

Performance
During this reporting year water consumption has 
increased primarily due to the increase in number of sites 
which have been brought into billing in this financial year. 
In 2013/14 only 340 water supply points were being 
measured compared to 658 in 2014/15.

Commentary
SFRS will continue to ensure that all sites are brought 
into billing and that where appropriate water reducing 
measures are instigated in all new build projects and 
refurbishments.

Climate Change Adaptation
Planning for the risks and opportunities presented by 
the changing climate is essential for business continuity 
and efficiency, especially for an emergency service 
organisation. SFRS will assess the vulnerability of its own 
estate to climatic variability and subsequent adaptive 
capability to respond to the opportunities and impacts 
identified using the Climate Change Assessment Tool 
(CCAT).

SFRS also recognises it has a major role to play in relation 
to enabling Climate Change Adaption externally. The 
Service is a key member of the Local and Regional 
Resilience Partnerships as required by the Civil 
Contingencies Act (CAA) 2004, and works alongside the 

Biodiversity
In the SFRS Environmental Policy it is stated that the Service 
will: 

“minimise wherever possible the impact on Scotland’s 
natural	habitat	from	its	activities”	

To achieve this aim, SFRS will work alongside Scottish 
Natural	Heritage	(SNH)	to	explore	the	opportunities	
where	the	Service	can	feasibly	assist	SNH	and	others	to	
achieve the objectives of the 2020 Challenge. SFRS will 
also record those premises it owns or uses, which are 
close to designated habitat sites or have protected species 
known or near site, and create operating rules designed to 
protect the natural habitat.

The Service also plans to record designated habitats sites 
or Sites of Specific Scientific Interest (SSSIs), to ensure 
minimum damage when operating on or near these sites 
while performing its emergency services.

Police and other emergency response services to fulfil 
its civil contingencies planning responsibilities. SFRS will 
continue to promote and enhance the Service’s work 
in preparing communities in Scotland to the effects of 
climate change and to enhance the local resilience to 
these events.
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Sustainable Procurement
SFRS seeks to procure goods, services and works in a 
manner that achieves value for money on a whole-life 
basis, by generating benefits not only to the organisation, 
but also to society and the economy, whilst minimising the 
environmental impact of our procurement activity. 

Our Procurement Strategy provides guidance and 
direction on sustainability and we aim to continually 
develop and embed our commitment within our 
processes and procedures. The SFRS procurement 
governance model provides a framework to ensure 
consideration is given to the three key areas of economic, 
environmental, and social factors when analysing the 
impact of sustainable procurement. 

It is against these three main areas that consideration is 
given when dra�ing the Invitation to Tender ensuring 
wherever relevant sustainability is integrated into the 
procurement process in a proportionate manner.  
Additionally the whole life cycle evaluation considers, 
where relevant, such issues as service delivery, operation, 
maintenance, supply chain issues, recycling, disposal and 
the supplier(s) capability to address these consequences. 

SFRS expects and encourages its contractors and their 
wider supply chain partners to adopt a similar ethos to 
sustainability and we will engage with them to make them 
aware of the SFRS’s commitment to the issue.    We actively 
support current and potential suppliers to participate 
in our procurement activity and we work with them to 
remove barriers to their participation.
 
We continue to build capability through our commitment 
to the learning and development of our staff involved in 
the procurement process to meet the knowledge gaps in 
current understanding and capability. 

Staff will continue to be trained in the Marrakech 
Approach, a risk and opportunity based methodology 
which assists those involved in the development of the 
Commodity Strategy to identify areas of spend with the 
greatest impact in relation to the economic, environmental 
and social issues thereby ensuring the achievement of 
sustainable outcomes in the procurement process.

SFRS will continue to build capability across the whole 
organisation through the use of the Flexible Framework 
Toolkit and the Procurement Assessment Regime 
and we will continue to work proactively with partner 
organisations such as Police Scotland and CFOA to 
progress sustainable procurement initiatives and exchange 
best practice.

The Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 details a 
sustainable procurement duty and we are committed 
to observing this.  SFRS will ensure its policies and 
procedures for sustainable procurement are reflective of 
our legislative duty and developments made in this area 
and such policies and procedures will be subject to on-
going review and monitoring through the implementation 
of our Procurement Strategy Action Plan and relevant 
performance indicators.
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Introduction
The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) presents 
its annual accounts for the year from 1 April 2014 to 31 
March 2015.  The accounts have been prepared in a form 
directed by the Scottish Ministers in accordance with 
Section 42A(1) of the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 (inserted 
by section 118 of the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 
2012), and in accordance with the Government Financial 
Reporting Manual (FReM).

Statutory Background
The Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 received 
Royal Assent on 7 August 2012, with responsibility for 
Police and Fire and Rescue Services transferring from local 
government to new central government Other Significant 
Public Bodies on 1 April 2013.

The SFRS is governed by the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005, 
amended by the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 
2012.  It is responsible for fire safety, fire-fighting, attending 
road traffic collisions and dealing with other types of 
emergency.  The SFRS also works with partner agencies 
to be prepared for major emergencies and disruptive 
challenges.

Chief Officer and Board Members

Chair: Pat Watters

Chief	Officer	and	Accountable	Officer:	Alasdair	Hay

Board Members: Bob Benson, James Campbell, Kirsty 
Darwent, Marieke Dwarshuis, Michael Foxley, Robin Iffla, 
William McQueen, Sid Patten, Neil Pirie, Grant Thoms, 
Martin Togneri

A full list of the company directorships and other significant 
interests can be found on the SFRS website.

Financial Performance
The format of the accounts is set by the FReM.  One of the 
reporting requirements is that Grant in Aid (GiA) provided 
by the Scottish Government is included in the General 
Reserve of the SoFP (Statement of Financial Position) rather 
than in the Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure 
(SoCNE).  All other income and expenditure is included in 
the SoCNE.  

The deficit for the period is transferred to the General 
Reserve and is funded by GiA held there.
 

The cash GiA drawn down in financial year 2014/15 
was £305.175 million for both resource and capital 
purposes against a cash Departmental Expenditure Limit 
(DEL) budget of £297.566 million.  The cash variance of 
£7.609 million relates to an increase in working capital 
requirements to fund changes in the level of year end 
creditors and accruals.

The key measure of financial performance is the 
comparison of expenditure against the Departmental 
Expenditure Limit (DEL) funding provided by the Scottish 
Government.  The underspend of £6.796 million in 
Resource expenditure includes the impact of loan 
repayments which were budgeted against DEL but have 
been correctly charged to the SoFP. Taking into account 
the £5.449 million budget for this item, the resulting 
underspend for the year is £1.347 million. This is due 
to a number of factors, with the most significant being: 
an underspend of £1.0 million in relation to service 
transformation; an underspend of £1.429 million in 
employee costs, predominantly within Retained and 
Support Staff, including £0.3 million relating to a technical 
accounting adjustment in respect of holiday pay, and; an 
overspend in other operating costs of £1.082 million due 
to accelerated expenditure on items such as personal 
protective equipment, uniforms and clothing, and 
equipment maintenance.  

The SoFP shows net liabilities of £3.332 billion, due mainly 
to the inclusion of liabilities related to defined benefit 
pension schemes required by IAS19.  These liabilities 
will fall due in future years and will be financed by grant 
funding from the Scottish Government.  Budgets have 
been approved for financial year 2015/16 and there is no 
reason to believe that these approvals will not be granted 
in the future.  These financial statements have therefore 
been prepared on a going concern basis.

The attached accounts are prepared on an accruals basis, 
meaning transactions are matched to the period in which 
they occurred, not when physical cash transactions took 
place.  This results in accounting adjustments, such as 
accruals and prepayments, and also in relation to pensions 
as required by International Accounting Standards (IAS) 
19 – Employment Benefits.  These are reflected in Total 
Comprehensive Net Expenditure before Grant from the 
Scottish Government of £885 million for financial period 
2014/15 (£3.008 billion in 2013/14), as per the financial 
statements contained in the Annual Accounts section of 
this document.  

Director’s Report
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The significant difference between the two years is due to 
the transfer of net liabilities from legacy services totalling 
£2.429 billion in 2013/14, consisting of assets (including 
properties, vehicles and equipment) and liabilities 
(including future pension liabilities and borrowing).  The 
impact on the SoCNE was for one year only in 2013/14.

The accounting policy on employee benefits is detailed 
in note 1.7.  The Remuneration Report provides detail of 
pension related benefits for senior employees.  The most 
significant element is the impact of future pension liabilities 
which is explained further in Note 14 later in the Accounts.

The key risks relating to financial instruments (credit, 
liquidity and market risks) are discussed in Note 24.
The SFRS is aware of a recent court case (GAD v Milne) that 
will result in Firefighters who retired between 2001 and 
2006 receiving back dated pension lump sums.  These 
figures are currently being calculated by the Scottish 
Public Pensions Agency (SPPA) and the full impact is not 
yet known.  It is expected that this will be fully funded by 
central government at no cost to the Service.

Charging Policy
The primary statutory functions of the Scottish Fire and 
Rescue Service are set out in the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 
(“the	2005	Act”),	as	amended	by	the	Police	and	Fire	
Reform (Scotland) Act 2012, as well as the Fire (Additional 
Function)	(Scotland)	Order	2005	(“the	2005	Order”).	
In summary, SFRS is required to protect and prevent our 
communities from fire, enforce fire legislation, investigate 
fire and provide fire and rescue emergency response to 
our communities. No charges are levied as these services 
are funded through Scottish Government.

Charges may be levied for special services supplied 
by SFRS in line with the powers set out within the Fire 
(Scotland) Act 2005, Fire (Charging) (Scotland) Order 
2005 and Fire (Additional Functions) (Scotland) Order 
2005. The Charging Policy applied by SFRS has been 
developed based on the expected actual cost of delivery 
to SFRS, including overheads as per Scottish Government 
requirements.

Future Events
There are no significant events affecting SFRS which 
have occurred since the end of the financial year. Future 
developments have been included in the strategic report.

Asset Management Strategy
Details of our national Asset Management Strategy is 
included with the Strategic Report under Strategic Aim 2.

Staff Communications
Further details of our Communications Strategy are included 
within the Strategic Report under Strategic Aim 4.

Equal Opportunities
Further details of our Equal Opportunities polices are 
included within the Strategic Report under Strategic Aim 4.

Sickness Absence Data
Further details on sickness absence are included under the 
sixth indicator within the Performance Scorecard section of 
the Strategic Report.  The average shi�s lost per Firefighter 
was 9.6 and the average days lost for other staff was 6.7.

Research and Development
No research and development activities took place during 
2014/15.
 
Policy and Practice on Payment of Creditors
The SFRS terms and conditions for payment of suppliers 
is to pay suppliers within 30 days of the invoice date.  
Analysis of our performance during 2014/15 shows that 
90% of invoices were paid within this timescale (84% in 
2013/14). 

Independent Auditors and Professional Advisers
Under the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) 
Act 2000, auditors are appointed by the Auditor General.  
Grant Thornton UK LLP has been appointed to carry out 
this duty for the year ending 31 March 2015.

Disclosure of Information to Auditors
So far as the Directors are aware, there is no relevant audit 
information of which the SFRS auditors are not aware.  The 
Directors have taken all reasonable steps that they ought 
to have taken in order to make themselves aware of any 
relevant audit information and to establish that the SFRS 
auditors are aware of this information.

The auditor’s remuneration for providing statutory audit 
services for financial period ending 2014/15 is £0.115 
million.  No non-audit services were provided in this period.

Auditors  
Grant Thornton UK LLP, 95 Bothwell Street, Glasgow, 
G2 7JZ 
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Actuaries
Barnett Waddingham LLP, 163 West George Street, 
Glasgow, G2 2JJ

Hymans	Robertson,	20	Waterloo	Street,	 
Glasgow, G2 6DB

Mercer, Exchange Station, Tithebarn Street,  
Liverpool, L2 2QP

Banking
The SFRS operates within the Scottish Government 
banking contract with the Government Banking Service 
(GBS), which is a shared banking service for government 
departments.  The main banks used by the SFRS within the 
GBS are Citibank and Royal Bank of Scotland.
 
Bankers
Royal Bank of Scotland, PO Box51, 36 St Andrews Square, 
Edinburgh,	EH2	2AD

Royal Bank of Scotland, London Corporate SC, 
PO Box 39952, 2 1/2 Devonshire Square, 
London Corporate SC, EC2M 4XJ

Citibank, Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, 
London, E14 5LB

Alasdair Hay
Chief Officer and Accountable Officer

29 October 2015
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The	sections	marked	“*”	in	this	Remuneration	Report	
have been audited by the SFRS’s external auditors, 
Grant Thornton. The other sections of the Remuneration 
Report are reviewed by Grant Thornton to ensure they are 
consistent with the financial statements.

Remuneration of Board Members
Fees for non-executive Board Members are determined 
in accordance with guidelines prescribed by the Scottish 
Government	–	Public	Sector	Pay	Policy	for	Senior	
Appointments. The normal term of office for a member is a 
period not exceeding 4 years. 

Remuneration Report

Board Member 2014/15 2013/14

  £000 £000

Pat Watters (Chair) 81 83

Bob Benson 22 30

James Campbell 25 24

Kirsty Darwent 25 22

Marieke Dwarshuis 25 30

Michael Foxley 22 29

Robin Iffla 24 26

Bill McQueen 25 29

Sid Patten 28 27

Neil Pirie 17 18

Martin Togneri 21 28

Grant Thoms 14 26

TOTAL 329 372

The average time spent on SFRS business was 110 days in 
2013/14 and 90 days in 2014/15. The time is expected to 
reduce in subsequent years, as the new body settles. 

The amounts paid to each Board Member are shown in the 
following table. 
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*Remuneration of Senior Employees of the Board
Reporting bodies are required to disclose a single total figure for remuneration for each senior employee. 

The salary of senior uniformed employees is set by the National Joint Council for Brigade Managers. Other benefits received 
by senior employees include those relating to transport and other ancillary expenses.  The salaries of other senior employees 
is currently set by the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (CoSLA).

The salary, allowances, benefits in kind and pension related benefits of the Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) are shown by 
band in the following table. 

Name and Title

 

Alasdair Hay, Chief Officer 1                           

Alex Clark, Deputy Chief Officer 1             

David Boyle, Assistant Chief Officer 1   

Robert Scott, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

Peter Murray, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

David Goodhew, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

Lewis Ramsay, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance and 
Contractual Services 2                   

Diane Vincent, Director of People and 
Organisational Development 2                  

Salary Bands 
of £5000

£000s

165-170

130-135

120-125

120-125

120-125

120-125

120-125

100-105

100-105

Benefits In 
Kind 

 £s

3,300

1,900

9,100

900

800

3,500

2,300

8,000

4,900

Annual 
Performance- 

related 
Bonuses bands 

of £5000

£000s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Long-term 
Performance- 

related 
Bonuses

£000s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pension-related 
Benefits - 

annual increase 
in pension 

entitlement 
bands of 

£2500

£000s

185.0-187.5

7.5-10.0

(62.5)-(65.0)

0-2.5

35.0-37.5

27.5-30.0

0 -2.5

32.5-35.0

25.0-27.5

Total Bands 
of £5000

£000s

355-360

140-145

65-70

125-130

160-165

155-160

125-130

145-150

130-135

2014-15

1  denotes uniformed staff.
2  denotes support staff.
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Name and Title

 

Alasdair Hay, Chief Officer 1                           

Alex Clark, Deputy Chief Officer 1             

David Boyle, Assistant Chief Officer 1   

Robert Scott, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

Peter Murray, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

David Goodhew, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

Lewis Ramsay, Assistant Chief Officer 1 

Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance and 
Contractual Services 2                   

Diane Vincent, Director of People and 
Organisational Development 2                  

Salary Bands 
of £5000

£000s

160-165

130-135

120-125

120-125

120-125

120-125

120-125

95-100

95-100

Benefits In 
Kind 

 £s

1,300

1,200

2,600

600

1,200

2,500

700

4,700

900

Annual 
Performance- 

related 
Bonuses bands 

of £5000

£000s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Long-term 
Performance- 

related 
Bonuses

£000s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pension-related 
Benefits - 

annual increase 
in pension 

entitlement 
bands of 

£2500

£000s

117.5-120.0

122.5-125.0

397.5-400.0

115.0-117.5

365.0-367.5

137.5-140.0

110.0-112.5

130.0-132.5

192.5-195.0

Total Bands 
of £5000

£000s

285-290

255-260

525-530

240-245

490-495

265-270

235-240

230-235

295-300

2013-14

1  denotes uniformed staff.
2  denotes support staff.

The comparative 2013/14 figures are shown in the following table.
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*Employees Remuneration by Pay Band
The employees of the Service receiving more than 
£50,000 remuneration for the period (including those 
named above, but excluding employer’s pension 
contributions) were paid the following amounts:

 Remuneration Band £s 2014/15  2013/14
  Number of employees Number of employees

 50,000 - 54,999 96 63

 55,000 - 59,999 72 85

 60,000 - 64,999 32 31

 65,000 - 69,999 15 30

 70,000 - 74,999 9 15

 75,000 - 79,999 5 11

 80,000 - 84,999 2 3

 85,000 - 89,999 0 1

 90,000 - 94,999 0 2

 95,000 - 99,999 0 0

 100,000 - 104,999 0 2

 105,000 - 109,999 1 1

 110,000 - 114,999 1 1

 115,000 - 119,999 0 1

 120,000 - 124,999 1 3

 125,000 - 129,999 3 2

 130,000 - 134,999 1 1

 135,000 - 139,999 1 0

 165,000 - 169,999 1 1

 TOTAL 240 253
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*Ratio of Median Remuneration of All Staff Compared 
to Chief Officer’s Remuneration
Reporting bodies are required to disclose the relationship 
between the remuneration of the highest-paid director 
in their organisation and the median remuneration of the 
organisation’s workforce.

The table below includes the median remuneration of the 
SFRS staff, and the ratio between this and the mid-point 
of the highest paid director (the Chief Officer), including 
salary and benefits in kind.

The banded remuneration of the highest-paid director 
in SFRS in the financial year 2014/15 was £169,600 
(£166,300 in 2013/14). This was 5.73 times higher 
than the median remuneration of the workforce (5.55 in 
2013/14), which was £29,800 (£29,500 in 2013/14).

In 2014/15, none of the employees (nil in 2013/14) 
received remuneration in excess of the highest-paid 
director. Remuneration ranged from £11,830 to £169,600 
(£11,100 - £166,300 in 2013/14).

Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated 
performance-related pay and benefits-in-kind. It does 
not include severance payments, employer pension 
contributions and the cash equivalent transfer value of 
pensions.

   2014/15  2012/13
   £000s £000s

 Chief officer’s mid-point  170.8 163.8
 banded remuneration 
 including benefits in kind
 
 Median remuneration of staff  29.8 29.5

 Ratio 5.73 5.55

*Pension Benefits
The pension entitlements of senior employees for the 
period to 31 March 2015 are shown in the following 
table, together with the contribution made by the Service 
to each senior employee’s pension during the period.  
Pension benefits for the Chief Officer and Assistant Chief 
Officers are provided through the Firefighters’ Pension 
Scheme (FPS).  This is an unfunded scheme, meaning 
there are no investment assets built up to meet pension 
liabilities, and cash has to be generated to meet actual 
pension payments as they eventually fall due.  The 
scheme’s normal retirement age is 55.

Pension benefits for the Director of Finance and 
Contractual Services and the Director of People and 
Organisational Development are provided through the 
Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS).  This is a final 
salary pension scheme, meaning pension benefits are 
based on the final year’s pay and the number of years 
during which that person has been a member of the 
scheme.  The scheme’s normal retirement age is 65.

The pension figures shown in the following table relate to 
the benefits that the person has accrued as a consequence 
of their pensionable service within the scheme, and not 
just their current appointment.  The asterisk (*) denotes 
members of the LGPS, the others are members of the 
Firefighters’ Pension Scheme.
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Name

 
Alasdair Hay, Chief Officer 

Alex Clark, Deputy Chief Officer

David Boyle, Assistant Chief Officer 

Robert Scott, Assistant Chief Officer

Peter Murray, Assistant Chief Officer 

David Goodhew, Assistant Chief Officer

Lewis Ramsay, Assistant Chief Officer

*Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance 
and Contractual Services 

*Diane Vincent, Director of People and 
Organisational Development

Accrued Pension / 
Lump Sum at age 60 

at 31 March 2015     
(in bands of £2,500)

£000s

110- 112.5 / -

82.5 - 85 / -

80 - 82.5 / -

77.5 - 80.0 / -

77.5 - 80.0 / -

75 - 77.5 / -

72.5 - 75 / -

35 - 37.5 / 72.5 - 75

25 - 27.5 / 47.5 - 50

Real increase in 
Pension / Lump 

Sum as at 31 March 
2014 (in bands of 

£2,500)

£000s

 10 - 12.5 / -

0 - 2.5 / -

(2.5) - 0  / -

0 - 2.5 / -

2.5  - 5 / -

2.5 - 5 / -

0 - 2.5 / -

0 - 2.5 / 0 - 2.5

0 - 2.5 / 0 - 2.5

Cash 
Equivalent 

Transfer Value 
at 31 March 

2015

£000s

2,546 

1,179 

1,246 

1,144 

1,834 

1,752 

1,020 

509 

383 

Cash 
Equivalent 

Transfer Value 
at 31 March 

2014

£000s

2,292 

1,094 

1,136 

1,068 

1,743 

1,674

 
951 

457 

344 

Real increase 
in Cash 

Equivalent 
Transfer Value

£000s

192

 
55 

79

 
47

 
44 

33

 
43 

39 

30 
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The table above shows comparative figures for 2013/14 year.

Notes
1)  The employers’ contribution rate for the FPS is 21.8% of 
pensionable pay.  The employer’s contribution for those in 
the LGPS is 19.3% of pensionable pay in 2014/15 (21.8% 
and 19.3% in 2013/14).

2) The Firefighters’ Pension Scheme and LGPS have 
different contribution rates and different benefits.  The 
uniformed officers’ pension benefits are presented as 
unreduced pension benefits, i.e. there is no automatic 
lump sum, as members have the option not to commute 
an element of their annual pension until the point at which 
they retire. Benefits accrue on a 1/60th basis per year, 
which increases to 2/60ths per year when the employee 
reaches 20 years of service.  An employee can elect to 
commute, or give up, up to 25% of their annual pension in 

order to receive a lump sum.  For example, an officer aged 
50 with 30 years of service would receive a lump sum of 
£22,400 for every £1,000 annual pension commuted, 
although this figure is variable dependent on age and 
service.  The employee contribution rates are tiered based 
on salary; those noted above contributed 17% of their 
salary in 2014/15.

The accrued pension benefits for the Director of Finance 
and Contractual Services and Director of People and 
Organisational Development, who are members of the 
LGPS, include elements for both lump sum and annual 
pension, having joined the LGPS before 1 April 2009.  This 
guarantees a pension based on 1/80th accrual rate, and a 
lump sum based on 3/80th of final pensionable salary and 
years of pensionable service prior to this date.  

Name

 
Alasdair Hay, Chief Officer 

Alex Clark, Deputy Chief Officer

David Boyle, Assistant Chief Officer 

Robert Scott, Assistant Chief Officer

Peter Murray, Assistant Chief Officer 

David Goodhew, Assistant Chief Officer

Lewis Ramsay, Assistant Chief Officer

*Sarah O’Donnell, Director of Finance 
and Contractual Services 

*Diane Vincent, Director of People and 
Organisational Development

Accrued Pension / 
Lump Sum at age 60 

at 31 March 2014     
(in bands of £2,500)

£000s

95 - 97.5 / -

77.5 - 80 / -

80 - 82.5 / -

75 - 77.5 / -

72.5 - 75 / -

72.5 - 75 / -

70 - 72.5 / -

30 - 32.5 / 70 - 72.5

22.5 - 25 / 47.5 - 50

Real increase in 
Pension / Lump 

Sum as at 31 March 
2014 (in bands of 

£2,500)

£000s

 5 - 7.5 / -

5 - 7.5 / -

20 - 22.5 / -

5 - 7.5 / -

17.5  - 20 / -

7.5 - 10 / -

5 - 7.5 / -

5 - 7.5 / 10-12.5

7.5 - 10 / 15 - 17.5

Cash 
Equivalent 

Transfer Value 
at 31 March 

2014

£000s

2,292

1,094

1,136

1,068

1,743

1,674

951

457

344

Cash 
Equivalent 

Transfer Value 
at 31 March 

2013

£000s

2,075

925

855

784

1,176

1,525

848

350

207

Real increase 
in Cash 

Equivalent 
Transfer Value

£000s

172

149

263

266

541

116

84

100

133
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The conditions of the LGPS changed with effect from 1 
April 2009, a�er which benefits are accrued on 1/60th 
basis with no automatic right to a lump sum.  The 
employee may however, elect to reduce their annual 
pension to receive a lump sum in the same manner as 
members of the Firefighters Pension Schemes.  

For example, an employee would receive a lump sum of 
£12,000 for every £1,000 annual pension commuted, 
irrespective of age or service.  The employee contribution 
rates are tiered based on salary; those noted above 
contribute 9.9% of their salary in 2014/15.

Exit Packages
As an organisation going through significant change, the 
SFRS has used exit packages to assist in the transition from 
the legacy services’ organisation structures.  The policy 
which has been applied was approved by the Scottish 
Government. 

The following table shows the number of exit packages, 
all of which were voluntary, agreed at each cost band. 
The total cost includes redundancy payments and strain 
on pension fund costs. Strain on pension fund represents 
a payment to the pension fund for the increased costs 
associated with the exit package.

2014-15

Exit package cost  
band

£0 - £20,000

£20,000 - £40,000

£40,001 - £60,000

£60,001 - £80,000

£80,001 - £100,000

£100,001 - £120,000

£120,001 - £140,000

£140,001 - £160,000

£160,001 - £180,000

£180,001 - £200,000

£200,001 - £220,000

£221,001 - £240,000

TOTAL

2013-14

Number of voluntary 
severance packages

 31 

 16 

 9 

 2 

 8 

 4 

 6 

1

-

-

-

-

77

Total cost of exit 
packages in each 

band (£000s)

308 

 447 

 468 

 150 

714 

 427 

 773 

143

-

-

-

-

3,430

Number of voluntary 
severance packages

 32 

 19 

 4

 3 

 4 

 1 

 2 

-

1

-

-

1

67

Total cost of exit 
packages in each 

band (£000s)

338 

 537 

 197 

 207 

364 

 107 

 260 

-

164

-

-

236

2,410
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Off-payroll Engagements
The table below shows all new off-payroll engagements, 
or those that reached six months in duration, between 1 
April 2014 and 31 March 2015, for more than £220 per 
day and that last for longer than six months.

There were no off-payroll engagements costing more than 
£220 per day for longer than 6 months in 2013/14 year.

Number of new engagements, or those that reached six months in duration, 
between 1 April 2014 and 31 March 2015

Number of the above which include contractual clauses giving the department the right to request 
assurance in relation to income tax and National Insurance obligations

Number for whom assurance has been requested

Of which: 

assurance has been received 
assurance has not been received 
engagements terminated as a result of assurance not being received 

Number of off-payroll engagements of board members, and/or senior officers with significant 
financial responsibility, during the year

Number of individuals that have been deemed “board members, and/or senior officers with 
significant	financial	responsibility”	during	the	financial	year.	This	figure	includes	both	off-payroll	
and on-payroll engagements

8

0

8

8
0
0

0

0

Number

Alasdair Hay
Chief Officer and Accountable Officer

29 October 2015
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1. Scope of Responsibility 
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for 
maintaining a sound system of internal control, risk 
management and corporate governance that supports the 
achievement of Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) 
policies, strategic aims and objectives, whilst safeguarding 
the public funds and assets for which I am personally 
responsible, in accordance with the responsibilities 
assigned to me.

I am also responsible for ensuring that the SFRS is 
administered prudently and economically and that 
resources are applied efficiently and effectively. I 
acknowledge my responsibilities as set out in the Principal 
Officers Memorandum to Accountable Officers of Other 
Public Bodies.

2. The SFRS Corporate Governance Framework   
The SFRS has a Board in place, which during the year 
under review comprised of a Non-Executive Chair and 
eleven Non-Executive Members. Members of the Board 
are appointed by the Scottish Ministers in line with the 
Code of Practice for Ministerial Appointments to Public 
Bodies in Scotland. The normal term of office for Non-
executive Board Members is four years although lengths of 
appointments may be varied to ensure continuity of Board 
membership. 

2.1 The Board   
The Board is responsible for providing strategic direction, 
support and guidance to the SFRS, ensuring it discharges 
its functions effectively and that Ministers’ priorities are 
implemented. The SFRS Governance and Accountability 
Framework Document sets out these responsibilities in 
detail, along with the formal relationships between the 
SFRS and the Scottish Ministers and officials.

The Board discusses, debates and makes decisions in a 
number of areas and, in particular focuses on:

•	 the	quality	of	the	Service	being	delivered	and	how	this		
 can be improved;
•	 strategic	decisions,	including	key	areas	for	future		 	
 development, and
•	 financial	position	and	performance,	to	ensure	that	the	 
 Service is in line with its targets and statutory   
 obligations.

Annual Governance Statement 

The Board has approved Standing Orders and Delegation 
of Powers in place that outline the responsibilities for the 
Board, Chief Officer and Strategic Leadership team on key 
issues such as governance and financial transactions.  All 
staff are required to comply with the requirements set out 
in these documents. During the period under review, an 
interim Scheme of Delegations was in place; however, this 
was the subject of a review and is now being revised to 
reflect the outcomes that arose. The revised Scheme will 
therefore go forward to be considered by the Board in the 
early part of 2015/16.

During the period under review the Board met eight 
times in public and made the minutes and papers of 
these meetings available on its website. These meetings 
were held at various locations throughout Scotland 
including Perth, Inverness, Stirling, Kirkcaldy, Dumfries, 
Inverness and Ayr. The Board used this mobility to ensure 
communities across Scotland had access to their meetings 
and afforded the Board an opportunity to meet with local 
stakeholders.

2.2 Board Members   
The biographies and interests of Board members can be 
found on the SFRS website at www.firescotland.gov.uk/
about-us/sfrs-Board. SFRS Board meetings attended by 
members during 2014/15 are detailed in the table below.

Name of Number of  Possible 
Board Member meetings 
  attended in year

P Watters (Chairman) 8 8

J Campbell 8 8

R Benson 8 8

M Dwarshuis 6 8

R Iffla 7 8

S Patten 7 8

K Darwent 8 8

M Foxley 8 8

W McQueen 7 8

N Pirie 7 8

G Thoms 5 8

M Togneri 8 8
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2.3 Committee Structure and Coverage
In order to manage the totality of its business and to 
enable a detailed level of scrutiny and assurance during 
the period under review, the Board had a number of 
Standing Committees reporting directly to it:

	 •	 Audit	and	Risk	Assurance
	 •	 Service	Transformation
	 •	 Local	and	Stakeholder	Engagement
	 •	 Employee	Partnership	Forum

Audit and 
Risk Assurance 

Committee

Local & Stakeholder 
Engagement 

Committee

Employee
Partnership

Forum

Service 
Transformation 

Committee

SFRS
Board

Figure 1 - SFRS Board Committee Structure for 2014/15

2.3.1  Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee scrutinises the 
systems and processes in place across the organisation 
to provide the Board with assurance that it is effectively 
governed, well run and on track to achieve its strategic 
aims and objectives.

During the period under review, the Committee 
comprised of six non-executives members and met four 
times in public. Representatives from the external and 
internal auditors attended all meetings and were given 
the opportunity to speak confidentially to the Committee 
Members. 

The Accountable Officer and senior officers, including the 
Director of Finance and Contractual Services were invited 
to attend the Committee as appropriate. Representatives 
from	Her	Majesty’s	Fire	Service	Inspectorate	(HMFSI)	
were also invited to attend, to provide updates on their 
programme of inspections.

The highlights of the Committee’s work last year were the 
following:

	 •	 Agreeing		a	programme	of	work	with	Internal	Audit		 
  for 2014/15 and beyond and noted the overall  
  opinion given by Internal Audit in its Annual  
  Assurance Report

	 •	 Received	and	reviewed	the	2013/14	annual	report	 
  and accounts from Grant Thornton as external  
  auditors to the SFRS.  The Committee noted the  
  scope of work undertaken by Grant Thornton to  
  address the potential risk of material mis-statement  
  in SFRS’s financial statements and noted that no  
  significant issues of control weakness were identified  
  during the course of this work

	 •	 Noted	the	recommendations	and	the	management	 
	 	 of	HMFSI	inspections,	in	so	far	as	they	relate	to	the	 
  overall control environment and the level of  
  assurance required. The Committee was pleased to  
  note that no significant issues were identified

	 •	 Reviewed	regular	updates	on	risk	management	 
  arrangements and revisions to the Corporate Risk  
  Register, and were satisfied that a robust risk  
  management process was in place within the SFRS
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	 •	 Received	and	reviewed	the	accounting	policies	 
  underpinning the financial statements, including  
  pensions and fixed assets and were satisfied that the  
  accounting policies adopted for the preparation  
  of the 2014/15 accounts were appropriate for the  
  organisation and that financial systems were  
  operating effectively

	 •	 Conducted	a	self-assessment	of	the	Committee’s	 
  effectiveness, identifying areas for improvement and  
  preparation of a relevant action plan

Audit and Risk Assurance Committee meetings attended 
by members during 2014/15 are detailed in the table 
below.

 Name of Number of  Possible 
 Board Member meetings 
  attended in year

 N Pirie (Chair) 4 4

 J Campbell 4 4

 R Benson 3 4

 K Darwent 4 4

 S Patten 3 4

 W McQueen 3 4

The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

The highlights of the Committee’s work last year were the 
following:

	 •	 Agreeing		the	revised	programme	of	work	to	deliver	 
  the SFRS target operating model as set out in the   
  joint SFRS Blueprint 

	 •	 Received,	reviewed	and	endorsed	the	2013/14	 
  Benefit Realisation report

	 •	 Participated	in	both	internal	and	external	audits	of	 
  the Programme

	 •	 Provided	guidance	and	support	to	the	 
  Transformation Programme Office 

	 •	 During	the	year	the	Committee	reviewed	regular	 
  updates of the Programme’s Risk Register, to confirm  
  that we are satisfied that a robust risk management  
  process was in place within the SFRS 

	 •	 The	Committee	received	and	reviewed	the	 
  transformational funding associated with the  
  Programme and were satisfied that the accounting  
  policies adopted were appropriate for the  
  organisation

Service Transformation Committee meetings attended by 
members in the year during 2014/15 are detailed in the 
table below.

 Name of Number of  Possible 
 Board Member meetings 
  attended in year

 M Dwarshuis (Chair) 5 5

 M Togneri 5 5

 M Foxley 5 5

 J Campbell 3 5

 N Pirie 5 5

 G Thoms 4 5

Service Transformation Committee

2.3.2  Service Transformation Committee 
The Service Transformation Committee provides oversight 
and direction on the development and achievement of the 
SFRS Transformation Programme and Benefits Realisation 
Plan.

During the period under review the Committee comprised 
of six Non-executive Members and met five times in 
public. A representative from the Fire Brigades Union 
(FBU) attended all Committee meetings and the Deputy 
Chief Officer and other senior officers were invited to 
attend the Committee as appropriate.
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2.3.3  Local and Stakeholder Engagement Committee
The Local and Stakeholder Engagement Committee 
oversees the development of strategies, plans and polices 
that meet the Service’s strategic aims, particularly in the 
context of engaging with local communities and other key 
stakeholders, to deliver better outcomes.

During the period under review the Committee comprised 
of six Non-executive Members and met 3 times in public. 
The Director of Prevention and Protection and other 
senior officers were invited to attend the Committee as 
appropriate.

The highlights of the Committee’s work last year were the 
following:

	 •	 Providing	strategic	guidance	and	direction	to	the	 
  development of the SFRS Engagement Framework   
  and accompanying Consultation Guidance
 
	 •	 Within	the	context	of	the	overarching	Framework,	 
  scrutinising the development of the Youth  
  Engagement Framework and the SFRS approach to 
  engagement with the third sector
 
	 •	 Scrutinising	the	outcome	of	the	consultation	process	 
  on local fire and rescue plans
 
	 •	 Scrutinising	the	evaluation	of	media	and	advertising	 
  campaigns and the development of the SFRS social  
  media policy
 
	 •	 Promoting	the	involvement	of	SFRS	in	partnership	 
  events with local authority scrutiny conveners, Police  
  Scotland and Scottish Police Authority and also with  
  the Building Safer Communities Programme
 
	 •	 Reviewing	the	effectiveness	of	Board	member	 
  engagement in service delivery areas and overseeing  
  improvements to support effective partnership  
  working at a local level

Local and Stakeholder Engagement Committee meetings 
attended by members during 2014/15 are detailed in the 
table opposite.

 Name of Number of  Possible 
 Board Member meetings 
  attended in year

G Thoms (Chair) 3 3

R Benson 3 3

S Patten 3 3

M Togneri 3 3

M Dwarshuis 3 3

M Foxley 1 3

Local and Stakeholder  Committee

2.3.4  Employee Partnership Forum 
The Employee Partnership Forum is a key component of 
the governance arrangements that underpin the SFRS 
Working Together Framework. During the period under 
review the Employee Partnership Forum (EPF) comprised 
of 3 non-executive members and met eight times.  
Because of the nature of the work and role of the EPF, 
meetings were not held in public. 

Representatives from the Service’s recognised trade 
unions attended the EPF meetings, and the Director of 
People and Organisational Development (POD) and other 
senior officers were also invited to attend as appropriate.

The highlights of the EPF’s work last year were the 
following:

	 •	 Development	and	approval	of	the	POD	strategy

	 •	 Introduction	of	FF	fitness	testing	to	a	common	 
  standard and the roll-out of fitness testing to all  
  operational personnel 

	 •	 Support	for	a	best	value	review	of	occupational	 
  health provision

	 •	 Roll-out	and	analysis	of	an	SFRS	wide	cultural	audit

	 •	 A	positive	action	review	and	action	plan

	 •	 Agreement	of	an	SFRS	code	of	conduct	and	a	joint	 
  statement on the use of social media 

	 •	 Trade	Union	engagement	in	the	Service		 	 	
  Transformation Programme and specifically: Strategic  
  Intent, National Risk Reduction, Retained Duty System  
  review and Firefighter Safety 
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	 •	 Harmonisation	of	a	wide	range	of	POD	policies	and		
  procedures

	 •	 Development	of	an	SFRS	workforce	plan	and		 	
  underpinning arrangement

	 •	 Completion	of	support	staff	job	evaluation	exercise		
  and development of an SFRS pay and reward   
  framework

	 •	 Review	of	POD	training	facilities	and	development	of		
  a revised Training and Employee Development   
  structure

	 •	 Provision	of	support	to	those	affected	by		 	 	
  organisational change (change management team)

	 •	 Development	of	the	principles	of	an	SFRS	succession		
  planning framework and delivery of phase 1 (Senior  
  Leadership Team re-structure and introduction of   
  Deputy Assistant Chief Officers)

	 •	 Development	of	revised	fire	control	room	structures
  

EPF meetings attended by members during 2014/15   
are detailed in the table below.

 Name of Number of  Possible 
 Board Member meetings 
  attended in year

P Watters (Chair) 7 8

R Iffla 8 8

K Darwent 5 8

Employee Partnership Forum

2.4 Review of Board Effectiveness 
The Board is committed to reviewing and assessing its own 
performance and that of its Committees every year. During 
2014, the Board reviewed its effectiveness with the help 
of an external facilitator. The main outcomes of the review 
were to:

	 •	 develop	a	Board	operating	framework	and	a		 	
  corporate governance standard

	 •	 produce	personal	development	plans	for	Board		 	
  Members

	 •	 review	the	structure	of	the	Board’s	Committees		 	
  (reviewed in January 2015, including the skills mix of  
  members)

An action plan was developed to implement the outcomes 
of the annual review of the effectiveness of the Board 
and is now being progressed by an executive and non-
executive lead. Work completed to date includes the 
review of the Board’s committees, and the skills mix of the 
Members. 

This has led to the establishment of a new committee 
structure (See figure 2 opposite) and associated 
governance arrangements to enhance the Board’s scrutiny 
and assurance role for 2015/16.

During 2014, the Chair of the Board carried out an annual 
appraisal for each Board member on how they had 
performed. The senior civil servant responsible for the 
SFRS in the Scottish Government also assessed how the 
Chair had performed. Furthermore, the Board of the SFRS 
participated in a joint workshop with the Board of the 
Scottish Police Authority to share experience of how they 
were developing and how they could improve. 

A review of the effectiveness of the Board’s governance 
of the SFRS was an objective of Audit Scotland’s external 
audit of the SFRS during 2014/15. The report was 
published in May 2015 and stated that: 

“The Board is starting to perform well and is committed 
to continue improving how it performs. The move from 
eight local fire and rescue Services to being a national 
organisation has enhanced the scrutiny and challenge of 
the fire and rescue Service. The Scottish Fire and Rescue 
Service has continued to liaise with local authorities 
through its network of local senior officers and through its 
Board members”.
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Audit and 
Risk Assurance 

Committee

Engagement 
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Service 
Transformation 
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Figure 2 - SFRS Board Committee Structure for 2015/16
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Remuneration
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Recommendations from this report, to improve the 
effectiveness of the Board will now help to inform the 
development of a Service wide improvement plan and 
feed into the 2015/16 arrangements for reviewing the 
effectiveness of the Board.

3.   Risk and Control Framework 
As an other significant national body, the SFRS is exposed 
to a diverse range of risks, which result from factors both 
internal and external to the Service.  SFRS recognises that 
it cannot entirely eliminate risk from Service provision 
and that a residual level of risk will always remain and 
impact upon SFRS’s ability to achieve its strategic aims and 
objectives.

The SFRS uses the risk management process to evaluate, 
control and monitor risks impacting upon its strategic 
aims and objectives.  By doing so, the Service will make 
better informed decisions and improve the probability of 
achieving its strategic aims and objectives.

SFRS’s approach to risk management seeks to ensure that 
the management of risk flows from the most senior level 
down through Directorates, Functions, Service Delivery 
areas and staff of the SFRS. This approach is explained 
in the SFRS Risk Management Policy and along with 
roles and responsibilities of SFRS employees and Board 
Members, gives clarity around ownership for identifying 
and managing risk. This includes the risk levels they are 
empowered to manage, risks that should be avoided and 
those that need to be escalated.  

Embedding the Service’s approach to risk management 
and developing a risk aware culture has been the focus 

of our attention during the period under review. An 
externally facilitated Risk Appetite workshop with the 
Board and Strategic Leadership Team, and training to 
support the implementation of Directorate and Functional 
level Risk Registers was carried out. Furthermore, the 
functionality of the Corporate Risk Register was enhanced 
to support better decision-making and illustrate stronger 
links between risk and attainment of the strategic aims 
and objectives of the Service. The development of Risk 
Appetite as a strategic management tool and integration 
of risk registers with directorate planning and performance 
arrangements will be the focus of our attention during 
2015/16.

Robust review, monitoring and scrutiny arrangements 
reflect the priority placed upon the effective management 
of risk within the SFRS.  The Audit and Risk Assurance 
Committee advises the Board and the Accountable 
Officer on the effectiveness of strategic processes for risk 
management and internal control.  Last year, quarterly 
written and verbal reports to the Audit and Risk Assurance 
Committee and periodic reports from the Chair of 
the Committee to the Board, provided assurance that 
appropriate systems of risk management and internal 
control were in place.  Similar reporting arrangements 
were adopted by the Strategic Leadership Team, to ensure 
awareness and ownership of risk was retained throughout 
the Directorates of the organisation.  

The Service’s risk management procedures provide a 
single, consistent approach for the recording, assessment 
and reporting of risk across the organisation.  These 
procedures are integrated within the planning and 
performance framework of the Service and are used 
as a management tool to understand and mitigate the 
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risks causing uncertainty in the delivery of the Service’s 
strategic aims and objectives. It is, however, only one 
component of the Service’s internal control arrangements 
and is supported by other mechanisms including internal 
and external audit, and a range of corporate policies and 
procedures, which are available for all staff on the SFRS 
intranet, such as:

	 •	 Risk	Management	Policy
	 •	 Whistleblowing	Policy
	 •	 Fraud	Policy	and	Response	Plan
	 •	 Health	and	Safety	Policy
	 •	 Data	Protection	Policy
	 •	 Complaints	Policy

The SFRS remains committed to setting robust standards 
for information governance and to ensure compliance 
with data protection and other legal requirements.  To that 
end, we have been actively monitoring and reviewing our 
processes and assessing the provision of training for staff 
to improve the way in which data is managed within the 
Service. Last year, data protection and security awareness 
workshops were held with relevant staff and work has 
begun on further developing and improving associated 
policies and procedures, and targeted training for key 
staff.

The SFRS recognises the importance of Business 
Continuity Management (BCM) as a control for ensuring 
that the Service’s key functions and processes are able to 
continue to function despite serious disruption. BCM was 
identified as an area that required further development 
in last year’s Annual Governance Statement. Following 
this, a cross directorate working group was set up to look 
at suitable options and a BCM Framework is now being 
developed by the Service.

4. Risk Assessment
The most significant risks identified by SFRS are reported 
through the corporate risk register with escalation 
processes ensuring that Directorate, Functional and 
Project Registers support and inform the corporate 
register.  Prioritisation of each risk is undertaken in line 
with the Service’s risk assessment matrix, and guidance is 
provided to staff around probability and likelihood ratings.
During 2014/15, sixteen corporate risks were identified 

within the Corporate Risk Register.  The higher risk areas 
identified related to:  

	 •	 The	safety	of	communities	and	staff
	 •	 The	recruitment	and	retention	of	staff
	 •	 The	standardisation	and	alignment	of	resources
	 •	 Succession	planning	arrangements
	 •	 Meeting	statutory	obligations
	 •	 Meeting	performance	targets
	 •	 Securing	financial	sustainability

For each risk, within the Corporate Risk Register, a member 
of the Strategic Leadership Team has been appointed 
as the risk owner.  Risk owners provide information 
on current controls in place and additional areas still 
required to mitigate the impact or probability of a risk 
occurring.  Scrutiny and assurance as to the adequacy and 
effectiveness of controls is undertaken through quarterly 
reporting to the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee and 
the Strategic Leadership Team.

5. Review of Effectiveness of Risk Management and 
Internal Control 
As Accountable Officer, I am responsible for reviewing 
the effectiveness of systems of risk management, internal 
control and corporate governance. My review is informed 
by many sources, and includes the work of the executive 
managers (Strategic Leadership Team), the Audit and Risk 
Assurance Committee, the views of the organisations 
internal and external auditors and the outcomes of 
inspection work carried out by independent bodies such 
as	Audit	Scotland	and	HMFSI.	The	key	findings	of	the	
review are outlined below.

5.1 Assurance Framework
The SFRS Assurance Framework provides a structured 
means of identifying and mapping the main sources 
of assurance in the organisation, and coordinating this 
evidence to provide an overall opinion of the adequacy 
and effectiveness of the Service’s risk management, 
internal control and corporate governance arrangements. 
During 2014/15, an assurance plan was followed, to 
ensure that the evidence being gathered and assessed 
was focussed on assurances around risk management and 
internal controls supporting the delivery of the Service’s 
strategic aims and objectives and key functions and 
processes. 
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The evidence gathered and assessed during the Assurance 
Mapping Exercise was rated using the same categories 
used by Internal Audit (Substantial, Reasonable, Limited 
and Insufficient) and I can report that on the basis of the 
work carried out, I have been provided with reasonable 
assurance that there are effective risk management and 
internal controls in place, to manage the risks identified by 
the Service. Areas for development have been identified 
and will be addressed to enhance the adequacy and 
effectiveness of our risk management, internal controls 
and corporate governance arrangements.  For example, a 
Business Continuity Framework will be developed as part 
of the 2015/16 Annual Operating Plan. 

5.2 Audit and Risk Assurance Committee
The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee can never give 
absolute assurance to the Accountable Officer or Board. 
Nonetheless based upon the work of the Committee 
during 2014/15 and the assurances it has received, the 
Committee is of the opinion that the SFRS has effective 
risk management, governance and internal control 
arrangements in place that are sufficient to give me, as the 
Accountable Officer, the necessary assurances. 

Fleet Management arrangements

Procurement Card Management and Monitoring Arrangements

Service Transformation programme including  Transitional Funding arrangements

Stocktaking and Inventory control

Property Management

Early Severance Arrangements

Procurement: Governance, Operations and Contract Management

Communications

Reasonable

Limited

Substantial

Reasonable

Reasonable

Substantial

Emerging Limited

Emerging Reasonable

Assurance ProvidedAudit Review

5.3 Internal Audit 
During 2014/15, Internal Audit undertook audit reviews 
on the areas detailed and provided the following 
assurance levels:
The approved SFRS audit programme for 2014/15 has 
now been substantially completed and Internal Audit 
are able to provide SFRS with Reasonable Assurance 
in respect of SFRS’ risk management, control and 
governance arrangements.

5.4 External Audit 
The Auditor General for Scotland appointed Grant 
Thornton UK LLP as auditors to the SFRS covering the 
12 month period ending 31st March 2015.  Interim 
audit testing was carried out during February 2015.  No 
material weaknesses were identified as part of the review 
undertaken by external audit.

5.5 Audit Scotland 
During 2014/15, Audit Scotland carried out a 
performance audit of the SFRS, which focussed on the 
merger and governance of the SFRS; the SFRS’s cost and 
savings, and delivery of fire and rescue Services. The 
findings of the audit were published in May 2015, and the 
key messages of the report are outlined on the next page.
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	 •	 In	relation	to	the	merger	and	governance:	“the	 
  merger followed good practice and the move to  
  being a national organisation has enhanced scrutiny  
	 	 and	challenge”

	 •	 In	relation	to	the	SFRS’s	costs	and	savings:	“there	is	a	 
	 	 potential	funding	gap	of	£42.7	million	in	2019/20”,		
  and

	 •	 In	relation	the	delivery	of	fire	and	rescue	Services:	 
  “performance is improving but implementing the  
  findings of reviews and potential budget reductions  
	 	 will	be	a	major	challenge”

We are now analysing the recommendations of the report 
in support of developing an action plan that will help 
deliver sustainable improvements in the governance of our 
decision making, financial management and performance.

5.6 Her Majesty Fire Service Inspectorate (HMFSI)
The SFRS has a duty under the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 to 
have regard to any report given to it by the inspectorate 
and, having had regard to it, to take such action as it thinks 
fit. During 2014/15, the inspectorate reported on four 
inspections of the SFRS, namely:

	 •	 Risk-based	operational	decision-making	in	the		 	
  Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
	 •	 Emergency	Medical	Response	and	the	Scottish	Fire		
  and Rescue Service
	 •	 Equal	Access	to	National	Capacity
	 •	 Final	Report	-	Preparedness	of	the	Scottish	Fire	and			
  Rescue Service for the XX Commonwealth Games

These reports set out a number of issues for SFRS to 
consider as well as more specific recommendations 
in the case of the report on Risk-based Operational 
Decision-making in the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service.  
The Service’s response to these recommendations and 
other key findings from the inspection reports published 
during 2014/15 are being collated and monitored by the 
Service’s newly created Performance Improvement Forum, 
with oversight and scrutiny of this work through the Audit 
and Risk Assurance Committee. 

These mechanisms form part of SFRS broader corporate 
governance arrangements and ensure that the Service is 
meeting	its	statutory	obligation	to	have	regard	to	HMFSI	
published inspection reports.

5.7 Executive Directors
Executive Directors have responsibility for the 
development and maintenance of the risk management 
and internal control arrangements within their area of 
responsibility. They provide me with a certificate of 
assurance covering a self-assessment of areas such as risk 
management, business planning, financial management, 
project management, procurement, human resources, 
security and health and safety. The Directors, in turn 
receive individual certificates of assurance and supporting 
internal control checklists from their Deputies. During 
2014/15, this exercise culminated in a total of 20 
individual certificates of assurance being prepared. 

Using Internal Audit’s Assurance Categories to rate 
assurances provided by the Executive Directors, I 
can report that they have provided me with overall 
reasonable assurance that controls were operating 
effectively during 2014/15. Areas that require further 
development to improve internal controls have been 
identified and will be addressed by the relevant Executive 
Directors.  Management tools will be developed to 
assist in implementing these controls, along with 
further integration of risk registers within planning and 
performance functions within directorates.

6.  Significant Issues
My review confirms that the Scottish Fire and Rescue 
Service has a generally sound system of risk management 
and internal control that supports the achievement of its 
policies and strategic aims and objectives. No significant 
issues have been identified. 

As part of our on-going work and our commitment to 
continuous improvement, we have identified areas for 
development in our risk management, internal control and 
corporate governance arrangements. These will therefore 
be addressed through specific action plans for relevant 
managers.

ACCOUNTABLE  OFFICER:
Alasdair Hay QFSM
Chief Officer

ORGANISATION:
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
June 2015
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As a significant public body, the Scottish Fire and Rescue 
Service (SFRS) is exposed to a diverse range of risks, which 
result from factors both internal and external to the Service.  
SFRS recognises that it cannot entirely eliminate risk from 
service provision and that a residual level of risk will always 
remain and impact upon SFRS’s ability to achieve its 
strategic aims and objectives.

SFRS will use the risk management process to evaluate, 
control and monitor risks impacting upon its strategic aims 
and objectives.  By doing so, the organisation will take 
better informed decisions and improve the probability of 
achieving its core aims and objectives.

SFRS’s approach to risk management seeks to ensure 
that the management of risk flows from the most senior 
level down through Directorates, service delivery areas 
and staff of SFRS. Therefore all Board Members and SFRS 
employees should be aware of their responsibilities in 
identifying and managing risk, including the risk levels they 
are empowered to manage, risks that should be avoided 
and those that need to be escalated. 
 
Review, monitoring and scrutiny arrangements reflect 
the priority placed upon the effective management of 
risk	within	SFRS.		The	Audit	&	Risk	Assurance	Committee	
advises the Board and the Accountable Officer on the 
strategic processes for risk, control and governance.  
Quarterly written and verbal reports to the Committee 
provide assurance that appropriate systems of control are 
in place.  Similar reporting arrangements are adopted by 
the Strategic Leadership Team to ensure awareness and 
ownership of risk is retained throughout the Directorates of 
the organisation.  

The risk management framework provides a single 
consistent process for the recording, assessment and 
reporting of risk across the organisation.  This framework 
is integrated within the service planning and performance 
systems of the service and is used as an additional 
management tool to ensure the effective delivery of 
objectives. 
 
It is however only one key component of the Service’s 
internal control framework and is supported by other 
mechanisms	including	internal	and	external	audit,	health	&	
safety, data protection, whistleblowing and fraud policies, 
ICT security protocols and other internal systems of control 
implemented to minimise the organisations exposure to 
risk.

Business Risks

The most significant risks identified by SFRS are reported 
through the corporate risk register with escalation 
processes ensuring that Directorate and Project Registers 
support and inform the corporate register.  

Within the register each risk is assessed against set 
likelihood and impact criteria.  This allows a consistent 
approach to assessments across the organisation.  An 
outline of the impact criteria is outlined:

	 •	 People	(those	associated	with	staffing	levels,	pay		 	
  and conditions and staff development );

	 •	 Operational	(	those	associated	with	the	effectiveness	 
  of operational deployments, policies, practises and  
  equipment );

	 •	 Financial	(	those	associated	with	financial	planning	 
  and the ability of the service to operate within  
  budget ); 

	 •	 Regulatory	and	Governance	(	those	associated	with	 
  possible breaches of legislation and regulations );   
  and

	 •	 Reputational	/	Stakeholder	Confidence	(	those	 
  associated with the perception that others have  
  about the Service ) 

The 2014/15 risk register contains 16 corporate risk areas 
identified through discussions with the Board and the 
Strategic Leadership Team (SLT).  These include:

	 •	 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	it	fails	to	attract	and	retain	 
  staff with the appropriate skills;

	 •	 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	it	fails	to	maintain	and	 
  improve the safety of communities and staff;

	 •	 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	it	fails	to	standardise	and	 
  align resources, taking account of national and local  
  factors;

	 •	 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	succession	planning	 
  arrangements are not fully developed;

	 •	 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	it	fails	to	harmonise	pay	and	 
  grading structures;
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	 •		 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	it	fails	to	meet	statutory	 
   obligations;

	 •		 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	it	fails	to	meet	performance	 
   targets set within both the Strategic Plan and the  
   Annual Operating Plan; and

	 •		 The	risk	to	SFRS	where	it	fails	to	secure	Financial		 	
   Sustainability.

The full risk register including linkages to the Strategic 
and Annual Operating Plans, individual risk assessments, 
mitigating actions and responsible officers can be found 
within the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee Minutes 
contained within the SFRS website.
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Under the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012, the 
SFRS is required to prepare financial statements for each 
financial period in the form and on the basis determined by 
the Scottish Ministers.  The Accounts are prepared on an 
accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of the state 
of affairs of the SFRS and of its income and expenditure, 
recognised gains and losses and cash flows for the 
financial period.

In preparing the Accounts, the Accountable Officer 
is required to comply with the requirements of the 
Government Financial Reporting Manual and in particular 
to:

	 •	 Observe	the	Accounts	Direction	issued	by	the	 
  Scottish Ministers, including the relevant accounting  
  and disclosure requirements, and apply suitable  
  accounting policies on a consistent basis;

	 •	 Make	judgements	and	estimates	on	a	reasonable	 
  basis;

	 •	 State	whether	applicable	accounting	standards	as	 
  set out in the Government Financial Reporting  
  Manual have been followed, and disclose and  
  explain any material departures in the financial  
  statements; and

	 •	 Prepare	the	financial	statements	on	a	going	concern	 
  basis.

Statement of Accountable Officer’s 
Responsibilities

In addition, SFRS has general responsibility for taking such 
steps as are reasonably open to it to safeguard its assets 
and to prevent and detect fraud and other irregularities.

Scottish Ministers have appointed the Chief Officer as the 
Accountable Officer for the SFRS.  

The responsibilities of an Accountable Officer, including 
responsibility for the propriety and regularity of the public 
finances for which the Accountable Officer is answerable, 
for keeping proper records and for safeguarding SFRS’ 
assets, are set out in the Memorandum to Accountable 
Officers for Other Public Bodies issued by the Scottish 
Government and published as part of the Scottish Public 
Finance Manual.

Alasdair Hay
Chief Officer and Accountable Officer

29 October 2015
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Independent Auditors Report

Independent auditor’s report to the members of the 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, the Auditor General 
for Scotland and the Scottish Parliament

We have audited the financial statements of the Scottish 
Fire and Rescue Service (the Service) for the year ended 31 
March 2015 under the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) 
Act 2012. The financial statements comprise Statement of 
Financial Position, the Statement of Comprehensive Net 
Expenditure, the Statement of Cash Flows, the Statement 
of Changes in Taxpayers’ Equity and the related notes. The 
financial reporting framework that has been applied in their 
preparation is applicable law and International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European 
Union, and as interpreted and adapted by the 2014/15 
Government Financial Reporting Manual (the 2014/15 
FReM).

This report is made solely to the parties to whom it is 
addressed in accordance with the Public Finance and 
Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and for no other 
purpose. In accordance with paragraph 125 of the Code 
of Audit Practice approved by the Auditor General for 
Scotland, we do not undertake to have responsibilities to 
members or officers, in their individual capacities, or to 
third parties.

Respective responsibilities of Accountable Officer and 
auditor

As explained more fully in the Statement of the 
Accountable Officer’s Responsibilities the Accountable 
Officer is responsible for the preparation of the financial 
statements and for being satisfied that they give a true 
and fair view, and is also responsible for ensuring the 
regularity of expenditure and income. Our responsibility is 
to audit and express an opinion on the financial statements 
in accordance with applicable law and International 
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) as required by the 
Code of Audit Practice approved by the Auditor General 
for Scotland. Those standards require us to comply with 
the Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical Standards for 
Auditors. We are also responsible for giving an opinion on 
the regularity of expenditure and income in accordance 
with the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 
2000.

Scope of the audit of the financial statements

An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts 
and disclosures in the financial statements sufficient to 
give reasonable assurance that the financial statements 
are free from material misstatement, whether caused by 
fraud or error. This includes an assessment of: whether 
the accounting policies are appropriate to the body’s 
circumstances and have been consistently applied and 
adequately disclosed; the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates made by the Accountable Officer; 
and the overall presentation of the financial statements. 

It also involves obtaining evidence about the regularity 
of expenditure and income. In addition, we read all the 
financial and non-financial information in the Annual Report 
and Accounts to identify material inconsistencies with the 
audited financial statements and to identify any information 
that is apparently materially incorrect based on, or 
materially inconsistent with, the knowledge acquired by us 
in the course of performing the audit. If we become aware 
of any apparent material misstatements, irregularities, 
or inconsistencies we consider the implications for our 
report.

Opinion on financial statements

In our opinion the financial statements:

	 •	 give	a	true	and	fair	view	in	accordance	with	the	 
  Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 and  
  directions made thereunder by the Scottish Ministers  
  of the state of the body’s affairs as at 31 March 2015  
  and of its net operating cost for the year then ended;

	 •	 have	been	properly	prepared	in	accordance	with	 
  IFRSs as adopted by the European Union, as  
  interpreted and adapted by the 2014/15 FReM; and

	 •	 have	been	prepared	in	accordance	with	the	 
  requirements of the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland)  
  Act 2012 and directions made thereunder by the  
  Scottish Ministers.
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Opinion on regularity

In our opinion in all material respects the expenditure 
and income in the financial statements were incurred or 
applied in accordance with any applicable enactments 
and guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers.

Opinion on other prescribed matters

In our opinion:

	 •	 the	part	of	the	Remuneration	Report	to	be	audited	 
  has been properly prepared in accordance with the  
  Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 and  
  directions made thereunder by the Scottish  
  Ministers; and

	 •	 the	information	given	in	the	Management	 
  Commentary for the financial year for which the  
  financial statements are prepared is consistent with  
  the financial statements.

Matters on which we are required to report by 
exception

We are required to report to you if, in our opinion:

	 •	 adequate	accounting	records	have	not	been	kept;	or
 
	 •	 the	financial	statements	and	the	part	of	the		 	
  Remuneration Report to be audited are not in  
  agreement with the accounting records; or
 
	 •	 we	have	not	received	all	the	information	and	 
  explanations we require for our audit; or

	 •	 the	Governance	Statement	does	not	comply	with	 
  guidance from the Scottish Ministers.

We have nothing to report in respect of these matters.

Robin Baker, 
(for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP)
95 Bothwell Street
Glasgow
G2 7JZ

October 2015
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Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure for Period Ended 31 March 2015

      
  Note 2014/15 2013/14
   £000s £000s

Expenditure   

Staff costs 4 336,215 331,699

Depreciation and Impairment 25 26,395 29,676

Other Operating Charges 3 49,914 50,831

   412,524 412,206

Income   

Income from activities 6 (484) (343)

Other Income 7 (121,575) (125,622)

   (122,059) (125,965)

Net Expenditure from Operating Activities  290,465 286,241

Interest payable 8 4,075 5,355

Interest (receivable) 9 0 (185)

Net (gain) / loss on disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment  (12) (44)

Net cost of IAS19 assets and liabilities 14(d) 135,567 126,064

Net liability transferred from legacy services  0 2,429,152

   139,630 2,560,342

   

Net Expenditure a¦er Interest  430,095 2,846,583

   

Taxation 12 4 5

Net Expenditure a¦er Taxation  430,099 2,846,588

   

Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure   

Remeasurements due to IAS19 Pension disclosures  14(d) 486,267 186,588

Net (gain) / loss on revaluation of Property, Plant and Equipment 25(a) (31,660) (25,573)

Payments to Legacy Services  0 381

Comprehensive Net Expenditure before Grant from  884,706 3,007,984
the Scottish Government
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Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2015

  Note 2014/15 2013/14
   £000s £000s
 
 Non-current assets   

 Property, Plant and Equipment 25(a) 519,755 491,322

	 Heritage	Assets	 25(a)	 933	 933

 Total tangible assets  520,688 492,255

 Intangible Assets 25(b) 2,295 2,537

 Total tangible and intangible assets  522,983 494,792

 Long-term debtors 21 196 220

 Total non-current assets  523,179 495,012

 Current assets   

 Assets classified as held for sale 29 280 0

 Inventories 22 1,396 1,829

 Trade and other receivables 10 12,236 12,434

 Cash and cash equivalents 13 1,580 0

 Total current assets  15,492 14,263

 Total assets  538,671 509,275

 Current liabilities:   

 Trade and other payables 11 (28,586) (40,999)

 Short-term provisions 17 (2,318) (4,914)

 Short-term borrowing 24 (5,754) (5,469)

 Cash and cash equivalents 13 0 (36)

 Total current liabilities  (36,658) (51,418)

 Total assets less current liabilities  502,013 457,857

 Non-current liabilities:   

 Long-term borrowing 24 (63,947) (69,838)

 Long-term provisions 17 (820) (679)

 Other long-term liabilities 30 (1,629) (2)

 Other long-term liabilities (Pensions) 14(c) (3,555,421) (2,970,473)

 Other long-term liabilities (Injury Benefits) 14(c) (212,262) (169,400)

 Total non-current liabilities  (3,834,079) (3,210,392)

 Net liabilities  (3,332,066) (2,752,535)

 Taxpayers equity   

 General Reserve SoCITE 284,618 267,749

 Revaluation Reserve SoCITE 150,999 119,589

 Pensions Reserve SoCITE (3,767,683) (3,139,873)

 Total Taxpayers Equity  (3,332,066) (2,752,535)

Alasdair Hay

Chief Officer and Accountable Officer

The Accounting Officer authorised these financial statements for issue on 29 October 2015.
The notes on pages 90 to 130 form part of these accounts.  
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Statement of Cash Flows for the year ended 31 March 2015 

  Note 2014/15 2013/14
   £000s £000s

Cash flows from operating activities   

Net (deficit) / surplus from operating activities  (290,465) (286,241)  

 

Adjustments for non-cash transactions   

IAS19 Pensions 14(d) 5,976 2,254

Depreciation and Impairments 25(a),(b) 26,395 29,676

Release of capital grant deferred 7 0 (2,640)

   (258,094) (256,951)

Movements in working capital   

(Increase) / decrease in trade and other receivables 10 198 (12,419)

(Increase) / decrease in inventories 22 433 (1,829)

(Increase) / decrease in long term debtors 21 24 (220)

Increase / (decrease) in trade and other payables 11 (12,413) 40,573

Increase / (decrease) in other long term payables 30 1,627 0

Increase / (decrease) in provisions 17 (2,455) 5,593

   (12,586) 31,698

Net cash (outflow) / inflow from operating activities  (270,680) (225,253)

   

Cash flows from investing activities   

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 25(a) (24,123) (19,131)

Proceeds of disposals of property, plant and equipment  925 132

Net cash (outflow) / inflow from investing activities  (23,198) (18,999)

   

Cash flows from financing activities   

Grant in Aid from the Scottish Government 20 305,175 262,316

Repayment of borrowing 24 (5,606) (14,237)

Bank interest paid 8 (4,075) (4,199)

Net cash (outflow) / inflow from financing activities  295,494 243,880

   

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  1,616 (372)

   

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period 13 (36) 336

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the period 13 1,580 (36)

Increase / (decrease) in cash for the period  1,616 (372)
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  Note General  Revaluation  Pensions  Total
   Fund Reserve Reserve
   £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Balance at 31 March 2014  267,749 119,589 (3,139,873) (2,752,535)

 Changes in Taxpayers Equity 2014-15     

 Net Expenditure surplus / (deficit)  SOCNE (430,099) 0 0 (430,099)
 for the period

 Transfer of pensions transactions to 14(d) 141,543 0 (141,543) 0
 the Pensions Reserve

 Grant in Aid from the Scottish Government 20 305,175 0 0 305,175

 IAS19 Pensions Remeasurement Losses 14(d) 0 0 (486,267) (486,267)

 Revaluations credited to the 25(a) 0 31,660 0 31,660
 Revaluation Reserve

 Other Reserve Movement  250 (250) 0 0

 Balance at 31 March 2015  284,618 150,999 (3,767,683) (3,332,066)

    

  Note General  Revaluation  Pensions  Total
   Fund Reserve Reserve
   £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Balance at 31 March 2013  2 0 (6,943) (6,941)

 Changes in Taxpayers Equity 2013-14     

 Net Expenditure surplus / (deficit)  SOCNE (2,846,588) 0 0 (2,846,588)
 for the period

 Transfer of inherited opening balances  2,724,085 94,016 (2,818,101) 0
 to reserves

 Transfer of pensions transactions to 14(d) 128,241 0 (128,241) 0
 the Pensions Reserve

 Grant in Aid from the Scottish Government 20 262,316 0 0 262,316

 IAS19 Pensions Remeasurement Losses 14(d) 0 0 (186,588) (186,588)

 Revaluations credited to the 25(a) 0 25,573 0 25,573
 Revaluation Reserve

 Payments to Legacy Services  (381) 0 0 (381)

 Other Reserve Movement  74 0 0 74

 Balance at 31 March 2014  267,749 119,589 (3,139,873) (2,752,535)

Statement of Changes in Taxpayers Equity for year ended 31 March 2015 
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Notes to the Accounts 

1. Statement of Accounting Policies 
These financial statements have been prepared in 
accordance with the 2014/15 Government Financial 
Reporting	Manual	(FReM)	issued	by	HM	Treasury.		The	
accounting policies contained in the FReM apply 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as 
adapted or interpreted for the public sector context.  
Where the FReM permits a choice of accounting policy, 
the accounting policy and, where necessary, estimation 
technique which is judged to be most appropriate to the 
particular circumstances of the SFRS for the purpose of 
giving a true and fair view has been selected. 

The particular policies adopted by the SFRS in preparing 
these financial statements are described below.  They have 
been applied consistently in dealing with items that are 
considered material to the accounts.

The Accounts have been prepared with reference to the 
following objectives:

	 •	 to	provide	information	about	the	financial	position,	 
  performance and cash flows in a way that meets the  
	 	 “common	need	of	most	users”,	and
	 •	 to	show	the	results	of	the	stewardship	and	 
  accountability of elected members and management  
  for the resources entrusted to them.

The following underlying assumptions have also been 
adhered to:
 
	 •	 Accruals	–	with	the	exception	of	cash	flow	 
  information, the statements have been prepared  
  using the accrual basis of accounting, where the non- 
  cash effects of transactions are included in the  
  financial statements in the year in which they occur,  
  not the year in which cash is paid or received, and
	 •	 Going	concern	–	the	accounts	have	been	prepared	 
  on the basis that the SFRS will continue to function for  
  the foreseeable future.

1.1 Accounting Convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical 
cost convention modified to account for the revaluation of 
property, plant and equipment.

1.2 Accounting Period
The accounting period commenced on 1 April 2014 and 
ended on 31 March 2015.

1.3 Going Concern
The Resource Budget for financial year 2015/16 has been 
approved by the Scottish Government and is considered 
adequate to allow the SFRS to meet its liabilities in the 
foreseeable future.  These financial statements have 
therefore been produced on a going concern basis.

To the extent that the pension deficits are not met from 
SFRS sources of income it may only be met by future Grant 
in Aid from the sponsoring department, the Directorate 
for Safer Communities.  This is because, under the normal 
conventions applying to parliamentary control over 
income and expenditure, such grants may not be paid in 
advance of need.

1.4 Segmental Reporting
The SFRS is operated as a single service and is also 
reported in this same format. Costs and support service 
overheads are not allocated to other parts of the 
organisation, and therefore there are no requirements for 
segmental reporting, however, a reconciliation between 
the management accounts position and the accounting 
statements is included in the Notes to the Accounts.

1.5 Revenue Recognition
Revenue	is	recognised	net	of	VAT	to	the	extent	that	it	is	
probable that the economic benefits will flow to the SFRS 
and the revenue can be reliably measured.

Grant in Aid and Revenue Grants
SFRS is funded by the Scottish Government.  Grant in Aid 
is received throughout the year and is intended to meet 
SFRS estimated expenditure for both capital and revenue 
purposes.  It is accounted for as financing on a cash basis, 
not income, and is therefore credited to SFRS reserves and 
not incorporated within the SoCNE.  Grant in Aid cannot 
be drawn down in advance of need.

Grants in aid, whether for revenue or capital purposes, 
are to be treated as contributions from controlling parties 
giving rise to a financial interest in the residual interest 
of the reporting entity, and are to be credited to general 
reserves and not to income or deferred income.

Where grants are subject to conditions such that non-
compliance would result in the grant being repaid, the 
potential liability to repay and the conditions to be met 
should be disclosed in a note to the accounts.
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The profit or loss on disposal of an asset financed by grant 
or grant-in-aid is taken to the Statement of Comprehensive 
Net Expenditure.

Capital Grants
Capital grants are accounted for in accordance with IAS20 
Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of 
Government Assistance, and recognised in the SoCNE 
once conditions are met.  Grant is treated as a capital grant 
received in advance where carry forward is permitted and 
any conditions have not been met.

Sale of Goods
Revenue from the sale of goods and services is recognised 
when the SFRS transfers the significant risks and rewards 
of ownership to the purchaser and it is probable that 
economic benefits or service potential associated with the 
transaction will flow to the SFRS.

Provision of Services
Revenue from the provision of services is recognised when 
the SFRS can measure reliably the percentage completion 
of the transaction and it is probable that economic benefits 
or service potential associated with the transaction will 
flow to the SFRS.

Rental Income
Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a 
straight-line basis over the terms of the lease.

1.6 Expenditure Recognition
Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are 
consumed	–	where	there	is	a	gap	between	the	date	
supplies are received and their consumption, they are 
carried as inventories on the Statement of Financial 
Position (SoFP).

Expenses in relation to services received (including 
those rendered by the SFRS officers) are recorded as 
expenditure when the services are received, rather than 
when payments are made.

Interest payable on borrowings is accounted for on the 
cash flows that have been fixed or determined by the 
contract, or based on an annuity basis where borrowings 
have been provided by a local authority.

Where revenue and expenditure have been recognised 
but cash has not been received or paid, a receivable or 
payable for the relevant amount is recorded in the SoFP.  

Where there is evidence that debts are unlikely to be 
settled, the balance of receivables is written down and a 
charge made to revenue for the income that might not be 
collected.

1.7 Employee Benefits
Benefits Payable During Employment
Short-term employee benefits (those that fall due wholly 
within 12 months of the year end), such as wages and 
salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave, bonuses 
and non-monetary benefits for current employees, are 
recognised as an expense in the year in which employees 
render service to the SFRS.  An accrual is made in the 
SoCNE for the year for the cost of holiday entitlements 
and other forms of leave earned by employees but not 
taken before the year end and which employees can carry 
forward to the next financial year.  The accrual is made at 
the remuneration rates applicable in the following financial 
year.

Post Employment Benefits
As at 31 March 2015, the SFRS participates in three 
pension schemes, the Local Government Pension Scheme 
(Scotland) for support staff, and the Firefighter’s Pension 
Scheme 1992 and New Firefighters Pension Scheme 2006 
for Wholetime and Retained uniformed personnel.  

These schemes were previously administered by 
Aberdeen City Council, Dumfries and Galloway Council, 
Dundee City Council, Edinburgh City Council, Falkirk 
Council, Fife Council, Glasgow City Council and 
Highlands	Council	for	relevant	SFRS	staff.	During	2014/15,	
however, the administration of Firefighters’ Schemes 
only was transferred to the Scottish Public Pensions 
Agency (SPPA).  Administration of LGPS remains with local 
authorities.

	 •	 Local	Government	Pension	Scheme	(Scotland)
  The LGPS provides members with defined benefits  
  related to pay and service.  It is supported by  
  contributions from both employer and employee.  
  There are 8 schemes covering staff in Scotland,  
  administered by the local authorities noted above.

	 •	 Firefighter’s	Pension	Scheme	1992
  The Firefighter’s Pension Scheme 1992 (FPS) is an  
  unfunded defined benefit scheme where payments  
	 	 are	made	on	a	“pay	as	you	go”	basis.		This	is	funded	 
  through contributions from employees, the SFRS and  
  the Scottish Government.
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	 •	 New	Firefighters	Pension	Scheme	2006
  The new Firefighters’ Pension Scheme 2006 (NFPS)  
  was introduced on 6 April 2006, and is also  
  an unfunded defined benefit scheme, similar to the  
  Firefighter’s Pension Scheme, the differences being a  
  lower contribution rate and different retirement  
  criteria.  

Contributions to the schemes are calculated to spread 
the cost of pensions over employees working lives, in 
line with IAS19 Employee Benefits.  The contributions 
are determined by an actuary on the basis of triennial 
valuations using the Age Attained Method and, in the 
intervening years, by rolling forward the scheme assets 
and liabilities in a desk top review.  

Variations	from	regular	cost	are	spread	over	the	expected	
average remaining working lives of scheme members, 
taking into account future withdrawals.  The expected 
cost of providing staff pensions to contributing employees 
is recognised in the SoCNE in accordance with IAS19, 
recognising retirement benefits as they are earned not 
when they are due to be paid.

Pension Scheme Assets
The FPS, being unfunded, has no assets built up to meet 
pension liabilities.  The attributable assets of the various 
Local Government Pension Schemes (LGPS) have been 
measured at fair value and are identified in the Notes to the 
Accounts.

Pension Scheme Liabilities
The attributable liabilities of each scheme are measured 
on an actuarial basis using the projected unit method 
–	i.e.	an	assessment	of	the	future	payments	that	will	be	
made in relation to retirement benefits earned to date by 
employees, based on assumptions about mortality rates, 
employee turnover rates, etc.

The change in the Net Pension Liability shown in the SoFP 
consists of the following:

Current Service Cost
This refers to the increase in liabilities as a result of years 
of service earned this year and is allocated to the cost of 
services in the SoCNE.

Expected Net Return on Assets
The expected annual investment return on assets for the 
LGPS is based on long-term expectations at 31 March 

2015.  This is shown net of the interest cost of each 
scheme, based on the discount rate and the present value 
of the scheme liabilities at 31 March 2015.

Past Service Costs
This refers to the increase in liabilities arising from current 
year decisions whose effect relates to years of service 
earned in previous years.  This is debited to the surplus/
deficit on the SoCNE.

Gains/Losses on Settlements and Curtailments
The result of actions to relieve the SFRS of liabilities or 
events that reduce the expected future service or accrual 
of	benefits	of	employees	–	debited/credited	to	the	
SoCNE.

Actuarial Gains and Losses
Changes in the net pensions liability that arise because 
events have not coincided with assumptions made at 
the last actuarial valuation or because the actuaries have 
updated	their	assumptions	–	debited/credited	to	the	
Pensions Reserve.

Contributions Paid to the LGPS Pension Funds
Cash paid as employer’s contributions to the pension 
fund in settlement of liabilities; not accounted for as an 
expense.

Discretionary Benefits
The SFRS also has restricted powers to make discretionary 
awards of retirement benefits in the event of early 
retirements.  Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of 
an award to any member of staff are accrued in the year of 
the decision to make the award, and accounted for using 
the same policies as those applied to the relevant pension 
schemes.

Injury Awards
The SFRS also has powers to make awards of injury 
benefits in the event of firefighters leaving through injury. 
Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to 
any member of staff are accrued in the year of the decision 
to make the award and accounted for using the same 
policies as those applied to the relevant compensation 
schemes.

1.8 Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand and 
deposits held with banks.
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1.9 Property, Plant and Equipment
Assets that have physical substance and are held for use 
in the production or supply of goods or services, for 
rental to others or for administrative purposes and that are 
expected to be used during more than one financial year 
are classified as Property, Plant and Equipment.

Recognition
All expenditure on the acquisition, creation or 
enhancement of property, plant and equipment has 
been capitalised on an accruals basis, provided that it 
is probable that the future economic benefits or service 
potential associated with the item will flow to the SFRS and 
the cost of the item can be measured reliably.  Expenditure 
that maintains but does not add to an asset’s potential to 
deliver future economic benefits or service potential (i.e. 
repairs and maintenance) is charged as an expense when 
it is incurred.

Measurement
Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising:

	 •	 the	purchase	price,
	 •	 any	costs	attributable	to	bringing	the	asset	to	the		 	
  location and condition necessary for it to be capable  
  of operating in the manner intended by    
  management,
	 •	 the	initial	estimate	of	the	costs	of	dismantling	and	 
  removing the item and restoring the site on which it is  
  located.

Land and Buildings are included at Depreciated 
Replacement Cost (DRC) where there is no market-based 
evidence of fair value because of the specialist nature of 
the	assets.		In	all	other	cases,	Existing	Use	Value	(EUV)	
has been used.  As a minimum, five yearly valuations of 
Land and Buildings are carried out as part of a rolling 
programme, on the basis of current market value for 
land and depreciated replacement cost for buildings.  In 
addition, impairment reviews are carried out on major 
assets, and assets on which there has been significant 
spend, to determine if there has been any change in value 
in the years between valuations.

Assets included in the SOFP at fair value are revalued 
regularly to ensure that their carrying amount is not 
materially different from their fair value at the year-end, 
but as a minimum every five years.  Increases in valuations 
are matched by credits to the Revaluation Reserve to 
recognise unrealised gains.

At 31 March 2015, all land, buildings and dwellings assets 
due for valuation under the five year rolling programme, 
were re-valued by the SFRS’s in-house Estates and 
Valuations	Surveyor,	Russell	Munn	(BSC	MRICS).	Where	
decreases in value are identified, the revaluation loss is 
accounted for:

	 •	 where	there	is	a	balance	of	revaluation	gains	for	the	 
  asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the carrying amount  
  of the asset is written down against that balance (up  
  to the amount of the accumulated gains),
	 •	 where	there	is	no	balance	in	the	Revaluation	Reserve	 
  or insufficient balance, the carrying amount of the  
  asset is written down against the relevant line in the  
  SoCNE.
	 •	 The	Revaluation	Reserve	contains	revaluation	gains	 
  recognised since 1 April 2007 only, the date of its  
  formal implementation.

Donated Assets
Assets classified as donated are measured at fair value on 
receipt.  The funding element is recognised as income 
and taken to the SoCNE.  Any subsequent revaluations are 
taken to the Revaluation Reserve.  

Impairment
Assets are assessed at each year-end as to whether 
there is any indication that an asset may be impaired.  
Where indications exist and any possible differences are 
estimated to be material, the recoverable amount of the 
asset is estimated and, where this is less than the carrying 
amount of the asset, an impairment loss is recognised for 
the shortfall.

Where impairment losses are identified, they are 
accounted for:

	 •	 where	there	is	a	balance	of	revaluation	gains	for	the	 
  asset in the Revaluation Reserve, the carrying amount  
  of the asset is written down against that balance (up  
  to the amount of the accumulated gains),
	 •	 where	there	is	no	balance	in	the	Revaluation	Reserve	 
  or insufficient balance, the carrying amount of the  
  asset is written down against the relevant line in the  
  SoCNE.
	 •	 Where	an	impairment	loss	is	reversed	subsequently,	 
  the reversal is credited to the relevant line in the  
  SoCNE, up to the amount of the original loss,  
  adjusted for depreciation that would have been  
  charged if the loss had not been recognised.
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Disposals
When it becomes probable that the carrying amount 
of an asset will be recovered principally through a sale 
transaction rather than through its continuing use, it is 
reclassified	as	an	Asset	Held	for	Sale.		The	asset	is	revalued	
immediately before reclassification and then carried at the 
lower of this amount and fair value less costs to sell.  Where 
there is a subsequent decrease to fair value less costs to 
sell, the loss is posted to Other Operating Charges in the 
SoCNE.  Gains in fair value are recognised only up to the 
amount of any previously recognised losses.  Depreciation 
is	not	charged	on	Assets	Held	for	Sale.

Assets that are to be abandoned or scrapped are not 
reclassified	as	Assets	Held	for	Sale.

When an asset is disposed of or decommissioned, the 
carrying amount of the asset in the SoFP (whether Property, 
Plant	and	Equipment	or	Assets	Held	for	Sale)	is	written	off	
to the Other Operating Charges line in the SoCNE as part 
of the gain or loss on disposal.  Receipts from disposals (if 
any) are credited to the same line in the SoCNE also as part 
of the gain or loss on disposal (i.e. netted off against the 
carrying value of the asset at the time of disposal).

Assets Held for Sale
An asset is classified as held for sale when it meets all of the 
following criteria:

	 •	 It	is	available	for	immediate	sale,
	 •	 A	plan	agreed	by	management	is	in	place	and	steps		
  are actively being taken to conclude a sale, and
	 •	 It	is	actively	being	marketed	with	an	expectation	of	a		
  sale within the next 12 months.

Assets meeting these criteria are revalued and measured 
at the lower of their carrying amount immediately prior to 
reclassification and fair value less costs to sell.  There is no 
depreciation on assets held for sale.

Depreciation
Depreciation is provided for on all Property, Plant and 
Equipment assets by the systematic allocation of their 
depreciable amounts on a straight line basis over their 
useful lives.  An exception is made for assets without a 
determinable	finite	useful	life	(i.e.	freehold	land,	Heritage	
Assets and assets held for sale) and assets that are not yet 
available for use (i.e. assets under construction).

Useful economic lives as estimated by experts are as 
follows:

 Category Useful economic life

 Buildings 10-64 years

	Cars	&	Vans	 5	years

 Fire Appliances (including specialist appliances) 10-15 years

 Equipment 3-20 years

Assets under construction are recognised at cost and not 
depreciated until the asset is brought into use.

Componentisation
In accordance with IAS16 Property, Plant and Equipment 
a componentisation policy for material assets has 
been adopted with effect from 1 April 2013.  SFRS 
will componentise material assets with a carrying 
value over £0.5 million, unless, in the expert opinion 
of our professional valuer, it does not lend itself to 
componentisation by its complex nature.  This will be 
carried out where material assets are acquired, revalued or 
enhanced.

The SFRS policy noted above has been applied to all 
relevant assets brought on from legacy services and will 
continue to be applied as they are revalued through the 
five year rolling programme of valuations.

1.10 Intangible Assets
Intangible assets have no physical substance but are 
identifiable and controlled by the SFRS.  It can be 
established that there is an economic benefit or service 
potential associated with the item which will flow to the 
SFRS.  This expenditure is mainly in relation to so�ware 
licenses purchased by legacy services.  Expenditure on 
the acquisition, creation or enhancement of intangible 
assets is capitalised on an accruals basis when it will bring 
benefits of longer than one year.

Intangible assets are initially measured at cost and 
included in the SoFP at net historical cost.
Intangible assets are depreciated on a straight line basis 
over the life of the asset. 

1.11 Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms 
of the lease transfers substantially all the risks and 
rewards incidental to ownership of the property, plant or 
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equipment from the lessor to the lessee.  All other leases 
are classified as operating leases.

Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the land 
and building elements are considered separately for 
classification.

Arrangements that do not have the legal status of a lease 
but convey a right to use an asset in return for payment are 
accounted for under this policy, where fulfilment of the 
arrangement is dependent on the use of specific assets.

Operating Leases
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to the 
SoCNE on a straight-line basis, over the term of the lease.

1.12 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent 
Assets
Provisions
Provisions are made where an event has taken place that 
gives the Board a legal or constructive obligation that 
probably requires settlement by a transfer of economic 
benefits or service potential, and a reliable estimate can be 
made of the amount of the obligation.

Contingent Liabilities
A contingent liability arises where an event has taken place 
that gives the SFRS a possible obligation whose existence 
will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of 
uncertain future events not wholly within the control of 
the SFRS.  Contingent liabilities also arise in circumstances 
where a provision would otherwise be made but either it is 
not probable that an outflow of resources will be required 
or the amount of the obligation cannot be measured 
reliably.  Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the 
SoFP but disclosed in a note to the accounts.

Contingent Assets
A contingent asset arises where an event has taken place 
that gives the SFRS a possible asset whose existence 
will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise 
of uncertain future events not wholly within the control 
of the SFRS. Contingent assets are not recognised in the 
SoFP but disclosed in a note to the accounts where it is 
probable that there will be an inflow of economic benefits.

1.13 Reserves
The General Reserve represents the excess of expenditure 
over income on grant in aid funded operations, or other 
grant income streams, e.g. transitional funding.

The Revaluation Reserve represents the annual changes in 
value of land and buildings over their historical costs.

1.14 Taxation
VAT	payable	is	included	as	an	expense	only	to	the	extent	
that	it	is	not	recoverable	from	Her	Majesty’s	Revenue	
and	Customs	(HMRC).		VAT	receivable	is	excluded	from	
income.

Corporation Tax is payable on profit generated from 
business activities undertaken by SFRS.  Income from GiA 
is not subject to Corporation Tax.

1.15 Financial Instruments
a) Financial Assets
Financial assets held by the SFRS consist of Trade and 
Other Receivables and Cash and Cash Equivalents.  Trade 
receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed 
or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active 
market. 

As the Cash requirements of the SFRS are met through 
Grant-in-Aid provided by the Justice Department, financial 
instruments play a more limited role in creating and 
managing risk than would apply to a non-public sector 
body.  Cash balances are held with the Government 
Banking Service (GBS) and SFRS is therefore exposed to 
little credit, liquidity or market risk in respect of financial 
assets.  There is no difference between book value and fair 
value for cash and cash equivalents shown in the SoFP.

b) Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities within the SFRS consist of Trade and 
Other Payables, and Borrowings. Trade payables are 
held at fair value, and are typically non-derivative financial 
liabilities with fixed or determinable payments that are not 
quoted in an active market.  They arise when SFRS receives 
goods or services with no intention of trading the liability. 

There are two types of Borrowings held by the SFRS:

 i) Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) loans were taken  
  out by legacy services that carried out the Treasury  
  Management function (i.e. borrowings and  
  investments) in their own right.  These are recognised  
  on the SoFP at the point when the SFRS becomes a  
  party to the contractual provisions of a financial  
  instrument and are initially measured at fair value  
  and carried at their amortised cost, i.e. including  
  accrued interest.  
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  For borrowings held by the SFRS therefore, the 
  amount presented on the SoFP is the outstanding  
  principal repayable including accrued interest, and  
  annual charges to the SoCNE for interest payable is  
  the amount payable in the year on an accruals basis.

 ii) The second type of financial liability arises where the  
  Treasury Management function for legacy Fire  
  Services was carried out by the lead authority.   
  Schedules have been provided by the lead  
  authorities showing total outstanding debt, amounts  
  of principal repayable each year, and indicative  
  amounts of related interest payable each year.  The  
  interest is calculated by each former lead authority  
  using a pooled interest rate which is applied to all  
  loans in their portfolio.

  In these cases, financial liabilities are shown in the  
  SoFP at the values provided by the former lead  
  authorities.  Annual charges to the SoCNE for  
  interest payable are based on the carrying amount of  
  the liability multiplied by the effective rate of interest  
  for the instrument, as calculated by each former lead  
  authority.

Financial liabilities are derecognised when the contractual 
obligations are discharged, cancelled or expire.

1.16 Foreign Exchange
Transactions denominated in foreign currencies are 
converted into Sterling at the exchange rate applicable on 
the date the transactions take place.

1.17 Review of Accounting Policies and Estimation 
Techniques
These financial statements have been prepared under 
IFRS incorporating any departures required by the FReM, 
and all accounting policies have been reviewed to ensure 
their continued relevance. Estimates and judgements 
are regularly evaluated and are based on historical 
experience and other factors, including expectations of 
future events that are believed to be reasonable under the 
circumstances.  

Actual results may differ from those estimates and 
underlying assumptions are continuously reviewed.

The main areas of estimation relate to the following:
 
	 •	 the	valuation	of	land	and	buildings,	where	the	 
  services of professionally qualified surveyors are used  
  to ensure that best practice and consistency of  
  approach is applied, and
	 •	 the	valuation	of	Pension	Scheme	assets	and	 
  liabilities, where professionally qualified actuaries  
  are employed to provide the information required  
  under IAS19 Employee Benefits.

1.18 Changes in Accounting Policies and Estimates and 
Errors
Changes in accounting policies are only made when 
required by proper accounting practices, or the change 
provides more reliable or relevant information about the 
effect of transactions, other events and conditions on the 
Board’s financial position or financial performance.  Where 
a change is made, it is applied retrospectively by adjusting 
opening balances and comparative amounts for the prior 
period as if the new policy had always been applied.

Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for 
prospectively, i.e. in the current and future years affected 
by the change.

Material errors discovered in prior period figures are 
corrected retrospectively by amending opening balances 
and comparative amounts for the prior period.

1.19 Events a£er the Reporting Period
Events a�er the reporting period end represent those 
events which occur between the end of the reporting 
period and the date when the Annual Report and 
Accounts are authorised for issue. 
 
Material events for which conditions exist at 31 March are 
reflected on an accruals basis within the financial year.   The 
Notes to the Accounts contain details of material events 
where their conditions did not exist as at 31 March. 

1.20 Application of Accounting Standards issued but 
have not yet been adopted
As noted in 1.1, these financial statements have been 
prepared	in	accordance	with	the	FReM	issued	by	HM	
Treasury.  The FReM applies IFRS as adapted or interpreted 
for the public sector context, but does not require the 
following Standards and Interpretations to be applied in 
2014/15, all of which are subject to consultation.
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IAS36: Impairment of assets on recoverable amount 
disclosures (amendment),
IFRS13:	Fair	Value	Measurement.

The application of the Standards as revised would not 
have a material impact on the accounts for 2014/15 if 
applied in that year.

1.21 Inventories
Inventories are included in the Statement of Financial 
Position at the lower of cost or net realisable value on an 
average cost basis.
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2. Assumptions made about the future and other major sources of estimation uncertainty

The Statement of Accounts contains estimated figures that are based on assumptions made by the SFRS about the future 
or that are otherwise uncertain.  Estimates are made taking into account historical experience, current trends and other 
relevant	factors.		However,	because	balances	cannot	be	determined	with	certainty,	actual	results	could	be	materially	
different from the assumptions and estimates.

The SFRS SoFP contains the following items for which there is a significant risk of material adjustment in the forthcoming 
year:

Item

Property, Plant and Equipment

Pensions liability

Uncertainties

Assets are depreciated over useful lives 
that are dependent on assumptions about 
the level of repairs and maintenance that 
will be incurred in relation to individual 
assets.  The current economic climate 
makes it uncertain that the Board will be 
able to sustain its current spending on 
repairs and maintenance, bringing into 
doubt the useful lives assigned to assets.

Estimation of the net liability to pay 
pensions depends on a number of 
complex judgements relating to the 
discount rate used, the rate at which 
salaries are projected to increase, 
changes in retirement age, mortality rates 
and expected returns on pension fund 
assets.  Consulting actuaries are engaged 
to provide the Board with expert advice 
about the assumptions to be applied.

Effect if actual result differs from 
assumptions

If the useful life of assets is reduced, 
depreciation materially increases and the 
carrying amount of the assets falls.

The effects on the net pension liability of 
changes in individual assumptions can be 
measured.  For instance, a 0.1% decrease in 
the discount rate assumption would result in 
a decrease in the pension liability of £79.792 
million.  An increase of 1 year in life expectancy, 
and a 0.1% increase in the salary rate and the 
pension rate would increase the liability by 
£118.769 million, £18.213 million and £64.813 
million respectively.
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3. Other Operating Charges

  Year to  Year to 
  31 March 2015 31 March 2014
    £000s   £000s 

Supplies and Services 20,158 19,921

Property Costs 20,622 21,035

Transport Costs - Members 47 51

Transport Costs 8,972 9,709

External Auditors 115 115

Total 49,914 50,831

4. Staff Numbers and Related Costs

Staff costs comprise:

Note	that	the	total	of	£0.849	million	shown	under	“Others”	in	2014/15	(£0.366	million	in	2013/14)	represents	the	costs	of	
staff employed on temporary contracts through employment agencies.  Information is not currently available for temporary 
staff paid through SFRS payrolls.

The average number of persons employed during 2014/15 was 8,333 (8,658 in 2013/14). 

   2014/15   2013/14
  Permanent Others Total Permanent Others Total
   £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

Wages and Salaries 181,581 0 181,581 186,075 0 186,075

Social Security Costs 13,163 0 13,163 13,780 0 13,780

Other Pension Costs 124,485 0 124,485 119,384 0 119,384

Sub-total 319,229 0 319,229 319,239 0 319,239

      
Other staff related costs 10,161 849 11,010 9,840 366 10,206

IAS19 pension costs  5,976 0 5,976 2,254 0 2,254
charged to net expenditure
 
Total net costs 335,366 849 336,215 331,333 366 331,699
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  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s

Staff costs 208,691 210,418

Other Operating Charges 53,992 55,295

Total Expenditure 262,683 265,713

Income (1,325) (1,392)

Net Expenditure for year 261,358 264,321

Reconciliation to annual accounts:  

Less:  

Impairments and Revaluations charged to the Revaluation Reserve (31,660) (25,573)

Net Pensions Account 2 (6)

Projects not included in Resource 0 (3,141)

Net Interest Payable / (Receivable) 0 (185)

(Gain) / Loss on sale of assets (12) (44)

Add:  

Liabilities assumed in a business combination 0 2,429,152

Remeasurement loss on Pension Schemes 486,267 186,588

Pensions Interest adjustment 141,544 126,064

Depreciation and Impairment 26,395 29,676

Provisions 812 1,132

Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure 884,706 3,007,984

6.  Income from Activities

  Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
  2015  2014
  £000s £000s

 Fees and Charges (472) (327)

 Training Course Income (12) (16)

 Total (484) (343)

5.  Reconciliation of Net Resource Expenditure
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During 2013/14, Transitional Funding projects were financed by grants provided in addition to Grant in Aid.  This was 
changed in 2014/15 however, and funding for these projects was included within Grant in Aid, therefore SFRS inherited 
a deposit made with an Icelandic bank prior to its collapse in October 2008.  The appropriate accounting treatment is to 
continue to record the interest as if the investment was still outstanding until it was extinguished (during 2013/14).  This did 
not represent actual cash received.

7.  Other Income

  Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
  2015  2014 
  £000s £000s

 Pensions (120,711) (115,328)

 Transitional Funding 0 (6,195)

 Release of Deferred Capital Grant  0 (2,640)

 Seconded Officers (348) (872)

 External Funding Grants (396) (419)

 Other Income (120) (168)

 Total (121,575) (125,622)

8.  Interest Payable

  Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
  2015  2014 
  £000s   £000s 

 Interest Payable on Outstanding Debt 4,075 5,355

 Total 4,075 5,355

9.  Interest Receivable

  Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
   2015  2014 
  £000s   £000s 

 Interest	Receivable	on	Heritable	Bank	investments	 0	 (185)
 Total 0 (185)
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From the table above, Transitional Funding received in 2014/15 appears to be nil compared to £6.195 million in 2013/14.  
This is due to a change in approach in 2014/15 whereby Transitional Funding was added to Grant in Aid rather than being 
financed separately.
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10. Trade and Other Receivables

(a) Analysis by Type

 Amounts falling due within one year Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
   2015  2014 
  £000s   £000s 

 Trade Receivables 7,551 8,049

 Prepayments 4,685 4,385

 Total 12,236 12,434

(b) Analysis by Organisation

 Amounts falling due within one year Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
   2015  2014 
  £000s   £000s 

 Central Government Bodies 6,953 6,409

 Other Local Authorities 108 694

 Other Entities and Individuals 5,175 5,331

 Total 12,236 12,434

Included within the figure of £6.953 million for Central Government Bodies is a balance of £6.858 million which relates to 
Firefighters’ Pensions.  This is receivable from the Scottish Government.  Further analysis is shown in Note 28.  Nothing was 
receivable from Scottish Government as at 31 March 2014.

11. Trade and Other Payables

 Amounts falling due within one year Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
   2015  2014 
  £000s   £000s

Other Taxation and Social Security (3,296) (3,513) 

Trade and Other Payables (5,561) (15,168) 

Accruals and deferred income (19,729) (22,318)

Total (28,586) (40,999)

(a) Analysis by Type
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 Amounts falling due within one year Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
   2015  2014 
  £000s   £000s

 Other Central Government Bodies (4,544) (8,775)

 Local Authorities (1,839) (5,436) 

Sub-total Intra-government balances (6,383) (14,211)

 Accumulated Absences (3,653) (4,062)

 Bodies External to Government (18,550) (22,726) 

Total (28,586) (40,999)

There was no Firefighters’ Pensions balance payable to the Scottish Government at 31 March 2015. In comparison £3.616 
million was payable at 31 March 2014 (further analysis of which is shown in Note 28) and is contained within the figure of 
£8.775 million for Other Central Government Bodies shown above.

(b) Analysis by Organisation

12.  Corporation Tax

Corporation	Tax	is	due	on	profits	generated	by	the	SFRS.		£0.004	million	is	payable	to	HMRC	in	relation	to	2014/15	
(£0.005 million in 2013/14).

13. Cash and Cash Equivalents

   Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
   2015  2014 
  £000s   £000s

Government Banking System bank account 1,580 (36)

Total 1,580 (36)
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14. Pensions
As part of the terms and conditions of employment of its 
employees, the SFRS offers retirement benefits. Although 
these benefits will not actually be payable until employees 
retire, the SFRS has a commitment to disclose the 
payments to be made in the future.

The SFRS currently participates in the three defined 
benefits pension schemes and a discretionary injury 
benefits scheme set out below:

	 •	 The	Local	Government	Pension	Scheme	(LGPS)	for	 
 support staff is a funded scheme, meaning that the SFRS  
 and employees pay contributions into a fund, calculated  
 at a level intended to balance the pension liabilities  
 with investment assets.  The employer contribution  
 rate in 2014/15 was between 17.1% and 21.5% of the  
 employees’ pensionable pay, and has been set at rates  
 between 17% and 22.6% in 2015/16, depending on  
 which local authority the employee’s pension is held  
 with. Employee contribution rates are tiered dependent  
 on salary.
	 •	 The	Firefighters’	Pension	Scheme	1992	(FPS)	for	 
 wholetime uniformed personnel. This is an unfunded  
 scheme, meaning there are no investment assets  
 built up to meet pension liabilities, and cash has to  
 be generated to meet actual pension payments as they  
 eventually fall due.  As at 5 April 2006 this scheme was 
 closed to new members.
	 •	 The	Firefighters’	Pension	Scheme	2006	(NFPS)	is	for	 
 wholetime and retained uniformed personnel, and is  
 also unfunded, similar to the FPS.  As this scheme came  
 into effect on 6 April 2006, the pension liabilities and  
 service costs are lower in comparison to the FPS, but  
 will grow over time.
	 •	 The	SFRS	has	powers	to	make	awards	of	injury	 
 benefits in the event of firefighters leaving through  
 injury.  Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an  
 award to any member of staff are accrued in the year  
 of the decision to make the award and accounted for  
 using the same principles as those applied to the  
 relevant pension schemes.  Similar to the FPS and  
 NFPS, there are no assets held to back the liabilities of  
 this scheme, and cash must be generated to meet actual  
 payments as they fall due.

During 2014/15 work was undertaken to migrate the 
administration of the Firefighter’s Pension Schemes 
from the Councils to the Scottish Public Pensions 
Agency (SPPA). The SPPA will become responsible for 
administering these Schemes from 1 April 2015.

A new Firefighters’ Pension Scheme is also due to 
come into effect on 1 April 2015 which will have new 
contribution rates and a new benefit structure.  A modified 
Retained Duty System (RDS) Pension Scheme and further 
Pension Reforms will also come into effect on 1 April 2015.

The LGPS are currently administered by the following local 
authorities: Dumfries and Galloway Council, Dundee City 
Council,	Falkirk	Council,	Fife	Council,	Highland	Council,	
Lothian Pensions Fund, North East Scotland Pension Fund 
and Strathclyde Pension Fund.  

The liabilities in respect of Pensions are significant, 
however statutory arrangements are in place to fund the 
deficits:

	 •	 LGPS	deficits	will	be	funded	through	increased	 
  contributions over the remaining working lives of  
  employees as assessed by the various Scheme  
  actuaries.
	 •	 Firefighters’	Pension	Schemes	will	be	funded	through	 
  increased contributions over the remaining working  
  lives of employees as assessed by national pension  
  administrators and specific grant receivable from the  
  Scottish Government to meet any funding shortfalls.

A recent court case (Government Actuaries Department 
(GAD) v Milne) has been settled in favour of a retired 
firefighter who challenged the commutation factors 
calculated by the GAD.  This will result in firefighters who 
retired between 2001 and 2006 receiving increased lump 
sums. The calculations are complex and involve a large 
number of both firefighters and police officers across 
the United Kingdom, and therefore an accurate estimate 
cannot be made at this point.  It is expected however that 
funding will be provided by central government resulting 
in no cost to the SFRS.

(a) Actuarial Methods and Assumptions
Three	actuaries	(Barnett	Waddingham	LLP,	Hymans	
Robertson LLP and Mercer) were engaged to assess the 
value of the SFRS’ liability as at 31 March 2015, as they 
were the actuaries for each of the respective Pension 
Funds noted above.  They have calculated the liabilities of 
the members transferring to the SFRS at their respective 
transfer dates and then rolled forward the value of the 
employer’s liabilities allowing for the financial assumptions 
required under IAS19.
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 Assumption            LGPS FPS NFPS Injury Benefits

   2014/15 2013/14 2014/15 2013/14 2014/15 2013/14 2014/15 2013/14

 Long-term expected rate of  
 return on assets in the scheme         

 Equity Investments 3.2%-3.3% 4.3%-4.7%      

 Bonds 3.2%-3.3% 4.3%-4.7%      

 Property 3.2%-3.3% 4.3%-4.7%      

 Cash 3.2%-3.3% 4.3%-4.7%      

 Mortality assumptions:          

 Longevity at 60 for
 current pensioners          

	 Men	 	 	 28.1	-	29.5	 27.5–29.3		 28.1	-	29.5	 27.5–29.4	 25.5	-	29.5	 24.9-29.3

	 Women	 	 	 30.6	-	31.7	 29.8–31.5		 30.6	-	31.7	 29.8–31.6	 28	-	31.7	 27.2-31.5

 Longevity at 60 for
 future pensioners         

	 Men	 	 	 30.6	-	31.1	 29.6–30.9		 30.6	-	31.1	 29.6–30.1	 27.9	-	31.1	 26.9-30.9

	 Women	 	 	 33.1	-	33.2	 31.8–33.0		 33.1	-	33.2	 31.8–33.1	 30.4	-	33.2	 29.2-33.0

 Longevity at 65 for
 current pensioners          

	 Men	 21.2	-	22.7	 20.4–23.0		 20.6	 20.6	 20.6	 20.6	 20.6	 20.6

	 Women	 23.2	-	24.7	 22.8–25.8		 22.8	 22.7	 22.8	 22.7	 22.8	 22.7

 Longevity at 65 for 
 future pensioners        

	 Men	 23.4	-	24.8	 22.6–24.9	 22.0	 22.0	 22.0	 22.0	 22.0	 22.0

	 Women	 25.5	-	27.5	 25.3–27.9	 24.3	 24.2	 24.3	 24.2	 24.3	 24.2

 Rate of inflation (RPI) 3.2% - 3.3%  3.6%-3.7% 3.2% - 3.3% 3.6% 3.2% - 3.4% 3.6% 3.2% - 3.4% 3.6%

 Rate of inflation (CPI) 2.0% - 2.4% 2.4%-2.9% 2.0% - 2.4% 2.4%-2.8% 2.0% - 2.5% 2.4%-2.8% 2.0% - 2.4% 2.4%-2.8%

 Rate of increase in salaries 3.5% - 4.4% 4.15%-5.2% 3.75% - 4.6% 3.8%-5.0% 3.5% - 4.6% 3.8%-5.0% 3.4% - 4.6% 3.8%-5.0%

 Rate of increase in pensions 2.0% - 2.5% 2.4%-2.9% 2.0% - 2.4% 2.4%-2.8% 2.0% - 2.5% 2.4%-2.8% 2.0% - 2.4% 2.4%-2.8%

 Rate for discounting 
 scheme liabilities 3.2% - 3.3% 4.3%-4.6% 3.2% -3.3% 4.3%-4.5% 3.2% - 3.3% 4.3%-4.5% 3.2% - 3.3% 4.3%-4.5%

The 2014/15 membership consists of those employees who transferred from legacy Fire and Rescue Services on 1 April 
2013 plus new entrants.
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The full actuarial valuation involved projecting future 
cashflows to be paid and placing a value on them.  These 
cashflows include pensions that may be payable in future 
to members of all schemes or their dependents.  

While it is not possible to assess the accuracy of the liability 
at 31 March 2015 without completing a full valuation, the 
actuaries are satisfied that the approach of rolling forward 
the previous valuation data to 31 March 2015 will not 

materially distort results, providing actual experience is in 
line with underlying assumptions.

The projected unit method of valuation has been used to 
calculate the service cost, as required by IAS19.

The main assumptions used in their calculations are shown 
in the following table:
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  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s   £000s

 Present value of liabilities:  

  - Local Government Pension Scheme (256,148) (216,497)

  -Firefighters Pension Schemes (3,491,193) (2,919,890)

  - Injury Benefits (212,262) (169,400)

 Fair value of assets in the Local Government Pension Scheme 191,920 165,914

 Total (3,767,683) (3,139,873)

 (Surplus)/deficit in the scheme:  

  - Local Government Pension Scheme 64,228 50,583

  - Firefighters Pension Schemes 3,491,193 2,919,890

 Sub total 3,555,421 2,970,473

  - Injury Benefits 212,262 169,400

 Total 3,767,683 3,139,873

IAS19 requires that the discount rate used should be the 
return on a “high quality corporate bond of equivalent 
term	and	currency	to	the	liability”.		The	actuaries	have	
applied different discount rates as follows:

	 •	 Barnett	Waddingham:	the	discount	rate	applied	 
  is the annualised yield at the 18 year point on the  
  Merill Lynch AA rated corporate bond yield curve for  
  the FPS and NFPS, and at the 19 year point for the  
  LGPS.  This actuary measured 6% of the total pension  
  and injury benefit liabilities.
	 •	 Hymans	Robertson:	a	Corporate	Bond	yield	curve	 
  has been constructed using the UBS corporate bond  
  curve (derived by applying the UBS delta curve fitting  
  methodology to the constituents of the iBoxx £  
  Corporate AA index) for durations up to 8 years and  
  from 12 years onwards use a gilts curve plus a long  
  term average credit spread of 0.9% p.a.   
  Interpolation between the two approaches is  
  used for durations between 8 and 12 years. This  
  actuary measured 87% of the total pension and injury  
  benefit liabilities.
	 •	 Mercer:	the	discount	rate	has	been	determined	from	 
  a yield curve including all corporate bonds with an  
  AA rating from one of the three main agencies and  
  that meet Mercer’s criteria for inclusion.  This actuary  
  measured 7% of the total pension and injury benefit  
  liabilities.

The RPI increase assumptions for each actuary are also 
different, as follows:

	 •	 Barnett	Waddingham	based	their	rate	for	the	FPS	and	 
  NFPS on the difference between conventional gilt  
  yields and index-linked gilt yields at the accounting  
  date using data published by the Bank of England,  
  specifically the 18 year point on the Bank of England  
  spot inflation curve.  The 19 year point was used for  
  the LGPS.
	 •	 The	Hymans	Robertson	rate	is	typically	derived	 
  from yields available on fixed interest and index  
  linked government bonds, and should be consistent  
  with the derivation of the discount rate.
	 •	 Mercer	also	uses	the	yield	curve	approach,	deriving	 
  inflation from spot rates of conventional and index- 
  linked gilts applicable to each duration at which  
  liabilities are projected to be paid in the future.

(b) Expected Return on Assets
The FPS is unfunded and therefore no assets back the 
scheme.  The assets held by the Pension Funds are valued 
at fair value, principally market value for investments.
For the LGPS, for accounting years beginning on or a�er 
1 January 2013, the expected return and the interest cost 
has been replaced with a single net interest cost, which 
effectively sets the expected return equal to the IAS19 
discount rate.

(c) Statement of Financial Position
IAS19 requires the SFRS to account for pension liabilities of 
£3.555 million for the financial year ended 31 March 2015, 
as valued by the actuaries mentioned above.  Note that 
figures for the FPS and NFPS in the following tables have 
been combined.
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The liabilities as at 31 March 2015 show the underlying 
commitments that the SFRS has in the long-run to 
pay retirement benefits. The total liability of £3.768 
billion has a substantial impact on the net worth of the 
SFRS as recorded in the SoFP, resulting in a negative 
overall	balance	of	£3.332	billion.		However,	statutory	
arrangements for funding the deficit mean that the financial 
position of the SFRS remains healthy:

	 •	 The	deficit	on	the	local	government	scheme	will	be	 
  made good by increased contributions from the SFRS  
  over the remaining working life of employees, as  
  assessed by the scheme actuary, to ensure that  
  accrued benefits can be paid,
	 •	 Finance	is	only	required	to	be	raised	to	cover	 
  firefighters’ pensions and injury benefits when the  
  payments are actually made.
	 •	 The	total	future	contributions	expected	to	be	made	 
  in 2015/16 to the LGPS by the SFRS based on current  
  membership in the year to 31 March 2015 is £4.437  
  million.  Expected future contributions to be made in  
  2015/16 for the Firefighters Pension Schemes  
  (including Injury Benefits) based on current  
  membership in the year to 31 March 2016 are  
  £74.925 million.  Under recent arrangements,  
  Firefighters’ Pensions will be funded by the Scottish  
  Government, as well as the SFRS.

The table below shows the weighted average duration of 
the defined benefit obligation for scheme members for 
each of the schemes.

 LGPS Firefighters’ Pension Schemes Injury Benefits
 FPS 1992  NFPS 2006  
 Years Years Years Years

  2014/15 2013/14 2014/15 2013/14 2014/15 2013/14 2014/15 2013/14

Weighted average 
duration of the defined 20.6 21.3 19.1 18.9 21.3 21.1 22.4 22.3
benefit obligation
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(d) Statement of Net Comprehensive Expenditure
The following transactions have been made in the SoCNE in relation to the LGPS and both Firefighter schemes.

   LGPS Combined  Injury Injury
 Narrative LGPS 2013/14 FPS FPS Benefits Benefits 
  2014/15 Revised 2014/15 2013/14 2014/15 2013/14 
 £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Current service costs / (gains) 6,594 6,146 69,327 64,868 8,058 7,425 

 Past service costs / (gains) 2,305 811 - - - -

 Losses / (gains) on curtailments 224 676 - 1,965 - -
 and settlements

 Admin Expenses 13 16 - - - -

 Total Service cost 9,136 7,649 69,327 66,833 8,058 7,425 

 Employer contribution (6,439) (5,286) (72,121) (72,566) (1,985) (1,801)

 Deducted from Staff Costs 2,697 2,363 (2,794) (5,733) 6,073 5,624

 Net Interest Cost * 2,245 1,809 125,991 117,866 7,331 6,389 

 Impact on Net Expenditure 
 a¦er Interest 4,942 4,172 123,197 112,133 13,404 12,013

 Remeasurements recognised in 
 Other Comprehensive Income      

 Actuarial (gains) / losses 8,703 6,568 448,106 166,192 29,458 13,828

* Note: the following table extracts figures from above to allow easier reconciliation to the figures shown for total Net 
Interest Cost and Actuarial Gains and Losses in the SOCNE for LGPS, Combined FPS and Injury Benefits.
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  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s   £000s

 Net Interest Cost  

 LGPS 2,245 1,809

 Combined FPS 125,991 117,866

 Injury Benefits 7,331 6,389

 Total Net Interest Cost 135,567 126,064

 Actuarial (Gains) / Losses  

  LGPS 8,703 6,568

 Combined FPS 448,106 166,192

 Injury Benefits 29,458 13,828

 Total Actuarial (Gains) / Losses 486,267 186,588

The 2013/14 figure for LGPS losses/(gains) on curtailments and settlements has been restated as a loss in the table above, 
having incorrectly been shown as a gain in the 2013/14 Accounts.  This has no effect on the SoCNE.  
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(e) Asset and Defined Benefit Obligation Reconciliation

Reconciliation of opening and closing 
surplus / (deficit)

 

Surplus / (Deficit) at beginning of year

Net liabilities transferred in

Current Service Cost

Employer Contributions

Past Service Costs

Curtailments / Settlements

Other Finance Income

Admin Expenses

Net Interest Cost

Actuarial gains / (losses)

Surplus / (Deficit) at end of period

Reconciliation of opening and closing 
balances of the present value of the 
defined benefit obligation
 

Opening Defined Benefit Obligation

Liabilities transferred in

Current Service cost

Interest Cost

Member Contributions

Curtailments / Settlements

Past Service Costs

Transfers In from Other Authorities

Transfers In from Other Authorities

Estimated Benefits paid

Actuarial losses / (gains)

Closing Defined Benefit Obligation

Reconciliation of opening and closing 
balances of the fair value of Scheme 
assets

 

Opening fair value of Scheme assets

Assets transferred in

Expected return on Scheme assets

Member Contributions

Employer Contributions 

Admin Expenses

Transfers In from Other Authorities

Estimated Benefits paid

Actuarial gains / (losses)

Fair value of Scheme assets at end of 
period

LGPS
Year to 

31 March 
2015

£000s

(50,583)

-

(6,594)

6,439

(2,305)

(224)

-

(13)

(2,245)

(8,703)

(64,228)

LGPS
Year to 

31 March 
2015

£000s

(216,497)

-

(6,594)

(9,516)

(1,464)

(224)

(2,305)

-

-

4,886

(24,434)

(256,148)

LGPS
Year to 

31 March 
2015

£000s

165,914

-

7,271

1,464

6,439

(13)

-

(4,886)

15,731

191,920

LGPS
Year to 

31 March 
2014

£000s

(75)

(39,768)

(6,146)

5,286

(811)

(676)

-

(16)

(1,809)

(6,568)

(50,583)

LGPS
Year to 

31 March 
2014

£000s

(177)

(192,054)

(6,146)

(8,727)

(1,537)

(676)

(811)

-

-

4,153

(10,522)

(216,497)

LGPS
Year to 

31 March 
2014

£000s
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152,286

6,918

1,537

5,286

(16)

-

(4,153)

3,954

165,914

Combined 
FPS

Year to 
31 March

 2015
£000s

(2,919,890)

-

(69,327)

72,121

-

-

-

-

(125,991)

(448,106)

(3,491,193)

Combined 
FPS

Year to 
31 March 

2015
£000s

(2,919,890)

-

(69,327)

(125,991)

(18,503)

-

-

(100)

1,200

89,524

(448,106)

(3,491,193)

Combined 
FPS

Year to 
31 March 

2015
£000s

0

-

-

18,503

72,121

-

(1,100)

(89,524)

-

0

Combined 
FPS

Year to 
31 March

 2014
£000s

(6,791)

(2,634,774)

(64,868)

72,566

-

(1,965)

-

-

(117,866)

(166,192)

(2,919,890)

Combined 
FPS

Year to 
31 March 

2014
£000s

(6,791)

(2,634,774)

(64,868)

(117,866)

(17,046)
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-
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Note: The employer’s contribution for injury benefits in the 2013/14 table above has been restated to £1.801m and the past 
service cost has been restated to nil.  This has no effect on the SoCNE or SoFP

The FPS has no assets to cover its liabilities. LGPS assets are valued at fair value, principally market value for investments.  
The expected return on LGPS assets is based on the long-term future expected investment return for each asset class. These 
assets consist of the following categories:

   2014/15   2013/14
 Asset Quoted Prices not Total Quoted Prices not Total
   Prices in quoted in  Prices in quoted in
   Active an active  Active an active
   Markets market  markets market   
   £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Equity Securities      

  Consumer 18,184 2 18,186 15,801 1 15,802  

  Manufacturing 13,884 65 13,949 12,866 56 12,922

  Energy and Utilities 7,866 0 7,866 7,787 0 7,787

  Financial Institutions 13,582 0 13,582 11,273 0 11,273

	 	 Health	and	Care	 7,777	 2	 7,779	 6,229	 2	 6,231

  Information Technology 9,757 8 9,765 8,170 3 8,173

  Other 19,442 0 19,442 17,763 24 17,787

  Sub-total 90,492 77 90,569 79,889 86 79,975

 Debt Securities      

  Corporate Bonds 1,966 111 2,077 2,637 1 2,638

  UK Government Bonds 4,570 182 4,752 3,211 0 3,211

  Other 3,626 4 3,630 2,722 0 2,722

  Sub-total 10,162 297 10,459 8,570 1 8,571

 Private Equity 0 14,257 14,257 202 11,692 11,894

 Property 2,102 14,300 16,402 1,798 10,194 11,992

 Investment Funds and Unit Trusts      

  Equities 10,780 25,876 36,656 10,409 22,843 33,252

  Bonds 1,990 11,854 13,844 1,619 9,535 11,154

  Commodities 139 0 139 32 84 116

  Infrastructure 184 626 810 49 296 345

  Other 2,284 280 2,564 1,910 81 1,991

  Sub-total 15,377 38,636 54,013 14,019 32,839 46,858

 Derivatives      

  Foreign Exchange 47 0 47 329 0 329

  Other 29 0 29 20 0 20

  Sub-total 76 0 76 349 0 349

 Cash and Cash Equivalents 3,371 2,773 6,144 2,027 4,249 6,276

 Total 121,580 70,340 191,920 106,854 59,061 165,915
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(f) Statement of Changes in Taxpayers Equity
The actuarial gains and losses identified as movements on the Pensions Reserve in 2014/15 can be analysed into the 
following categories, measured as a percentage of assets or liabilities and amounts at 31 March 2015:

15.  Related Party Transactions

SFRS is an Other Significant Public Body sponsored by the Scottish Government Justice Department.  The Scottish 
Government is regarded as a related party.  During the year, SFRS had various material transactions with the Scottish 
Government	and	in	addition	had	a	number	of	material	transactions	with	other	government	bodies	(HMRC,	Debt	
Management Office (DMO), local authorities and LGPS offices).  During the year, apart from their service contracts, no 
Board member or senior employee or related parties have undertaken any material transactions with the SFRS.  Further 
information on Board members is contained within the Annual Governance Statement in the Annual report and can also be 
found on the SFRS website (www.firescotland.gov.uk/about-us/sfrs-board/board-members.aspx)

16.  Operating Leases

(a) SFRS as Lessee 
The SFRS inherited a number of leases a�er the transfer of assets and liabilities from the legacy Fire and Rescue Services on 
1 April 2013.  Leases were entered into for a number of reasons including office accommodation; land on which to locate 
Community Fire Stations and garages to house fire appliances; radio masts for communications purposes; and cars for 
employees who meet the criteria.

   Year to 31 March 2015   Year to 31 March 2014

  LGPS FPS Injury LGPS FPS Injury
    Benefits   Benefits  
  £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Actual return less expected return 
 on pension scheme assets 15,731 0 0 3,954 0 0

 Experience gains and losses 0 0 0 0 0 0  

 Changes in assumptions underlying the 
 present value of the scheme liabilities (24,434) (448,106) (29,458) (10,522) (166,192) (13,828)

 Actuarial gains / (losses) in 
 pension scheme (8,703) (448,106) (29,458) (6,568) (166,192) (13,828)

 Increase / (decrease) in irrecoverable surplus 0 0 0 0 0  0

 Actuarial gains / (losses) recognised in 
 Statement of Changes in Taxpayers Equity (8,703) (448,106) (29,458) (6,568) (166,192) (13,828)
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The following tables show the future minimum payments committed to by the SFRS by category, and assumes charges will 
be in line with those paid in 2014/15.

Land and Buildings (including radio masts)  2014/15 2013/14
   £000s £000s

Not later than one year  337 248

Later than one year but not later than 5 years  436 333

Later than 5 years  1,279 956

Total  2,052 1,537

The total charged to the SoCNE during 2014/15 for leases relating to Land and Buildings was £0.484 million (2013/14: 
£0.386 million).  Many of the above leases are on a rolling basis and can therefore be cancelled at any time; therefore future 
lease payments for such leases have therefore not been included in the above table.

 Vehicles, Plant and Equipment (Car leases) 2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s

 Not later than one year 462 334

 Later than one year but not later than 5 years 708 856

 Total 1,170 1,190

The total charged to the SoCNE during 2014/15 for car leases was £0.859 million. The comparative figures for 2013/14 are 
£0.927million.

(b) SFRS as Lessor
SFRS leases out property and equipment under operating leases for a number of purposes, including radio masts and 
accommodation to various agencies.  These leases can be cancelled at any time by SFRS and therefore no future lease 
payments can be guaranteed a�er 2013/14.  Rents receivable in 2013/14 totalled £0.153 million.

   Provisions less than one year   Provisions over one year 
  Insurance Employee Sub-total Insurance Employee Sub-total Total
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17.  Provisions
The following table shows the provisions transferred from legacy services and adjusted/added to by the SFRS.  The 
provision for Insurance relates to obligations due in respect of all known insurance claims as at 31 March 2015.  Other 
provisions represent obligations due in respect of various employment liabilities, such as restructuring costs, ill-health 
retirals and uninsured claims.

18.  Capital Commitments

 Provisions less than one year   Provisions over one year

 Employee Employee
  Insurance related  Sub-total Insurance related Sub-total Total
   liabilities   liabilities
  £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Balance at 1 April 2013 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 Provisions transferred (264) (3,933) (4,197) (491) 0 (491) (4,688)
 from legacy services

 Additional provisions (113) (2,487) (2,600) (340) 0 (340) (2,940)
 made in 2013/14

 Amounts used in 2013/14 151 1,297 1,448 152 0 152 1,600

 Unused amounts reversed 0 435 435 0 0 0 435
 in 2013/14

 Balance at 31 March 2014 (226) (4,688) (4,914) (679) 0 (679) (5,593)

 Additional provisions (107) (573) (680) (320) 0 (320) (1,000)
 made in 2014/15

 Amounts used in 2014/15 9 3,043 3,052 27 0 27 3,079

 Unused amounts reversed 50 174 224 152 0 152 376
 in 2014/15

 Balance at 31 March 2015 (274) (2,044) (2,318) (820) 0 (820) (3,138)

  2015/16 2016/17
  £000s £000s

Western	Isles	Fire	Behaviour	&	Breathing	Apparatus	Training	Facility	 1,225	 0

Rescue Pump Bodybuilds 3,960 0

Command	&	Control	System	 310	 0

Breathing Apparatus 2,400 0

Total 7,895 0 
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19.  Finance Leases
The SFRS has inherited finance leases from legacy services covering a fire station and garage at Lochaline and a number of 
photocopiers. These assets are contained in the SoFP under Property, Plant and Equipment.  

The	fire	station	and	garage	at	Lochaline	is	an	arrangement	with	Highland	Council	which	commenced	on	29	March	2012	
with a duration of 30 years.  A grassum was paid at the time and therefore there is no outstanding lease obligation.

The photocopier leases are carried in the SoFP at the following amounts:

  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s 

Vehicles,	Plant,	Furniture	and	Equipment	 2	 7

Total 2 7

The SFRS is committed to making minimum payments under these leases comprising settlement of the long-term liability 
for the interest acquired by the SFRS, and finance costs that will be payable by the SFRS in future years while the liability 
remains outstanding.  The minimum lease payments are made up of the following amounts:

  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s

 Finance lease liabilities (net present value of minimum lease payments)  

 Current 2 5 

 Non-current 0 2 

 Finance costs payable in future years 0 0

 Total 2 7
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The minimum lease payments do not include rents that are contingent on events taking place a�er the lease was entered 
into, such as adjustments following rent reviews.

The minimum lease payments will be payable over the following years:

  Minimum Lease Payments             Finance Costs

  31 March  31 March  31 March  31 March
  2015 2014 2015  2014
  £000s £000s  £000s  £000s 

 Not later than one year 2 5 0 1

 Later than one year and not later than 5 years 0 2 0 0

 Later than 5 years 0 0 0 0

 Total 2 7 0 1

20.  Grant In Aid

  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s

 Cash GIA received to meet operational expenditure 285,423 248,169

 Cash GIA received to fund replacement capital expenditure 19,752 14,147

 Total 305,175 262,316

Grant in Aid income received from the Scottish Government for the financial year ending 2014/15 was £305.175 million 
compared to a budget of £297.566 million.  The additional funds of £7.609 million were required for working capital 
purposes due to changes in the level of year end creditors and accruals. 

No funds were drawn down in advance of need as cash was only requested to meet expenditure as and when required.
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  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s

Employee so� loans relating to legacy service payroll transition 196 220

Total 196 220

22.  Inventories
The main categories of inventory held are shown below.

 Category 2014/15  2013/14
  £000s £000s

 Consumables 1,027 1,242

 Fuel 369 587
 Total 1,396 1,829

23.  Resource limit – outturn 2014-2015

21.  Long Term Debtors
Long term debtors consist of loans to employees of a legacy service.
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                                          2014/15                                       2013/14
 Expenditure Type Outturn Budget Variance Variance
  £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Department Expenditure Limit (DEL)    

 Net Resource Expenditure 262,170 268,966 (6,796) (8,406)

 Net Capital Expenditure  23,195 23,400 (205) (2)

 Total DEL expenditure 285,365 292,366 (7,001) (8,408)

 Ring-fenced DEL     

 Depreciation 21,889 22,625 (726) (483)

 Total Ring-fenced DEL 21,899 22,625 (726) (483)

 Impairment 4,496 10,000 (5,504) (11,857)

 Provisions 812 1,500 (688) (368)

 Total AME expenditure 5,308 11,500 (6,192) (12,225)

 Total Managed Expenditure 312,572 326,491 (13,919) (21,116)
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The outturn figures above are shown on an accruals basis.  
The total variance of £13.919 million represents both cash 
and non-cash underspends during 2014/15; the major 
contributing reasons are below.

Our key measure of financial performance is the 
comparison of expenditure against Departmental 
Expenditure Limit (DEL) funding provided by the Scottish 
Government.  The Net Resource Expenditure variance 
for 2014/15 of £6.796 million was primarily due to the 
impact of loan repayments that were budgeted against 
DEL but were correctly charged directly to the SoFP. When 
the effect of the £5.449 million budget for this item is 
taken into account, the resulting financial position is an 
underspend of £1.347 million. This was due to a number 
of factors, with the most significant being:

	 •	 An	underspend	of	£1.0	million	in	relation	to	service	 
  transformation,
	 •	 An	underspend	in	employee	costs,	predominantly	 
  within Retained and Support Staff of £1.429 million,  
  including £0.3 million relating to a technical  
  accounting adjustment in respect of holiday pay, and
	 •	 An	overspend	in	other	operating	costs	of	£1.082	 
  million due to accelerated expenditure on items such  
  as personal protective equipment, uniforms and  
  clothing, and equipment maintenance.

There was a slight underspend of £0.205 million on 
Capital DEL where goods were not received before the 
end of the financial year.

The Impairment budget of £10 million reflects the 
unknown impact of the Strategic Intent document 
produced by the SFRS, which detailed the future plans for 
the property portfolio, involving the release of properties 
no longer required.  In the coming years, this plan will 
result in the closure of several properties which have been 
valued using the depreciated replacement cost (DRC) 
method.  

At the point where the decision has been made to 
commence the selling process and actively market the 
properties however, they will be revalued at market value, 
which will be considerably less and will be reflected in 
the accounts as significant impairments.  During 2014/15 
however, only three of the properties identified have been 
marketed for sale, and therefore this budget has not been 
fully utilised.
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The Provisions budget of £1.5 million was not fully 
required during the year.

24. Financial Instruments
Disclosure of Nature and Extent of Risk Arising from 
Financial Instruments
Key Risks
As the cash requirements of the Board are met through 
Grant in Aid provided by the Scottish Government, 
financial instruments play a more limited role in creating 
and managing risks than would apply to a non-public 
sector body.  The majority of financial instruments relate to 
contracts to buy non-financial items in line with the Board’s 
expected purchase and usage requirements and the Board 
is therefore exposed to little credit, liquidity or market risk.

The main elements of risks that the Board are exposed to 
are:

	 •	 Credit	risk	–	the	possibility	that	other	parties	might	fail	 
  to pay amounts due to the Board;
	 •	 Liquidity	risk	–	the	possibility	that	the	Board	might	not	 
  have funds available to meet its commitments to make  
  payments; and
	 •	 Market	risk	–	the	possibility	that	financial	loss	might	 
  arise for the Board as a result of changes in such  
  measures as interest rates and stock market  
  movements.

Overall Procedures for Managing Risk
The Board’s overall risk management procedures focus on 
the unpredictability of financial markets, and implementing 
restrictions to minimise these risks.  The Board formally 
adopts the requirements set out within the Financial 
Reporting Manual (FReM) and the Scottish Public Finance 
Manual and through The Audit and Risk Assurance 
Committee, ensures that appropriate risk management, 
governance and internal control systems, principles and 
policies are in place and operating effectively.  These 
principles are implemented and followed by the Finance 
Department.

Credit Risk
Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents and 
deposits with banks as well as credit exposure to 
customers.
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For banks, funds are only held and transacted through Government Banking Scheme accounts and therefore there is little 
exposure to credit risks from these deposits.

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Board if a customer fails to meet their contractual obligations.  Customers for 
goods and services are assessed, taking into account their financial position, past experience and other factors, with 
individual credit limits being set in accordance with internal ratings in accordance with parameters set by the Board.

The following analysis summaries the Board’s maximum exposure to credit risk on other financial assets, based on 
experience of default, adjusted to reflect current market conditions.

Collateral	–	During	the	reporting	period	the	Board	held	no	collateral	as	security.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Board will not be able to meets its financial obligations as they fall due.  This risk is managed 
by ensuring that enough funds are available to meet liabilities as they fall due by carrying out rigid and close monitoring of 
cashflow on a daily basis and regular reviews of expenditure requirements during the month.  The Board’s main source of 
income is Grant in Aid income provided by the Scottish Government.  Therefore, there is no significant risk that it will be 
unable to raise finance to meet its commitments under financial instruments.

Of the £12.236 million total Trade and Other Receivables figure, £7.551 million relates to trade receivables.  The SFRS does 
not generally allow credit for its trade receivables, and all efforts will be made to ensure that debts are paid.  As the SFRS is 
still a relatively new organisation, there is no data on which to calculate the historical experience of default at this stage, and 
no provision for past due debt has yet been made.  As this information becomes available, the position will be reviewed.  
The past due amount can be analysed by age as follows:

  31 March 2015 31 March 2014  

  £000s £000s

 Less than three months 7,501 7,435

 Three to six months 23 514

 Six months to one year 6 100

 More than one year 21 0

 Total 7,551 8,049

 Narrative Amount at 31 March 2015 Amount at 31 March 2014

  £000s £000s

 Trade Receivables 7,551 8,049  

 Total 7,551 8,049 
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Financial Instruments Balances
The borrowings disclosed in the Balance Sheet are made up of the following categories of financial instruments:

Financial Liabilities by Category

*The SFRS is responsible for loans from legacy services, including a mix of PWLB and market borrowing made by several Councils which was 
passed on to the former services.  These loans are accounted for in the Councils’ loans fund, and the SFRS is liable to make interest and principal 
repayments to the Councils.   

Financial Assets by Category

 Other Financial Assets 31 March 2015 31 March 2014
  Current Non-Current Current Non-Current
  £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Trade and other receivables not including non-financial assets 7,551 0 8,049 0

 Cash and cash equivalents 1,580 0 0 0

 Total Financial assets 9,131 0 8,049 0

Unusual Movements
There have been no unusual movements throughout the year.

Reclassification
There has been no reclassification of a financial instrument throughout the year.

Derecognition of instruments
There has been no derecognition of a financial instrument throughout the year.

Defaults and Breaches
There have been no defaults and breaches throughout the year.
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 Loans and Payables 31 March 2015 31 March 2014
  Current Non-Current Current Non-Current
  £000s £000s £000s £000s

 Loans direct from PWLB / National Loans Fund (2,370) (39,742) (2,477) (42,153)

 Loans direct from Commercial Lenders 0 (1,500) 0 (1,500)

 Loans from Scottish Local Authorities* (3,384) (22,705) (2,992) (26,185)

 Sub total (5,754) (63,947) (5,469) (69,838)  

 Trade and other payables not including non-financial liabilities (5,562) 0 (15,168) 0

 Cash and cash equivalents 0 0 (36) 0

 Total Financial liabilities (11,316) (63,947) (20,673) (69,838)
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Financial instruments Gains/Losses
The gains and losses recognised in the SoCNE in relation to financial instruments are made up as follows:

  Financial Liabilities Financial Assets Total
  Other Liabilities Loans and receivables
  £000s £000s £000s

Interest expense (4,075) 0 (4,075)

Impairment losses 0 0 0

Interest payable and similar charges (4,075) 0 (4,075)

Interest income 0 0 -

Interest and investment income 0 0 -

Net gain/(loss) for the year (4,075) 0 (4,075)

Financial Instruments Gains / Losses 2014/15

  Financial Liabilities Financial Assets Total
  Other Liabilities Loans and receivables
  £000s £000s £000s

Interest expense (5,355) 0 (5,355)

Impairment losses 0 0 0

Interest payable and similar charges (5,355) 0 (5,355)

Interest income 0 185 185

Interest and investment income 0 185 185

Net gain/(loss) for the year (5,355) 185 (5,170)

Financial Instruments Gains / Losses 2013/14
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Fair value of Assets and Liabilities
Financial liabilities and financial assets represented by loans and receivables are carried on the balance sheet.  Their fair 
value can be assessed by calculating the present value of the cash flows that take place over the remaining life of the 
instruments, using the following assumptions:

	 •	 For	loans	from	the	PWLB	and	other	loans	payable,	premature	repayment	rates	from	the	PWLB	have	been	applied	to		 	
  provide the fair value under PWLB debt redemption procedures;
	 •	 For	loans	receivable	prevailing	benchmark	market	rates	have	been	used	to	provide	the	fair	value;
	 •	 No	early	repayment	or	impairment	is	recognised;
	 •	 Where	an	instrument	has	a	maturity	of	less	than	12	months,	or	is	a	trade	or	other	receivable,	the	fair	value	is	taken	to	
  be the carrying amount or the billed amount;
	 •	 The	fair	value	of	trade	and	other	receivables	is	taken	to	be	the	invoiced	or	billed	amount.

The fair values calculated are as follows:

 31 March 2015 31 March 2014
  Carrying Fair value Carrying  Fair value
  amount  amount
  Non-Current Non-Current Non-Current Current
  £000s £000s £000s £000s

Loans direct from PWLB / National Loans Fund (39,742) (57,706) (42,153) (55,349)

Loans direct from Commercial Lenders (1,500) (2,493) (1,500) (1,932)

Loans from Scottish Local Authorities (22,705) (29,647) (26,185) (31,963)

Total debt (63,947) (89,846) (69,838) (89,244)

Other financial liabilities (1,629) (1,629) (2) (2)

Total Financial liabilities (65,576) (91,475) (69,840) (89,246)

The fair values for financial liabilities have been determined by reference to the Public Works Loans Board (PWLB) 
redemption rules and prevailing PWLB redemption rates as at each balance sheet date, and include accrued interest.  The 
fair values for non-PWLB debt has also been calculated using the same procedures and interest rates and this provides a 
sound approximation for fair value for these instruments.

The fair values for loans have been determined by reference to the PWLB redemption rules which provide a good 
approximation for the fair value of a financial instrument. The comparator market rates prevailing have been taken from 
indicative investment rates at each balance sheet date.  In practice, rates will be determined by the size of the transaction 
and the counterparty, but it is impractical to use these figures, and the difference is likely to be immaterial.

The fair value is greater than the carrying amount because the Board’s portfolio of loans includes a number of fixed rate loans where the interest 
rate payable is higher than the rates available for similar loans in the market at the balance sheet date.
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25.  Non-Current Assets

a) Tangible Assets as at 31st March 2015
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Note 1: Donated assets shown in the table above include vehicles and operational equipment provided to the legacy 
services which transferred to the SFRS on 1 April 2013.  These will be used for fire and rescue purposes in accordance with 
terms and conditions set out by Scottish Government.  

Note 2: Depreciation and impairment figures shown in the SOCNE reconcile to the following figures in the tables above:-

 £000s £000s
 Note 25 SOCNE
Depreciation	charge	in	the	year	–	Tangible	Assets	 21,028
Depreciation	charge	in	the	year	–	Intangible	Assets	 871
Impairments	–	SOCNE	–	Tangible	Assets	 4,496
Total Depreciation and Impairment 26,395 26,395

Note 3: Revaluation Gain figure shown in the SOCNE comes from the following figures in the tables above:-

 £000s £000s
 Note 25 SOCNE
Revaluation	–	Revaluation	Reserve	–	Tangible	Assets	 30,822
Depreciation	–	Revaluation	Reserve	–	Tangible	Assets	 8,747
Impairments	–	Revaluation	Reserve	–	Tangible	Assets	 (7,909)
Total Net Gain on revaluation of PPE 31,660 31,660

Note 4: The closing balances were restated for buildings in the prior year table above, due to a technical upgrade to our 
fixed asset system in the year, in relation to how impairments were calculated. The overall closing net book value of the 
buildings assets did not change as a result of this but the closing balance for buildings for Cost and valuation in the prior 
year increased by £4.191 million and the closing balance for buildings for Depreciation and Impairment decreased by 
£4.191 million.
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 Intangible Assets
 Year to 31 March 2015 So¦ware Total
  £000s £000s

 Cost or valuation  

 At 1 April 2014 2,725 2,725

 Additions 629 629

 Transfers in/out 0 0

 Disposals 0 0

 Revaluation - Revaluation Reserve 0 0

	 Revaluation	–	SoCNE	 0	 0

 

 31 March 2015 3,354 3,354

 Depreciation  

 At 1 April 2014 (188) (188)

 Depreciation charge for year (871) (871)

	 Depreciation	–	Revaluation	Reserve	 0	 0

	 Impairments	–	Revaluation	Reserve	 0	 0

	 Impairments	–	SoCNE	 0	 0

 Disposals 0 0

 31 March 2015 (1,059) (1,059)

 Net Book Value at 31 March 2015 2,295 2,295

 Net Book Value at 31 March 2014 2,537 2,537

  

 Asset Financing:  

 Owned 2,295 2,295

 Finance Leased 0 0

 Donated 0 0

 On-balance sheet PFI 0 0

Carrying amount at 31 March 2015 2,295 2,295

b) Intangible Assets as at 31st March 2015
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 Intangible Assets
 Year to 31 March 2014 So¦ware Total
  £000s £000s

 Cost or valuation  

 At 1 April 2013 0 0

 Transferred from legacy services under business combination 522 522

 Additions 0 0

 Transfers in/out 2,203 2,203

 Disposals 0 0

 Revaluation - Revaluation Reserve 0 0

	 Revaluation	–	SoCNE	 0	 0

 31 March 2014 2,725 2,725

 Depreciation  

 At 1 April 2013 0 0

 Transferred from legacy services under business combination 0 0

 Depreciation charge for year (188) (188)

	 Depreciation	–	Revaluation	Reserve	 0	 0

	 Impairments	–	Revaluation	Reserve	 0	 0

	 Impairments	–	SoCNE	 0	 0

 Disposals 0 0

 31 March 2014 (188) (188)

 Net Book Value at 31 March 2014 2,537 2,537

 Net Book Value at 31 March 2013 0 0

  

 Asset Financing:  

 Owned 2,537 2,537

 Finance Leased 0 0

 Donated 0 0

 On-balance sheet PFI 0 0

Carrying amount at 31 March 2014 2.537 2,537

Intangible Assets as at 31st March 2014
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26.  Impairments and Revaluations

At 31 March 2015, all land, buildings and dwellings assets 
due for valuation under the five year rolling programme 
of valuations, were valued by the in-house Estates and 
Valuations	Surveyor	(Russell	Munn	BSc	MRICS).		The	basis	
of these valuations was as follows:
 
	 •	 Land	and	Buildings,	where	there	is	no	market-based			
  evidence of fair value: Depreciated Replacement Cost  
  (DRC)
	 •	 All	other	Land	and	Buildings:	Existing	Use	Value	(EUV)

This resulted in impairments of £4.496m, reflected as 
a charge in the SoCNE, and revaluation increases of 
£31.660 million, shown as a gain in the SoCNE and a 
charge to the Revaluation Reserve.

Other non-current assets are valued at depreciated historic 
cost.

27. Contingent Liabilities

(a) Following a successful claim by part-time uniformed  
  workers, these members of staff now have access  
  to the Firefighters Pension Schemes, backdated to  
  December 2000 where applicable.  This change has  
  yet to be implemented on a nationwide basis and the f 
  inancial effects are not currently known, however  
  there will be an impact on the Pensions figures  
  required by IAS19.

(b) In March 2013, four former employees of a legacy  
  Joint Fire Board lodged a legal claim against the  
  Service in relation to a pension issue, which  
  subsequently transferred to the SFRS on 1 April 2013.   
  No provision was made for this contingent liability as  
  the claim was repudiated by the Board at the time, and  
  this continues to be the position of the SFRS.

(c) The Crown Office served a petition on the 9th April  
  2013 on the SFRS in relation to alleged breaches of  
	 	 Health	and	Safety	regulations	relating	to	the	incident	 
  at the Balmoral Bar on 12 July 2009.  The costs  
  involved cannot be quantified at this stage, as the  
  possibility of settlement is uncertain.

(d) It has been previously identified that provision  
  should be made in the Annual Accounts for all  
  liabilities in relation to insurance claims against the  
  SFRS, both known and unknown.  The provisions  
  shown in Note 17 represent those claims that are  
	 	 known.		Values	cannot	be	placed	upon	those	claims	 
  that have been incurred but not reported, i.e.  
  incidents have occurred but claims have still to be  
  submitted, and therefore a contingent liability exists.

(e) In May 2015, the Pensions Ombudsman upheld a  
  complaint in relation to a lack of review by the  
  Government Actuary Department (GAD) of  
  commutation factors for the FPS between 1998 and  
  2006.  The decision is that new tables for calculating  
  lump sum pension commutation figures will be issued,  
  which will result in many firefighters who retired  
  between 1998 and 2006 being paid higher lump  
  sums.  Costs have still to be calculated for those
  affected, however it is expected that full funding will
  be provided by central government.

(f)  A ruling was made in November 2014 by the  
  Employment Appeal Tribunal that the calculation of  
	 	 holiday	pay	should	include	compulsory	overtime	–	 
  SFRS has not included this item when calculating  
  holiday pay in the past.  The Bear Scotland Ltd v Fulton  
  and others case allowed room to appeal and therefore  
  the ruling may be subject to change.  The impact on  
  SFRS is still under consideration.

28. Firefighters’ Pensions Reconciliation
The requirements to prepare a Firefighters’ Pension 
Account for the SFRS were specified in the Firefighters’ 
Pension Scheme Amendment (Scotland) (No.2) Order 
2010 (SSI 332/2010; see also SSI 333/2010).  This order 
has now been revoked, however this reconciliation is 
provided to demonstrate good practice and maintain a 
record of payments made and income received in respect 
of Firefighters’ pensions.

Funding for Fire Pension payments, with the exception 
of ill-health and injury benefits, is not included in the GiA 
funding provided by the Scottish Government.  A specific 
grant is paid to the SFRS to take account of the funding 
required to meet the cost of employer contributions.
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Although the Firefighters’ Pension Account operates on 
an accruals basis, provisions for potential retirement (e.g. 
commuted sums) are not included as a charge against the 
Firefighters’ Pension Account.

The table below illustrates the transactions on the Pension 
Account.

The deficit of £6.858 million shown above is contained within the Trade and Other Receivables figure of £6.953 million 
for Central Government Bodies shown in Note 10(b).  In comparison a surplus of £3.616 million was recorded in 2013/14 
which was contained within the 2013/14 Trade and Other Payables figure of £8.775 million for Other Central Government 
Bodies shown in Note 11(b). 

  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s

 Contributions receivable:  

  

 Fire and Rescue Service:  

 Contributions based on pensionable pay (26,376) (27,189)  

 Early retirements (936) (1,017)

	 Transfer	Values	In	 (201)	 (667)

 Officers’ contributions (18,661) (17,299)

 Seconded Officer Income (23) 0

 Total Receivable (46,197) (46,172)

  

 Benefits payable:  

 Pensions 75,229 71,564

 Commutations and lump sum retirement benefits 17,534 16,425

 Lump sum death benefits 71 113

 Transfer values paid 1,535 37

 Total Benefits Payable 94,369 88,139

  

 Deficit before Funding (48,172) (41,967)

  

 Transferred in from legacy organisations 3,616 2,711

	 Fire	Pension	Grant	–	total	grant	received	 64,074	 70,061

 Less: Employers Contributions (26,376) (27,189) 

Carried forward surplus as at 31 March 2015 (6,858) 3,616
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29.  Assets held for sale

  Year to 31 March Year to 31 March
  2014/15 2013/14
  £000s £000s 

Assets held for sale 280 0

Total 280 0

This relates to a house on the site of the Training College at Gullane.

30. Other Long Term Liabilities

The Other Long Term Liabilities balance of £1.629 million relates to voluntary severance packages agreed with employees 
that will become effective in 2016/17.

31. Events A£er the Reporting Date

No significant events requiring inclusion in the Annual Report and Accounts took place a�er the reporting date of 31 March 
2015.
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THE	SCOTTISH	FIRE	AND	RESCUE	SERVICE
DIRECTION BY THE SCOTTISH MINISTERS

1. The Scottish Ministers, in pursuance of section 42A(1) of the Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 (inserted by section 118 of the Police 
and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012) hereby give the following direction.

2. The statement of accounts for the financial year ending 31 March 2015, and subsequent years, shall comply with the 
accounting principles and disclosure requirements of the edition of the Government Financial Reporting Manual (FReM) 
which is in force for the year for which the statement of accounts are prepared.

3. The accounts shall be prepared so as to give a true and fair view of the income and expenditure, recognised gains and 
losses and cash flows for the financial period and of the state of affairs at the end of the financial period.

4. This direction shall be reproduced as an appendix to the statement of accounts. 

Signed by the authority of the Scottish Ministers

Dated         
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